"Say to the prisoners, Goforth."--lsa.
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4-Month

Be Prepared
The Watchtower

"Until

Cities

Campaign

to Present
Effectively

z Jehovah’s King and kingdom are
here! The judgment is on : Nearer !
nearer’
draws the final day when
Satan’s entire organization
will be
made a desolation
and waste. Who
will tell this good news? Who will
sound the warning? Even as Isaiah
of old, thousands of God’s servants
whose lips have been cleansed now
cry out, "Here am I; send me:"
And to those thousands of servants
plain and unmistakable is Jehovah’s
command to go and tell the people
"until cities
be waste without inhabitant,
and houses without man,
and the land become utterly waste"
.... Isa. 6 : 11, AS.
2While the cities
are still
inhabited
and opportunity
yet remains, God’s faithful
servants will
continue telling the people by presenting The Watchtower from house
to house to all persons during the
next four months. This will be offered on a subscription
basis of
$1 a year. Any three booklets will
be given as a premium. Those who
wish may offer
both The Watchtower and Awake! on a subscription basis of $2 a year, along with
a premium of six booklets.
The
Awake" can be offered to those already subscribing
for The Watch.
tower. A list of the ninny languages
in which The Watchtowcer is printed
can be found on the inside of the
front cover. The campaign quota is
2 for each company publisher,
and
16 for each pioneer.
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Without

Inhabitant"

Watchtower

to the various attractive
features.
Note that it is the only magazine
announcing God’s kingdom; that it
has over a million and a quarter
circulation;
that a year’s subscription represents
a volume of 768
pages.
4 Individual preparation
will include having the mind think positively and confidently.
Do this by
preparing and practicing
a presentation orally with members of the
family or other brothers. Make definite arrangements
to engage in
field service some time during the
week. Be on time at the contact
points. For greater results,
get an
early start and plan to stay longer
in the field.
Where sample copies
are placed, call back to get subscriptions. Publishers
should also call
back on all subscribers
and leave
with them the current issue as it
comes out until their magazine begins to come through the mail. The
main objective in calling back is to
arrange to start a study. Fill out
all subscription forms correctly and
plainly and thus avoid many diffiUnassigned

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Territory

Is witnessing
being done in all
territory
in the United States now?
Many thousands
assembled in convention at Washington, D.C., October 12-14, 1951, were surprised to
learn that of 3,062 counties in the
United States, almost 50 per cent of
them, or a total of 1,469 counties,
are completely unworked or receiving only partial
attention.
That
Individual Preparation Essential
means millions
of persons in the
3 Are you prepared to present The United States are not being served
Watchtower? Do you know what it from the theocratic
table Jehovah
contains?
Can you show and prove has provided for a/I persons of good
its tremendous value? Are you sub- will.
scription
conscious? For your anThat this is soon to be changed
swer to be Yes, individual
prepawas manifest
to all when at the
ration
is essential.
Prepare
by close of the assembly the Society’s
reading The Watchtower and noting president
advised that an arrangeoutstanding points and questions of merit would be made by the Society
interest
in the issue you are illusso that company publishers
and piotrating at the door. Call attention
neers could work this territory

culties later. Every publisher should
himself be a Watchtower subscriber
and thus have his own personal
copy and also have his name and
address on file at the Society.
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)
Around

the

World

with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Beginning with this issue of the
Informant, "Around the World with
Jehovah’s Witnesses" will be a regular feature, and will be based on the
experiences appearing in the Yearbook. A consideration
of these will
not only be enjoyable but very profitable. It will give us practical examples
which will in turn help us to be more
efficient,
more appreciative and more
zealous publishers. Suggestions will be
given for good, lively, interesting discussions and demonstrations
for two
meetings each month. At these demonstrations
two or three brothers (or
sisters) will talk about or demonstrate
the experiences.
One may speak as
though he lived In the country under
discussion and another may ask questions and elaborate on the comments.
If time permits, other information rel(Continued on page 2, col I)
to

Be

Worked

t
during
June, July,
and August
1952. The vast audience with one
accord enthusiastically
applauded
the opportunity.
The Society will soon be sending
to each company and pioneer a complete list of unassigned territory,
an application
blank for selecting
territory
desired and instructions
covering the work in unassigned territory during this special campaign.
The company servant should schedule this material for discussion at
the service meeting immediately, assemble the information
desired and
forward the company’s request for
a share in this special work to this
office by February 1, 1952. Pioneers
who will work with the company
should not submit an application,
for they should be included in the
company’s request.

Around the World . . . (Cont’d)
ative to the country and the
service
work there may be included.I The im- t
portant thing is to bring out the point
or highlight
the theme as mentioned
in this column, thus helping all to see
that "it can be done".

THE

GOOD

"Preach . . . in troublesomeseason"
By Placing
The increasing
intensity
of the
East-West conflict and the spreading
the Watchtower Offer
of totalitarian
restraints
means
With another world-wide
Watchmore and more of ’preaching
the
Word in troublesome season’ for Je- tower campaign here, all of Jehovah’s
witnesses
should
be
making
hovah’s ministers, for they are deter- preparations
to make this campaign
mined to remain true to their comyet. So to aid in this
mission regardless
of what the Dev- the greatest
a few examples are
il’s agents may bring against them. preparation,
here presented from the January 1,
(2 Tim. 4:2, NW) The 1952 Yearbook contains
many examples of 1952, Watchtower.
Using the "Purpose of The Watchsuch preaching in troublesome seatower" on the inside of the cover,
SOD.
one might give a witness like this:
During the past service year the "Note a few points about the purpolice
in Hungary occupied
the pose of The Watchtower.
It is
branch office, carried off the brothers i founded on God’s Word, the Bible.
to unknown destinations
and appro- This elevates it above racial,
napriated the equipment. Did that stop tional and political
propagandas and
the witness work there? Not at all.
prejudices and frees it. from selfish
In spite of such troublesome season, bias. Its message advances as the
our brothers continue "courageous
light on God’s purposes and works
and spiritually
strong", and preach increases.
(Quote Habakkuk 2: 1-3.)
the Word with their Bibles,
among This journal does not parrot the old
their number being 21 pioneers. (155, fable about history repeating itself,
156)
but sees in present conditions
the
Our brothers in the Belgian Con- world’s time of the end and the
go are setting a like example. Iso- best of times in a new world of
lated reports filtering
through tell
righteousness to follow. This publiof deportations,
imprisonments,
cation
does not interpret
Bible
beatings and other ill treatment en- prophecy, but sets it alongside physdured by God’s ministers
there.
ical events and lets the prophecy inThrough it all they are continuing
terpret itself.
The Watchtower is a
to preach the Word, and the good vital publication
for everyone who
news of the Kingdom is being heard wants to keep a watch
on current
by ever-increasing
numbers. (189,
conditions and the Bible prophecies
190)
And Paul’s injunction
to preach to which they are related."
The "Questions
from Readers"
in troublesome season is also being
carried
out in the Dominican Reamazed a gentleman with her Scrippublic, where "the faith of those
is found in the
who want to serve Jehovah is being tural presentation
tested and tried from every angle" report on the Saar. (139) And the
report on the Netherlands West Inand where even walking
on the
dies calls particular attention to the
street with the Watchtower publiof the children and the
cations in one’s possession is an of- activities
part they are having in the increase.
fense against the state. (123-125)
Surely the faithful
example of our For instance, there the Gilead misbrothers in such ]ands should stim- sionaries have found it profitable to
ulate all who can still
preach in take young publishers
with them to
favorable season to greater zeal.
home Bible studies.
The answers
these children give to Bible quesYouthful Witnesses
tions often amaze the new persons
That theocratically
trained chilof good will and cause them to
dren, and even those of good will,
speak up also. (177) What are our
are having a share in the witness
youthful ministers doing? And what
work is another fact that is forcibly
are we doing to help them to have
brought home to us as we go round a share in the expansion?
the world with Jehovah’s witnesses
The above merely gives the gist
by means of our 1952 Yearbook.
or pith of the material to be used.
The report from Brazil tells of a For completely
developing
it and
10-year-old bey being instrumental
rounding it out as to details,
local
in bringing his parents out from the color, etc., please see the Yearbook.
prison house. (92) An experience
The page numbers are given in patelling
of how a 13-year-old
girl
rentheses () for this purpose.
9.

NEWS
section
can be used thus:
"The
Watchtower will actually
answer
your Bible questions,
for a section
of the magazine is devoted to questions from the readers. For instance,
did you ever wonder if Jesus knew,
while yet a child,
that he was to
be the Messiah and that
he had
formerly existed as a spirit creature,
the Logos? Well, that question is
answered in this issue."
Often, objections can be overcome
by being familiar
with the material
in the issue you have. For
instance, if someone states,
"Oh, I
go to the church down the street
every Sunday," you could reply,
’Tin glad to know that. But is that
enough? Let me read you paragraphs
12 and 13 of the article,
’Organizing
for the Ministry,’
and see if you
don’t agree with them. (Read) Now
the purpose of The Watchtower is
to come into your home twice a
month and provide the material that
will help you work toward the point
of helping others to take in lifegiving knowledge."
We should familiarize
ourselves
with more of these features of interest,
because the main articles,
their questions and the information
on the inside of the cover, such as
the list
of languages,
number of
copies printed,
table of contents
and Bible translations
used, can
often be employed with telling effect.
Tell the People . . . (Cont’d)
5 The various
servant
departments should keep the campaign activity in steady motion. Publishers
should note good points in demonstrations
for effectively
presenting
The Watchtower and overcoming objections.
Have the experienced publishers work with the inexperienced,
assisting
them to become more mature publishers. Also help the irregular to become regular.
Every effort should be made on the part of
all publishers
to have a share in
the Watchtower campaign.
s The days of Satan’s organization
are numbered.
God’s undeserved
kindness
toward this marked and
doomed generation will not continue
indefinitely.
Jehovah’s command to
his servants now is to go and tell
the people of his King and kingdom
and the nearness of his day of vengeance. Redeem the time! Help the
prisoners to go forth by taking The
Watchtower into every home while
they are still with inhabitants.

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

’Apply Yourself
to Public Reading’

All Kingdom publishers appreciating the true value of "The Watchtower"
will want to present it effectively
and obtain as many subscriptions as posAs students
prepare
their
assignsible. For maximumresults, each publisher should prepare to regularly enministry
gage in door.to-door work. By having in mind the opening words and general ments for the theocratic
outline of what is to be said publishers will be confident at the door. It
school
under the new arrangement,
means preparing in advance. The following demonstrations offer suggestions there are a few points that should be
as to how a publisher can prepare to have a full part in the campaign and
kept
in
mind. First of all, it should
assist others to have a share in it.
not be concluded
that
a reading
to
the
platform)
says,
"So
you
SCENE ONE: (3 minutes) Sister
will be an easy one and
door presents "Watchtower" offer.
the witness could have said, ’You seed assignment
Part 1 Mentions perilous
times and "’The Watchtower",
less preparation.
The
for: (and then he will require
introduces
"The Watchtower
as an briefly
states
6 or 7 of the points
student
should
read his material
aid to daily living.
Householder says
made, such as,) It is the only magaaloud
many times
in order
to get
zine that
makes the Bible a living
he (or she) is not interested,
and s
book for us, that gives a new world
very busy and gets all information
the proper sense stress,
put in prophe wants
about world events
from
outlook,’ " etc.
er pauses,
pronounce the words cor"’Picture"
magazine, which gives him
While these things
are being said,
rectly
and acquire
fluency.
He
a quick and comprehensive
view of witness,
with a joyful look, recounts
on her fingers
the things
she could
should
inject
enthusiasm
and force
world situation.
Part 2 Witness then goes to another
have said,
and encouraged,
picks up into his reading.
Reading should be
her book bag, starts
back in service.
home, where the lady of the house
natural
and expressive
so it will not
says that she cares for all her religious needs through her church magas though
the material
is
SCENE ONE: Publisher
is at home sound
azine, "Clergy Weekly."
thinking about the campaign.
being read.
The material
should be
made alive
such as the Word of the
SCENE TWO: (10 minutes)
WitPart 1 (4 minutes) Talking aloud
ness walks home dejectedly.
himself,
he says the "’Watchtower"
Lord is.
A review
of chapters
16
Talking
to herself,
"I know "The campaign
has started
and he wants
and 17 of Theocratic
Aid to KingWatchtower’ is far superior
to those
to do his part.
Last year he rememwill help the student
magazines but I just wish I could put bers he did well, especially
at the dora Publishers
it into words.’
As she sits
there
last
part of the campaign,
when he immensely.
comparing
some worldly
magazines
obtained
most of his subscriptions.
The first
two student
talks
may
with "The Watchtower",
two brothers
Why was he more successful
toward
(or sisters),
one labeled "Picture" and latter
half of campaign? Oh, yes, he have a brief
introduction.
Two or
the other "Clergy Weekly", approach
bad developed a good presentation
by
are sufficient
from one side of the stage toward a then and it was effective.
So why not three brief sentences
brother
(or sister)
labeled
"The
start with a good one and be successful
to establish
the setting
for the maWatchtower",
who approaches
from
all the way through? Deciding he had terial
to be read and tell
who is
the other side.
better
think out the witness
he will
speaking
the words in the account,
Here, near the middle of the platuse, he takes the latest
"Informant"
form, an argument ensues,
"Picture"
etc.
Then a few words in summary
and current
"Watchtower"
and proarguing that he brings actual views of ceeds to work up what he will say and will serve to conclude the talks aflife
as it extols
so his readers
can points he will use at the doors.
points
are
see conditions;
three million people see
Part 2 (6 minutes)
Having in mind ter the 4 or 5 analytical
weekly the horrors of war and terrible
Before
counsel
is given by
what he will say, he goes to his wife given.
conditions
in the world.
Argument
and tells
her he would like to have the school servant
the audience will
goes back and forth,
"Picture"
anher listen to his offer and note points
be given the opportunity
to mention
swering
"Watchtower’s"
argument
by for improvement.
He gives a complete
saying he shows the efforts
of U. N. witness after which they have a short
changes
they
noticed
which
the
and others
to bring peace.
watchdiscussion
on points
used.
To the
speaker
did not mention.
tower" says he tells
his readers
how question
"Have you prepared
your
these conditions
fit the prophecies,
offer?’ she replies No. He encourages
The school
servant
should do the
he gives a glorious
hope and a new her to do so and then remembers
the
assigning
of those who are to asworld outlook;
he offers readers a way study conductor
asked him to assist
sist
the brothers
talking
on the
of life and a way to face today’s vital
Brother "A" to join in the work. A telephone call is made to Brother
"A",
chain words. He should try to get all
issues.
"Clergy"
steps up, pompously says
encouragement
given to enjoy a part’
publishers,
brothers
and sisters,
to
he does that by showing his readers
in the work and arrangements
made to
take part in this work. The two ashow to be better
citizens
and to help
pick him up on the way to the conthe world; his writers
are prominent
tact point next morning. Publisher
and signed
to consider
the chain
word
theologians;
they know what is best
wife, happy over outcome, take seats
as on a back-call
should
rehearse
for us, "Clergy" also reflects
creeds
in audience.
their
parts
and make the discussion
long taught
and cherished;
he stirs
SCENE TWO: (10 minutes)
Sunday conversational
People emotionally
and sentimentaland instructive
The
morning contact point.
ly. "Watchtower"
asks "Clergy"
if
question
to be answered by the third
he tells
that
this
world will soon
Study
conductor
discusses
morning
be destroyed
or if he hides
that
student
speaker
should
be stated
text with group (may use entire servtruth;
he shows how the Pharisees
in the introduction
so that
ice meeting audience as publishers
who dearly
were prominent,
but as Jesus
did,
assembled
for service)
and then
all in the audience will know it and
he ("Watchtower")
expresses
not the are
briefly
comments on offer to be used.
themselves
as to
opinions of men, but of God and makes Since many have been privileged
to be able to express
God’s Word a living
book for our
answered
take part in previous
campaigns and whether or not he properly
practical
guidance.
He describes
how all have prepared in harmony with the the question.
However,
remember
"Clergy" fails to bring real help, but "Informant’s"
suggestion,
study con"Watchtower"
presents
product
of ductor asks audience
the audience
does not counsel
the
for good points
real Bible research
and builds up inon DELIVERy. The school servand ways they have found effective
in student
tellectually
and spiritually,
is alive
presenting
"The Watchtower".
(Com- [ant does this in each case.
and fresh,
not creedal.
Thus neither
l)any should be advised to prepare one
"Picture"
nor "Clergy"
can compare
Everyone
should
read
over
the
week before
meeting
night
so good
with him. That is why Watchtower’s"
suggestions
will be forthcoming
at assignments
before
they are conname is becoming a household
word
in 36 languages and his circulation
of this time.) After hearing several, con- sidered
in the school
and be preand then
well over a million is growing by hun- ductor sums up good points
pared
to comment.
Brothers
not
dreds
of thousands.
The argument
asks if someone v¢ill demonstrate just
should
be encouraged
yshould go back and forth in a livel
what he will say at the first door, for now enrolled
way. At end "Picture"
and "Clergy’
in just a few minutes all assembled
to do so. All, including
children,
hang heads
in shame and say that
they seem to have fallen
down on the will be going from door to door and elderly
brothers,
and those
with
all should now have in mind what they language difficulties
job, and certainly
can’t object to letcan derive much
in Scene One who
ting "Watchtower"
into a home, even will say. Brother
benefit
by attending
the school.
Rethough they came in first.
Now pub- prepared
and practiced
with wife
lisher throws worldly magazines aside,
raises
his hand. He is called upon to member, whatever
you put into
the
concentrates
on "Watchtower".
come to platform and present
offer to
school you will get out of it. Hence,
who acts as houseSCENE THREE: (2 minutes)
"Mag- study conductor,
"Continue
applying
yourself
to pubazines" withdraw.
holder.
Then all are dismissed
for
A hidden voice (or a brother coming field service.
lic reading."--i
Tim. 4 : 13, NW.
3

"Theocracy’s
Increase"
Witnessing
Period
Back-Calls and Bible Studies
to Be Stressed
Jehovah’s organization is one that
is continually
increasing.
But does
?this surprise his true worshipers
No! Because they know that the
scripture
at Zechariah
2:4 predicted: "Jerusalem shall be inhab!ted as towns without walls for the
multitude of men and cattle therein." What do you think contributes
to this increase of the Theocracy?
Chiefly, it is the making of backcalls and the conducting
of home
Bible studies.
Let us, then. during this second
month of the Watchtower campaign
call back on all persons who showed
some interest.
By all means let us
(.all
back on those who did subscribe for The, Watchtower and show
them how they can get the most out
of it. Back-calls and Bible studies

are necessary to aid people to understand and appreciate
the literature. So. Bible study servants, take
the lead in this feature of service
find encourage the new and immature publishers
to make back-calls
and conduct Bible studies.
Be an
example to them and take them
with you and show them how it is
done.
Therefore, our privilege of service
to the Theocracy’s
increase during
February will consist of laying the
groundwork for more true worship
by continuing
to go from house to
house to present a year’s subscription for The Watchtower on a contribution
of $1.00 and leaving a
gift of three booklets. Then we will
proceed to build on this foundation
by calling back on all interested persons and conducting
home Bible
studies with them.

COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
The Publisher

A theocratic
publisher
proclaims
the good news of the Kingdom under the direction
of the Lord and
his organization.
Thus he becomes
one of Jehovah’s witnesses. He does
his preaching in a spirit
of love
and willingness.
With the proper
mental attitude
each publisher
understands what he is doing and sincerely serves God in an intelligent
manner.
One of Jehovah’s witnesses seeks
to daily improve his ministry
by
applying the wise counsel of God’s
Word, the Bible. Further,
he cooperates
with the Lord’s visible
governing organization
and follows
theocratic counsel in order that all
will walk together in complete unity.
(Matt. 24:45-47,
NW) Seeing the
importance
of the local company
arrangement, he fully supports it in
Follow Up Subscriptions
all ways so that the Kingdom inWBBRPoll
terests might be properly expanded.
A poll will be conducted within
with No. 7 Bible
In doing so he recognizes the posiarea of WBBRradio
Many of the persons that will sub- the listening
tion of the various appointed servstation
during
the
week
of
January
scribe
for The Watchtower
and 28 through February 3 to ascertain
ants and seeks to co-operate
with
Awake! during the months of Janthem. (1 Thess. 5: 12, 13, NW) He
the
percentage
of
listeners.
Comuary to April may not have a Bible panies in this area have been sent endeavors to attend all theocratic
in their
home and very few will
arranged
of instructions
which should meetings and assemblies
have the No. 7 Bible entitled
the letters
for his spiritual welfare.
i)e
considered
at
a
service
meeting
"New World Translation
of the
in January so that those selected
He strives to be tactful, efficient,
Christian
Greek Scriptures".
It
by tire company servant to take part diligent and regular in all branches
would be excellent
if they could
the field activity. This field servhave this new translation
to read in this census will be fully informed of
ice should then be accurately
and
;is to what to do.
along
with
their
magazine.
The station has twenty-four
mil- promptly reported.
(1 Tim. 4: 16,
Therefore we suggest that you folNW)
This
labor
of
love
is
put
forelow up every subscription
by making lion possible listeners in its area and
poll should determine the per- most in his life and for this he is
back-calls,
and at week or two after this
Its re- prepared to live and, if necessary,
they have started getting their mag- centage of actual listeners.
die. He keeps on, then, seeking first
azine through the mail offer them arrangement of programs instituted
the Kingdom and does not allow old
over
a
5’ear
ago
is
having
excellent
the New World Translation
o] the results
and we feel sure the pub- world pursuits to infringe upon this
Christian
Greek Scriptures.
Show lishers and
pioneers will respond to all-important vocation. ( 1 Pet. 1 : 14
them its contents,
read portions of
Col. 4 : 5) He keeps himself neat in
it so that they may realize its value this service wholeheartedly.
appearance
and at all times conand how it will be a great aid to
ducts himself properly, in a manner
them to better
understand
God’s UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1952 befitting
a Christian.
At all times
Word.
130,308Publishers
the publisher
makes opportunities
If companies need the No. 7 Bible
to preach the good news to the fullthey may order them from Brooklyn, Monthly Field Service Report est extent possible.
as they are available in stock.
A company publisher
appreciating
NovemberReport
his relationship
to the Lord and deAv. Av.
Av. siring to increase his privileges of
Publishers’ Edition
Pubs. Hrs. B.C Bi. St, service will desire to symbolize his
Many companies had their orders
opportu257 135.7 58.2
7.8 dedication at the earliest
for publishers’
edition of What Has Sp’l Pros.
6,255 91.8 33.8
5.2 nity by water immersion, if he has
Religion
Done for Mankind? can- Pioneers
8.6 3.2
not already done so. (Matt. 3:15,
.5
celed because the Society ran out Co. Pubs,117,788
Total Pubs, 124,300
NW) Taking this step and executing
of stock of the original
printing.
his covenant obligations he can then
Public MeetingsHeld: 6,171
We received expressions
of regret
be properly called a "minister
of
that personal
copies of the pubGod".
lishers’
edition could not be obNew Booklet in Stock
Do you fully measure up to the
tained, However, we have been sucExamine your
cessful in obtaining a small stock.
The Society
has been able to above qualifications?
If any of the publishers still wish obtain some additional
paper for position, your conduct, your motives.
to receive a copy of the publishers"
booklet printing.
Hence the 32-page Can improvement be made? If so,
edition for their personal use, they booklet
Will Religion
Meet the act to your greatest benefit by conmay order through the company, reWorld Crisis? is now available
at forming yourself to these righteous
mitting 50c per book.
regular campaign literature
rates.
principles.
4

"Say to the prisoners, Goforth."--Isa.

FEBRUARY, 1952

"Theocracy’s
Introduce

Increase"
All

to

the

Witnessing
King

Increased
Praise
Schedule
"Jerusalem shall be inhabited like
unwalled villages,
because of the
mass of men and beasts within her."
(Zech. 2:4, AT; Watchtower, January 1, ]951) In these last days Jehovah God has built up his organization, JerUsalem, and brought about
Theocracy’s increase.
But people in
the ’great city’ are not idle! They
continue to spread out and preach
the message of God’s kingdom to the
ends of the earth so that all shall
know that Jehovah is the Supreme
One of the universe
and that the
vindication
of his name and word is
near at hand. Being citizens
of the
new world organization,
let us share
in praising our God and King by offering subscriptions
for the Watchtower and Awake! magazines,
with
the premium.
Our house-to-house
work will continue as a regular feature of our
service activity.
But there is also
the responsibility
of calling back on
all persons who showed interest
by
taking
a copy of the magazine,
booklet or book and those who expressed a desire to subscribe. Caring
for these calls and conducting home
Bible studies are activities
of vital
importance in the Lord’s work. That
this has the Lord’s blessing
is
proved by the tremendous
growth
of the ’unwalled city’.
Results go
hand in hand with such efforts
in
cultivating the field of God.
When obtaining
subscriptions
or
otherwise finding interested
persons
we should be diligent to accept the
responsibility
of caring for these
sheeplike
ones. We should make a
complete record of interest
found
and then water and nourish this interest for continued increase. Regular calls on these persons, designed
to increase their knowledge of the
Creator
and his purposes
and to
bring them to full-bodied
maturity,
need to be made.
IncreasedActivity
To properly
care for our Godgiven responsibility
of ’feeding the
sheep’ group contacts should be well
organized.
It has been found that

Through
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Period
MAGAZINES

9:30 a.m. Sunday is the best time
for the publishers
to assemble for
group service.
Discussion
of the
daily text and a consideration
of
the activity for the day should start
promptly
at the appointed
time.
Brief quizzes, discussions,
experiences, demonstrations,
or reviews,
based on previous service meetings,
may be prepared and presented
for
refreshment and stimulation
before
going afield.
The entire
meeting
need be no longer than 15 minutes,
thereby making it possible for all
to be in the field
by 10:00 a.m.
for a full day of service.
Many publishers
have found it
practical to start the day’s activity
with a couple of hours of houseto-house activity,
eat a lunch while
still in the field and then continue
into the afternoon by calling
back
on persons who previously displayed
interest
and starting
and conducting
home Bible studies.
So prepare for and take an active
part in Theocracy’s increase now by
uniting yourself with your brothers
world-wide in this great witness
work.
Subscription

Postal
Rate Increase
In view of the increase in postal
rates, effective January 1, 1952, all
who correspond
with the Society
using postal cards (pioneers
included) will be required to use two
cents in postage.
Returned Magazines
During 1951 the post office returned well over 72,000 magazines
to this office,
which could not .be
delivered for the following reasons :
"not found, no such street,
no such
number, unknown and unclaimed."
This averages over 6,000 magazines
per month. Since this costs the Society 2 cents for each return it
amounts to well over $120 monthly,
or upward of ,$1,500 yearly, and now
the cost on these returned,
undelivered magazines is to be increased
to 5 cents per copy. Therefore, the
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
Public
Meetings
for 1952
In Kingdom Halls, homes, public
parks, on mountainsides and on the
seashore,
the Kingdom message was
sounded forth in 1951 through the
medium of public meetings.
There
was a total of 225,399 lectures given
during the ]951 service year, making
an average of 618 per day! Now we
look to 1952 for an increase in this
feature of service,
as another way
(Continued on page 3, col. $)

Follow-up

To improve the organizing of efficient follow-up of subscriptions and
eliminating
many unnecessary
expirations
the following procedure
is recommended.
When subscriptions
are turned in
by the publishers the company servant should see that they are written
up properly by the accounts servant
on the S-10 form in triplicate.
(Note
on the form the date and the name
of the publisher obtaining each subscription.)
The original copy, after
being thoroughly double-checked and
signed by the company servant, will
be forwarded to the Society each
week as usual, the duplicate
copy
filed by the accounts servant and
the triplicate
copy given to the Bible
study servant. The Bible study servant will see that the information on
the new subscriptions
is listed on
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Procedure

a separate sheet of paper and given
to the company book study conductor. Of course, the publisher
will
continue
to keep a record of his
own subscriptions
and will call back
I to deliver the current issue until
the magazine has started
coming to
the subscriber
through the mail. In
about six weeks from the time of
obtaining the subscription,
the company book study conductor
will
check to see that back-calls
are
being made by the publishers
obtaining the original subscriptions.
He should oversee the follow-up activity by utilizing this list of subscribers when at back-call
contact
points,
on company book study
nights or other appropriate times
and render such assistance as possible in getting publishers started in
(Continued on page 4, col. )

Around the Worm
with Jehovah’sWitnesses
"The Watchtower" Aids Men
of GoodWill
Second only to the Bible itself is
the place "The Watchtower" occupies
in the hearts and minds of the servants of Jehovah. It has been stressed
To Those Who Say,
so much by them as to be synonymous
with them and their work.
"I Have No Money"
The report on Canada appearing in
the 1952 "Yearbook" calls attention
to how greatly improved "The Watch"I have i]o money" is often heart]
tower" is in its new form: "cona householder
when offered
venient size, the rich variety of sub- from
a subscription
for The Watchtower.
jects covered, the interest-gripping
headings and illustrations,
and the What the householder usually means
satisfying
answers to the readers’
questions." Appreciating these points is ’I have no money for magazine
thinking The Watchwill help us in our presentation. (106} subscriptions’,
The United States report tells of a tower is just another
magazine.
mother of 17 children who, as the re- With this in mind a publisher might
sult of reading "The watchtower":
over a period of years, wrote the So- tactfully say :
ciety for instructions
on how she too
"It is true the cost of living has
could have a part in the witness work. increased and all of us have to be
(61) But would it have taken years for
that mother to see her privileges of careful about how we spend money.
service if someone had studied "The However, having in mind Jesus’
Watchtower" with her? The report
from Turkey tells
of two women of words that ’man does not live by
good will becoming publishers within bread alone, but by every word proone month of the time one of Jeho- ceeding out of the mouth of God’,
vah’s witnesses began a study with one an understanding
of the Word of
of them on the illustration
of the
God is of great value to us, especialsower. (237, 238)
"The Watchtower" also helps men
in these days of crisis.
The
of good will to see what are God’s ly
Watchtower is a Bible study aid
righteous
requirements
Certain
to
"church" members in British Guiana to guide lovers of righteousness
took "The Watchtower"
on "MarGod’s Word and is recriage" to their clergyman, in defense understand
ommended to you as indispensable
of a person divorced on Scriptural
grounds who wanted to remarry. They in properly
understanding
world
won their argument. (94) What a priv- events. A year’s subscription,
on a
ilege is ours to help menof good will! contribution
of $1, will mean that
Theocracy’sIncrease
a copy of The Watchtower will be
Jehovah’s prophet Zechariah, fore- delivered
to your home through
tellingTheocracy’s
increase,
saidthat the mail twice every month. Just
"Jerusalem shall be inhabited as
that we eat
townswithoutwallsfor the multitudeas it is very essential
of men and cattletherein".
(2:4)Why
daily bread to keep strong and
without walls? Because walls would our
so it is imporinterfere
with the expansion of Je- healthy physically,
hovah’s organization.
The aptness of t-rot to take in knowledge of God’s
the simile and the various ways m purposes regularly
to
stay healthy
which this prophecy is being fulfilled
Knowing The Watchtoday are forcibly
brought
to our spiritually.
attention in the "Yearbook".
tower will provide
such a rich
The advertising
of public meetings
feast for you, I will be
plays a vital part in Theocracy’s in- spiritual
crease.
Said a Swedish newspaper:
glad to take your subscription
for
"One day in the spring an energetic
gentleman appeared in this communi- a year at the nominal cost of $1."
ty and started to invite people to a
Or he might say: "Having to face
lecture . . . It did not [take] long
until the lectures had to be held out Postal Rate Increase
(Coot’d)
of doors for lack of space." (231)
And the part circuit assemblies play accounts servant and all publishers
In Theocracy’s
increaseis notedin
should feel
the report from El Salvador.As a who take subscriptions
resultof a circuitassemblyat San their responsibility
to see that all
Miguel, "The hall overflowed
for addresses are properly
checked for
every public talk, so more walls had
beforeforto come out, and to date we have re- accuracy and legibility
moved three walls, and each time the warding the subscriptions.
hall has filled
right up to its new
capacity as if by miracle." (132)
There are two outstanding
reaMissionary activity is another vital Soils for this problem : The subfactor in Theocracy’s increase as seen scriber does not advise us sullicientby the report
from Uruguay.
"To ly in advance of the time he ch’ulges
accommodate the many new attenders
some good people have opened up his address: and the subscription
their private
hollies
for company
meeting places. One brother tore out slips are not being filled out coma brick wall . . . and . . . is going to pletely and correctly.
do away with another wall to make
[the room where the meetings are
Changeof Address
being held] still
larger.
Six missionaries in a small city . . . nowfind
If you are going to move notify
that they have to enlarge their dining the Society of the new address imroom and use it to accommodate the mediately, using the Change of Adpeople." (238, 239) Truly, literally
well as symbolically,
Zechariah’s
dress form S-20. Before sending it
prophecy is finding fulfillment in our in ask yourself, Is the new as well
day, all the various kinds of activity
as the old address
given? Did I
are all having a part therein.
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similar problems as you do, I appreciate
the fact that high costs
of food, clothing and home requirements leave little
balance in the
family budget for many things we
want. Also, a dollar is not worth
much in actual
purchase value these
days. However, I feel that the peace
of mind :and sense of security that
a knowledge of God’s Word gives
is what you really desire,
and The
Watchtower is a distinct aid to this
end. So it is a pleasure for me to
be able to offer you a year’s subscript]on for only $1. If your family budget cannot care for an expenditure
of $1 at this moment,
then I will be glad to call next
week when I will be in your neighborhood."
Also, a publisher might reply by
saying:
"Even if you are not in
position
to subscribe
just now, I
would like to show you the features
of this exceptional
magazine which
has a circulation
of over 1,300,000
copies per issue and is studied by
Christians all over the world." Then
proceed to call attention
to its
various features, the purpose of the
magazine,
what the main article
deals with, questions from readers,
etc. Often a householder
will see
that The Watchtower is not just
another
magazine
and will subscribe.
If you do not obtain a subscription after tactfully
dealing with
this objection,
offer a single copy
of the magazine on a 5c contribution. This will provide them with
an opportunity
to become acquainted
with its true value and furnish a
basisfor you to make returncalls.
state clearly which magazine is involved? Did I show the expiration
symbols on label? (e.g.,
W or G
52) if a person of good will,
person with whom we study or on
whom we make back-calls
is going
to move assist
him to notify the
Society. Supply him with the Change
of Address form S-20 and explain
its use. Company servants,
stock
servants, circuit and district
servants as well as all pioneers should
also always use the Cllange of Address form. It should be at the Society’s
office three weeks before
change is effective
to allow ample
time to make the chance of address.
Your co-operating
with the suggestions
offered here will assist
greatly toward eliminating
the unnecessary
expense
and burden
caused by magazines’ being returned.

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

Public
Meetings
(Cont’d)
of ’saying to the prisoners,
Go forth’.
The eight
new talks
will
be:
A Free Mind in an Enslaved World
Why Is the Bible
Practical for Our Day?
God’s Warning to
a Wicked Generation
Training Children for Life
Armageddon--the
War to End War
Death--Friend
or Foe?
What Has Happened to Morals?
Is God Responsible
for World Distress?
These talks
,nay be started
on
the week end following
the Memorial (April 12, 13), or as soon thereafter
as possible.
No series
of 1951
talks
should be started
after
April
13, although
a series
already
in
progress
may end after
that
date.
Three sets
of outlines
for each
company and one set for each male
pioneer
are being
sent
with this
Informant.
One of the three
should
be filed
in the ministry
school
library and the other two distributed
to those
assigned
to prepare
the
talks.
Starting
March 2 the circuit
servant will give the new talk,
"What
Does God Require
of You?" The district
servant will soon give the talk,
"What Religion
Will
Survive
the
World Crisis?"
at circuit
assemblies.
Speakers,
in preparing
talks,
should
keep in mind that our work
is not only to tear down false
ideas
but primarily
to BUILD UP by expounding the truth.
Most people are
convinced
that present
systems
are
inadequate,
and see world wickedness and distress,
without
our going
to great lengths
to prove it with a
profusion
of observations
and clippings. While it is necessary
to consider these things briefly,
we should
emphasize
and develop
what the
people are most interested
in, that
is, the remedy for such conditions.
When dealing
with false
religious
doctrines,
avoid prejudice,
assertions and sarcasm.
Drive your points
home with
Scriptural
proof
and
logic.
Adhere to the time allotted
each point
on the outline
and have
a well-rounded-out
exposition.
Please
keep the following
points
in mind when ordering
handbills:
Handbills
are printed
for current
talks
only;
other
subjects
may be
used, but the Society will be unable
to supply handbills.
(See February
1950 Informant
for details.)
Order
at least
one month in advance
in
the East,
six weeks in the West.
Order for new series
as soon as you
can complete arrangements.
Fill out
order blank carefully.
Double-check
each item. Write HANDBILL ORDER
on the outside of your envelope.

Now that two demonstrations
are presented
here each month, two
different points can be stressed. This month, the first demonstration shows
how the two new uses of the S-10 form, that is, the procedure in following up new subeccriptions
and obtaining renewal subscriptions,
will
be put into operation. The second one demonstrates the need of training
for the preaching work.
SCENE I: Calling back on the new =’Seeing Ourselves as Others See Us"
subscribers.
A brother
with a microphone
(or
announces,
"I am your
Part A (7 minutes)
Company serv- facsimile)
sidewalk
radio
reporter.
An
item
of
ant, Bible study servant,
accounts
Interest
in this town is the watchservant
and at least
one company
book study conductor
are engaged in
tower’ people,
whom I always see on
the street.
1 am going to devote toa lively
discussion
of the new pronight’s
program to interviewing
our
cedure.
Company servant,
explaining
ecitizens
concerning
this
magazin
system,
emphasizes
that
accounts
’The Watchtower.’
" People (prepared
servant
will make out S-]0 in tripliwith answers beforehand)
are walking
cate, stressing
need for double-checking for accuracy
and legibility.
He by, and he stops seine and asks them
questions,
as,
"What
do
you think
will note on it names of publishers
people?"
or "Do
who placed subscriptions
and give one of the ’Watchtower’
you
take
’The
Watchtower’?"
To
copy to Bible study servant.
About
their
answers,
he asks, "Why?"
six weeks after receiving
S-10. Bible
study servant
will make out lists
of
One man answers
he never took a
subscriptions
received
along with
magazine because he didn’t
know the
names of publishers
who placed them.
Wltnesses wanted him to take one;
He will give lists
to company book the way the}" stand just
holding
up
study conductors.
Study conductors
the magazines
like
a signpost,
he
thought they were merely advertising
will check with publishers
who placed
subscriptions
to see that back-calls
it. Another
says he approached
one
are being made.
V(itness
who didn’t
try to tell
him
what
was
in
the
magazine,
and
even
Part B (3 minutes)
A study
conhesitated
about handing him one to
ductor, after company study, is checklook tit.
A third says a Witness came
ing with
publishers
and briefly
his door, but what a shape the
explaining why this is done and to
magazine was in: All marked up and
importance of calling" back on sub- wrinkled,
besides,
all the Witness
scribers.Publishersexpress apprecia- seemed interested
in was getting
subtion for reminder even though they scriptions,
he couldn’t
tell him anyhad been calling back with each cur- thins"
of interest
in the magazine;
rent issue of magazine.Study conduc- it looked like an ancient copy anyway.
tor mentions that he will have to One says he is a subscriber
to "The
check with one publisher
on back-call
"Watchtower".
He took it because he
day since he was not able to be here.
noticed
the Witnesses
so diligently
and consistently
on the street,
and
Part C (2 minutes)
Publisher
conthat
tinues to follow through by calling
on they seemed to have such belief
would
help the
subscriber
with current
issue
adam "The Watchtower"
people.
Another subscriber
explains
even though six weeks ]lave passed
since
subscription
was placed
This
how a "Witness
approached
him while
he was sitting
in his car and enshould be very brief,
and only the
thusiastically
showed that here was
introduction
need be given.
something
he would find to be abSCENE I1: Calling back to get re- sorbing reading" while waiting; he did,
and on approaching
the Witness two
newal subscriptions.
weeks later
for another
copy, the
Part A (5 minutes) Above-mensubscription
offer
was made and he
tioned servants
continue
discussion
accepted it. A lady says she took
started
in first
scene, taking up use "The Watchtower" at her home. Why?
of S-10 in obtaining"
renewals. One or My! the interestingfeatures the Wlttwo months before subscriptions
exness showed her; how he referred
pire,
Bible study servant
makes out
from it right to the Bible since then
subscription
blanks
and gives them
he has come back and,
with
each
to study conductors.
For this year,
issue,
shows her things
she can tell
since
in seine
cases
the names of her whole family,
until
she has got
publishers
who placed subscriptions
them all reading
it now. A man comare not available,
Bible study servplains
that he subscribed
but never
ant can see if expiring
subscriptions
got a copy, until some other Witness
belong"
to those
with whom Bible
came months later
and found that
studies are conducted.If So, conducthe subscription
slip had been filled
tor’s
name is noted so that tie will out wrong; it certainly
seemed an
be approached
concerning
the cull.
unbusinesslike
and slipshod
way to do.
If 15ublishers
have buck-calls
on some
The reporter
questions
several,
whose names are listed,
they should
showing the way the people view us
call for the renewal.
as we do the work in a right or in
Part B (3 minutes)
Company study
a poor, unprepared manner. He breaks
is the conversations up by interjecting
is just closing.
Study conductor
remarks, as a sidewalk reporter does.
giving out subscription
slips handed
to him by Bible study
servant.
One Afterward he finds a Witness doing
street work. Approachinghim, he asks
slip is given to a publisher
who conducts a study with the subscriber.
why the ones who manage his local
Another is given to a publisher
who organization do not train all their
’ministersbetter,or use the good ones
obtained
subscription
almost a year
ago. Some slips
are left
over because to go with the less-trainedones. The
a publisher
moved and others
beWitness answers that this is done,
but that he believes the citizens’
cause olios who placed subscriptions
could not be determined.
These slips
views
certainly
show the need of
are given to various
publishers.
A more such training.
publisher recognizes the name on an
unassigned slip
and it is given to
Use of S-5 Forms
him. Some unassigned slips still remain to be used at contact points.
Always
indicate
number of pubPart C (2 minutes) The final part lishers
and pioneers
in space proof demonstration shows a publisher vided on the Order Blank form S-5.
just leaving a home after obtaininga Note: Cash items
Publications
Now in Stock
(cash
items
inrenewal. He is assuring householder
forms) are listed
sepCan You Live Forever
in Happiness
that when the renewal notice appears elude certain
on the S-5 order
form.
on Earth?--Arabic,
Danish,
Finin his magazine he may ignore it and arately
that he will call again as arranged. Remittance
must accompany
order.
nish, French,
Icelandic
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Publish
UpliftandComfort
forthePoor
Have You Reached
Your Subscription Quota?

paign, or eight subscriptions
if we
are pioneers?
What can we do to
get moire new subscriptions?
First,
People in this crumbling old world attend all of the meetings. By atare in great need of uplift
and tending meetings regularly,
instruccomfort.
Who can give such to tion is gained on how to present
them? Jehovah alone can. He pro- the campaign offer.
vides this through his Word. We,
Let all publishers
endeavor to
having received comfort through un- have a larger part in door-to-door
derstanding
Jehovah’s
purposes,
work during
March. Those being
gladly join in doing the work Je- trained in such work by other pubhovah promised,
to accomplish
as lishers have the opportunity to adexpressed
at Psalm 113:7:
"He vance toward maturity by giving the
raiseth up the poor out of the dust, witness and speaking at the doors.
and lifteth [up] the needy."
Therefore,
let us concentrate
on
Last year the Watchtower campresenting a year’s subscription
for
paign was a huge success,
ending
The
Watchtower,
with
a
premium
of
with 2,744 subscriptions
over our
booklets, on a contribution of
quota of 220,000. Can we exceed our three
Have a greater share in this
quota again this year? With the end $1.00.
Watchtower campaign and you will
of February,
the 1952 Watchtower
have a greater share in raising the
campaign
comes to the halfway
poor out of the dust of old world
mark. Have we individually
reached
our quota of one subscription
for ignorance and bringing them longthe first
two months of the cam- needed comfort.
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1952
130,308Publishers

MonthlyField Service Report
December Report
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
252 135.3 66.7
8.9
Pioneers
6,332 87.9 31.4
5.0
Co. Pubs. 114,541
8.3 2.9
.8
Tot. Pubs.121,125
Public Meetings Held: 6,932
Subscription
Follow-up (Cont’d)
this feature of work. Duplication of
calls can be eliminated
by making
sure that the original
obtainer
makes the back-call if at all possible. Some will make the calls unassisted,
others will want aid and
some may not be able to take part
due to circumstances.
In that case
these calls will then be assigned to
other publishers.
The purpose of the
call will be to stimulate interest in
the magazine, get the subscriber to
read its contents and endeavor to
start a study in the magazine just
as we do with other publications.
A month or two prior to the expiration
of the subscription
these
good-will persons should be called
upon for renewals.
The names on
the S-10 forms In your file can be
copied off and listed on subscription
blanks,
Watchtower
or Awake!
whichever the case might be. Again
the same publisher
obtaining
the
subscription,
if possible,
will be
given the call to make. This followup activity
can be centered around
the company book study.
This latter
procedure
can be
started
immediately
on subscriptions
now listed
on the company

ComingLiterature Offers
March: Watchtower
Campaign
April: Last month of W
er
atchow
campaign will be a magazine month.
Order an extra
supply
of both
magazines.
May: New World Translation
of
the Christian ,Greek Scriptures and
the book What Has Religion
Done
for Mankind? on a contribution
of
$2.00.
(These may be ordered as
campaign items.)
S-10 forms that will be expiring in
the next month or two. If the name
of the publisher obtaining the subscription
does not appear on your
old sheets,
effort
should be made
to determine the name of the publisher obtaining the subscription. In
small companies publishers will recognize their own subscriptions
if
given a chance to look over the S-10
forms. Also, many can be determined by comparing the list
with
the Bible study file.
Subscriptions
listed that are not in the company’s
territory,
such as those obtained at
assemblies
and those not within
reasonable traveling
distance need
not be called upon, as these will be
cared for by the expiration
slips
sent out by the Society.
Subscriptions
not renewed will be
processed as usual by the Society,
and the company will receive the
expiration
notice as heretofore.
A
final call can then be made, and this
will provide all subscribers with the
opportunity
to renew or indicate
definitely
that there is no further
interest.
If this arrangement is followed out systematically
a great
deal of this interest can be brought
to maturity.
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COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
Pioneer Publisher
The pioneer is a publisher
who
devotes at least 100 hours a month,
or 1,200 hours a year, to Kingdom
preaching work. Privileges
of pioneer work are open to company publishers who have regularly published
for at least six months after their
baptism. If necessary, a pioneer may
engage in part-time work to provide
things essential for his livelihood.
(Acts 18:2,3;
20:33,34;
1 Cor.
4:12,
NW) However,
such work
must always be viewed as secondary
to his pioneer service.
The primary responsibility
of a
pioneer is to devote his time to the
preaching work, and this by regularly engaging in house-to-house,
back-call,
Bible study and magazine activity.
He should use the current offer when witnessing,
obtaining his literature
through the
company when at all possible.
Each
pioneer will direct interested
persons to company meetings and endeavor to aid these and other publishers in the field service. This he
can do by working in co-operation
with the company’s weekly service
arrangements
at the Kingdom Hall
and company book studies.
Due to his consistent field activity
and practical field experience he can
be of real help to the company in
its "service
arrangements and programs. By taking personal interest
in company activity
and putting
forth a real effort to improve his
ministry,
as well as that of his
fellow servants,
he will be exercising understanding
and maturity.
Servants in the company will show
appreciation
for this assistance
by
not imposing various duties on the
pioneer that may interfere
with his
field service work. In exercising love
and showing enthusiasm
for his
work, the pioneer
will be an example in service and godly conduct
and prove to be a stimulating
inspiration to the entire congregation.
The pioneer endeavors to exercise
patience and tact at all times and
will work for the upbuilding
and
unity of the local organization.
He
wisely appreciates
that regular attendance and oral participation
at
company meetings
and enrollment
(if a brother)
in the theocratic
ministry
school
are a real
encouragement
to the company publishers, and it will benefit him personally
and prepare
him for his
daily ministry.
Many opportunities
and privileges
are open to him to
expand his ministry by accepting assignments to companies in need of
pioneer assistance.
By doing this a pioneer is able
to contribute
much toward the increase and progress of a company.

"Say to the prisoners, Goforth."--lsa.

MARCH, 1952
Publish
March

Uplift
Opens

Final

and

Has 10 Per Cent
Publisher
Increase
Been Attained
Thus Far?
1 Thousands of persons are sighing
and crying about the abominations
that are being committed daily. To
whom can these persons
turn for
comfort and hope? An almost sixthousand-year
record of failure
rules out political,
commercial and
false religious leaders. But Jehovah
is the great, unfailing God of comfort and it is to him that a great
crowd of persons are now turning
in hope, as his servants
continue
to publish uplift
and comfort for
the poor.--Ps.
113:7, 8, AS.
2 During March, God’s servants
will continue to publish uplift and
comfort by presenting
The Watchtower from door to door. Company
publishers,
have you obtained
at
least one new subscription
during
the past two months? Pioneers, did
you reach your two-month quota of
eight? All will want to at least meet
the campaign quota, or possibly exceed it during the next two months.
a Know your
magazine
when
placing
The Watchtower
at the
doors. Be acquainted with the contents and use the various features
and subjects to stimulate interest in
it. The index in the December J5 issue for 1951 can also be used to point
out the many interesting
and enlightening
subjects
treated by The
Watchtower during the past year.
Presenting more than one issue will
readily show the variety of subjects
covered. Let us always present the
campaign offer and not adopt the
negative attitude : "Well, they won’t
take The Watchtower anyway," and
thus refrain
from presenting
it at
the doors. Do not be responsible for
withholding
its message from anyone. Offer The Watchtower at every
opportunity.
We need not give up at
the first
objection.
Tactfully endeavor to overcome such objection,
unless circumstances obviously make
it impossible.
Do not be hasty to
drop down in your offer,
but give
the householder sufficient
opportunity to appreciate the value of The
Watchtower. If unable to obtain a

:BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Personal
Letter
Along with this Informant
the
Society is sending a personal letter
for each publisher
associated
with
of Watchtower
Campaign
the company. The company servant
will see that each one receives his
minutes
subscription,
two different issues of copy. Twenty to thirty
:The Watchtower may be offered on should be spent at two early service
to thoroughly analyze the
a contribution
of 10c. Then make meetings
back-calls
on all subscription
and contents of this letter.
magazine placements.
Summer
Campaign
10 Per Cent Publisher Increase
Preparation
4 March marks the end of the first
In that all applications
for unhalf of the service year. Has your
were to be subcompany reached
the 10 per cent assigned territory
increase in average number of pub- mitted by February 1, assignments
will be sent to companies and piolishers
over the previous
year’s
average?
How many months have neers during March and April. Obcounty maps of the
you held that increase?
Have you tain detailed
assigned to you, from the
i averageda lO ,
per cent increase territory
not only for one month, but for county courthouse, state highway deeverymonthso far in the firsthalf partment, independent cartographer,
plan your coming
of this serviceyear? What will the etc. Studiously
for the most efficient covlast halfof the serviceyearperiod activities
select locabring? A 10 per cent increase in erage of the territory;
meeting attendance
can be a big tions and speakers for any public
you may have; contact
factor in attaining
a 10 per cent meetings
with
publisher
increase.
Attendance at newspapers and radio stations
meetings furnishes an excellent
ba- news releases. Plan to share in this
missionary
campaign on week ends
sis for one to get knowledge.
this
strength, courage and faith that will and to spend your vacation
way. Campaign literature
feed and build up the mind for profitable
active service.
And with more pub- (What Has Religion Done for Mankind? "This Means Everlasting
Life"
lishers
being service-minded
there
is certain to be increased field ac- and any other bound book, for the
tivity.
"Each one help another" to months of June, July and August)
may now be sent
to the
become regular in service and in at- orders
Society.
tending all meetings.
5 The need of a comforting mesWeek-End
Activity
sage grows with each passing day in Memorial
this trouble-filled
world. Many must
Each year at Memorial time, Jeyet hear God’s message of comfort hovah’s servants obediently
gather
and hope. The Watchtower magazine to review the meaning of the Lord’s
contains
this vital
information.
evening meal. It is a time of thankTherefore,
we who have been com- fulness to Jehovah for his lovingforted by this message should now kindness
and the provisions
he
publish uplift and comfort for poor makes for those whom he loves. It
ones who are yet prisoners in this
is also an appropriate time for all
to scrutinize
their
zeal for his
abominable system of things.
service.
This year Memorial will be celeConvention
Reports
brated on Thursday, April 10. All
The Society has a small quantity
who attend are invited to express
of convention reports that cover the their appreciation to Jehovah by enClean Worship assembly
held in gaging in his service.
Servants
Wembly Stadium,
London,
1951,
should prepare the Memorial weekand Theocracy’s Increase convention end program for their companies as
in New York city, 1950. Orders will follows :
be filled as long as the supply lasts.
The service
meeting and theoRemit with order; they are 50 cents cratic ministry school for the week
for the London report and 15 cents of the Memorial will be canceled.
for the New York report.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Comfort.
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for

the

Poor

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Preaching in Spite of
Physical Condition
Even as Job did not cease from
testifying to Jehovah’s supremacy and
maintaining his integrity
because of
ill health, so Jehovah’s witnesses today do not quit preaching when sick.
The 1952 "Yearbook" gives a number
of such instances and shows how the
Lord blessed those efforts
In Cuba, one who had been a publisher for less than two months had
to go to the hospital because of illness. while there she witnessed all
she could, and placed magazines with
both the staff and the patients.
One
patient
in particular
showed much
interest and so when both had gotten
out of the hospital a study was arranged for. As a result of that study
there are at least three new pubfishers today. (117) A very similar
experience is contained in the report
on Czechoslovakia. (120, ]21)
A_ brother in South Africa on sick
leave went to the country to recuperate. He made such good use of his
time that, when he left at the end
of three months, ten persons had begun to tell the good news to others
and a nearby company arranged to
take care of the interest. (217)
In the Virgin Islands a study was
begun with a patient in the Municipal
hospital.
This patient then began a
study in Spanish with the elderly man
in the bed next tO his. Soon four
studies Were being held. An English
clergyman noting the two patients
studying together asked permission to
examine the "New World Translation"
and then requested a copy for himself. He expressed
admiration
for
witnesses
ALL
"the way Jehovah’s
went out and preached and gave aid
to the people in Bible study". Yes,
effective
witnessing can be done on
the sickbed. (211)
Making Back-Calls
During the past year 5ehovah’s
servants have learned to appreciate
more than ever before their need of
God’s Word, his holy spirit and his
organization if they would be properly
instructed. Amongthe activities
that’
God’s visible organization repeatedly
stresses, and not without good reason,
is that of making" back-calls.
In the United States of Indonesia a
sister called back on a home where
she had placed only a booklet and
that with but a lad. The result? A
once truth-hungry
Roman Catholic
sheep (the lad’s mother) is now a witness for Jehovah. Is it possible that
in our own territories
there are some
truth-hungry sheep still confused by
false religion all because we neglect to
follow up or call back on all our
placements? (216)
In Guatemala a missionary placed a
bound book with a man. She called
back even though he had assured her
that he had no time for study Alert
to her opportunities
she was able to
start a study with his wife. The son.
noting how much his mother was enJoying these studies, provided three
fifteen-minute periods weekly for the
broadcasting of the truth on a radio
station using both regular and shortwave channels. (149)
Usually we have good intentions as
regards calling back on those with
whom we have placed literature
or
where interest
is manifested But do
we always persevere
until we have
contacted the prospective
sheep? A
publisher in Venezuela, while engaged
in the house-to-house work, heard of
someone who was interested.
Only
after repeated attempts was that one
contacted. In just a short time this
one himself was conducting
three
home Bible studies and wanting to be
baptized at the next opportunity. (242)

It is the message regarding
the
Those
Who Say,
heavenly
establishment
of God’s
"I’m Too Busy"
kingdom, for which millions
pray
Too busy to obtain freedom and and which other millions desire to
comfort and gain the prize of ever- see. I can understand your position ;
lasting life? Are they really that
there is much to be done these days.
busy? Or are they just using that
It would take too long to go into
statement as an excuse to discourdetail
now and explain
God’s
age what they think is "just another promises for mankind; so to save
salesman"
for whom they have no your time we leave this literature
time? This oft-heard
remark prewith yon. The message is prepared
sents a definite challenge, and. in in a form to meet the needs and
order to make sure that they know personal programs of busy people.
of the all-important
message of Take this publication
for example:
God’s kingdom being offered
to
them, it becomes the responsibility
We must judge the sincerity
of
of cacti publisher
to effectively
their statement and proceed accordovercome this barrier.
ingly; thus it is not a case of reEndeavor always to actually
pre- fusing to show consideration
for
sent the good news at the door. Do their circumstances.
If it is disnot rush headlong into a witness
cerned that the person is legitimatewith the thought of beating a time ly busy, do not attempt to give a
schedule.
Being prepared,
making detailed presentation
of the offer.
your presentation in a friendly man- Rather,
during
the Watchtower
ner, unhurried, deliberate
and co- campaign, offer a magazine or even
herent are very important.
Here is two for variety
in subjects
and
one way this objection can be effeccolor and simply say : "I’m sure you
tively overcome :
would like to obtain these Watch"Yes, it’s true that most people are tower magazines
now for only 5c
very busy these days. I’m a busy per- a copy. I can, then, call back within
son myself. Yet, today rye arranged
a week and explain the purpose of
my affairs so that I can present to my visit
and how this magazine
you a very valuable and profitable
can be of aid to you. In the meanmessage. One that can give you hope time you will have had an opportuand comfort and relief from the dis- nity to examine this enjoyable
tresses and ills of present-day living.
magazine."
To

Memorial Week End
(Cont’d)
lishersmaybe ableto startearlier.)
At the conclusion of the Memorial A short program may also be had
talk, after the emblems have been on Saturdaymorning,featuringefpassed, the speaker should tie in fectivemagazinewitnessing.
A pubthe meaning of the Memorial with lic meetingshouldbe arrangedand
f’iithful
service, both by those of advertisedfor Sundayafternoonor
the remnant and the "other sheep",
evening, followed by the Watchand show the importance of letting
towerstudy.Thiswillfittingly
clithe good news of the now-reigning
max a full week end of theocratic
King and his kingdom be heard by serviceto Jehovah’s
praise.
all.
Closing
announcements
reAttendance
figuresfor 1951 indigarding field service for the week cate that there are many persons
end can then be made by the com- that need assistance
to get started
pany servant
or another
capable
in fieldservice.
In the U. S., almost
50,000
more
persons
attended the
brother.
4 Friday is a holiday in many sec- Memorial in 1951 than the year
tions of the country. Here house- previous These are the persons that
to-house work e’Jn be arranged in need our help. A special
effort
the morning and time devoted to should be made to assist them and
makingback-callsin the afternoon also those who will attend
the
and evening. On Saturday morning Memorial for the first
time this
all who can shouldmeet for house- year. Use the full month of April
to-houseand store-to-store
magazineand especially
the Memorial week
work. Saturday afternoon
can in- end to render them needed assistcludestreetwitnessing.
Make Satur- ance. Make definite
arrangements
day a real magazine day. On Sun- now to take someone with you
day the entire group will meet at during this week end.
6 [A special Memorial report card
the Kingdom Hall at 9:30 a.m. for
is being sent to all companies for
a short and instructive
program,
reporting the total attendance, numand then arrange to be in the field
by 10 a.m. (In some territories
pub(Continued on page 3, col. 3)
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YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
The following two demonstrationsaim at gaining maturity and increase
by aiding the publisher to take part m service and to reach his quota of
two subscriptions during the campaign.The first develops themeof mature
publisher aiding less mature one m calling back on placementsand helping
publishers to organize for systematic follow-up. The other illustrates a
simple and interesting methodof makingeffective back.calls in which all
publishers can engage.
SCENEI: Mature publisher assists
Part 3 (4 rain.) Publisher and study
the less mature.
conductor make a call on the householder
listed on slip from S-IO form.
Part 1 (5 rain.) Two publishers,
admits she en3oys readBrothers "Mature" and "willing", are Householder
lng
magazine
and it is her constant
engaged in lively discussion relative
before bedtime. She noticed
to their personal accomplishments and companion
magazine
had
coining" about
interest
in "watchtower" campaign. two weeks agostopped
and 1Aanned to renew
Conversation centers around each pub- but
other things got in her way so
lisher’s
reaching his quota of sub- she forgot
renew. Yes. she wanted
scriptions during campaign. "Willing" the magazineto to
conic to her heine
hinquires if "’Mature" has had muc
appreciate more informasuccess in campaign. "Mature" says and would the
"Watchtower" people
tion about
he has his quota of subscriptions and P
renews subscription
and
good possibilities
of obtaining more ublisher
arrangements /’or future visit.
through proper follow-up and more makes
Study
conductor
and
publisher
proceed
house-to-house work. Directs question on to next call. with publisher exto "Willing":
"How are you making
joy at ease of following
out? .... Willing" responds that he does pressing
through on subscription calls.
door-to-door work regularly but all
he places is a magazine here and
Calling Backon Subscribers
there. Yes, he kept a record of names
I: (5 min.) Two servants
and addresses, suggested definite para- ofSCENE
the
companyare discussing the
graphs for householder’s personal ob- matter of
"Watchtower"campaign.
servation;
but wonders how to apThey show how many subscriptions
proach these people when calling back have
been
taken to date, and wonder
to obtain subscriptions.
"Mature"
effect magazines have. going to
points out wisdom exercised in sug- what
subscribers
twice a month They begesting particular
paragraphs for gin
to discuss what points in "Watchhouseholder’s consideration, because in tower’"
appeal
to them most, and
doing this he has something definite
truths recently
brought
out that
to work with when making back-call;
should
be
very
striking
the average
a commonground for approaching the person. They then hit to
upon
idea
interested person. Suggests that he go that a good way to make the
a backalong" on these magazine placements
call
would
be
to
tell
the
subscriber
and assist him.
you are making a special call to
Part 2 (5 min.) "Mature" and ’Will- that
find public reaction to our new-style
lng" make back-call. "Mature" intro"Watchtower".
duces himself and "Willing" and then
SCENEI1:(12 ram.) Two or three
brings attention
of householder to calls
are then madewith the above
February 15, 1952, ’Watchtower"
thought
in mind.
"Willing" had left her to examine.
Each
brother, in calling,
explains
Householder acknowledges "Mature’s"
that he, as representative of the pubintroducion and turns to, "Willing",
ishers
of
"Watchtower"
magazine,
is
whom she recognizes
from previous
all subscribers to get a crosscall. Says she was too busy during his visiting
section of public opinion of "Watchlast visit to allow him more time, but tower". He explains the magazine does
is grateful
for "Watchtower" maga- not stand still,
but constantly seeks
zine, which she read and examined to make itself
more practical
and
during her leisure time; she was par- helpful to its readers. What does subticularly pleased with paragraphs 7-12, scriber find good in it, and different
which "Willing"
had suggested she
other magazines?
look over relative to her question on from
Some express opinion, then witness
"Difference of Understanding" as to takes
opportunity to discuss interestwhat Memorial emblems mean "willpoint further Somehave not read
ing," delighted over interest shown by ,ing
express no opinion Show how t
good-will person, carries on witness, oor
feature, article or specific
gets subscription and invitation to aid demonstrate
arousing householder’s interest
subscriber in studying magazine sys- point,
and
arranging
for another call A
tematically. Upon departure "Willing" housewife, businessman,
farmer, and
says, "Calling back on magazine place- office girl could be approached,
and
ments is not so difficult
after all."
features that especially fit these perHe is now ready to go alone to sons
could he highlighted Housewife
next call.
might be interested by appealing" to
SCENE
I1: Aiding publishers in sys- short articles she can read to chiltematic follow.up of subscribers.
dren and use to help train them (pages
Part 1 (6 rain.) Assistant company 99. t17**, 157"**), or questions in the
servant is looking through record back, businessman,
the articles on
cards. Makes out list of those who travel (pages 121"*, 153"**), on-thehave not reported as yet, those who spot views of local conditions (page
have not made any back-calls during 115"*), or the frank, true, timely disthe first two weeks of the month and cussions of world affairs in light of
those who have not as yet gotten
prophecy (page 69*); farmer, the lucid
subscriptions. This list he turns over illustrations
(pages 105. 112, 113,
to Bible study servant, who in turn 121**) and noncommercial atmosphere
refers to last year’s S-10 forms as of magazine, Office girl, svstematic.
well as current ones and makes out topical presentation (pages 101, 111"*,
slips to be called on. These are turned 131, 137, 145"**) and valuable research
over to company book study conduc- work (pages 84*, 149"**), or timetor to give to publishers who original- and effort-saving questions at bottom
ly got subscriptions.
of page AppeaI to specific articles in
Part 2 (4 rain,) At company book late issue with definite
argument
study contact point for evening" back- ready. Show how to get people to
calls, study conductor approaches pub- look into magazine and how to start
lisher and gives her some calls. She conversation
discussing material in
is hesitant and says she doesn’t know magazine with view to starting
a
how to handle them as yet. Would he study.
be able to assist her? Yes, the study
conductor assures her that it is a *"Watchtower",
2/1/52, **"\Watchprivilege to aid publishers to share in tower",
2/’15/52;
***"Watchtower",
joys of all forms of service.
3/1/52.
3

Memorial Week End
(Cont’d)
her partaking
off the emblems and
attendance at the public meeting on
the Sunday tiff lowing’. These should
be mailed to the Society after Sunday’s last meeting. Isolated groups
can report this same information
to the Society by letter.]
Publications

Now Available

Can You Live Forever in, Happiness
on Earth? --Armenian,
Chinese,
Cishona, Swedish. Yoruba
Counsel on Theocratic Organization
for Jehovah’s Witnesses--German
Will Religion Meet the
World Crisis?--German,
Swedish
Evolution
versus The New World
--Finnish
Songs to Jehovah’s Praise --Finnish
"This Means Everlasting
Life"
--Finnish
"Let God Be Tree"
--Maori, Kanarese
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1952
130,308Publishers
Monthly

Field

Service

Report

January Report
Av. Av.
Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Plus.
231 141.660.7
8.1
Pioneers
6,519 93.7 35.7
5.2
Co. Pubs.116,531
8.9 3.5
.5
Tot. Pubs.123,281
Public Meetings Held: 6,260
"Jubilee Trumpet"
(Cont’d)
and to continue
as regular
proclaimers of liberty
throughout the
land. Memorial week end is a very
appropriate
time to see that all
associated have a full share in field
service. The house-to-house distribution of magazines is an excellent
way to start
new publishers
in
field service. Remember, part of the
obligation of ministers is to follow
the example of Paul,
who had a
"view to the training
of the holy
ones for ministerial
work". (Eph.
4: 1:2, NW) The new publishers
should, in turn, appreciate that "this
undeserved kindness was given, that
[they] should declare to the nations
the ,hood news" --Eph. 3 : 8, NtV.
7 By all associated participating in
this proclamation of the good news,
a peak of publishers will be assured
in April and an outstanding
month
in magazine placements
and subscriptions will result. Thus by Jehovah’s undeserved
kindness
many
more will be freed from Satan’s
prison houses.

"Jubilee
Offer

Freedom

Trumpet"
Through

Witnessing

Period

guages. Let’s continue to increase
:the number of magazines being distributed in the United States. From
these figures
you can see that a
wonderful work is being clone with
the magazines. So let’s make April
an outstanding
magazine month and
build up our magazine distribution
to even greater heights so this good
food will go into the homes of the
people regularly.
6 Why not arrange to make April’s
activity
a grand climax to the
Watchtower campaign, and include
within our plans the giving of assistance to any that need our help
to get started in the service? Those
who are irregular
or new should
be helped to progress to maturity
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

using these timely instruments-the Watchtower and Awake! magaMagazine
Distribution
zines-which furnish an excellent into the Kingdom message.
z Freedom ! Restoration
of God- troduction
Regular return visits
should be
given rights ! A year of thankfulness
made where magazines are left, ento the Creator!
These were the deavoring
to start
home Bible
things that were looked forward to studies.
and enjoyed by God’s people under
5 During the last year 10,983357
the typical Theocracy every fiftieth
individual
magazines were placed
or jubilee year. As in Israel on the in the field in the United States, ’to
first day of the jubilee, Jehovah now compare with 9,028,995
in 1950.
commands his servants to "cause the Think of it, a grand, thrilling
total
trumpet of the jubilee to sound . . . of 51,600,000 copies of the Watchand proclaim liberty throughout all tower and Awake! magazines were
the land".--Lev.
25:9, 10.
:printed
for distribution
in 1951
throughout the world in many lanApril--a Magazine Month
2 And what better way is there to
proclaim liberty to the captives and
COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
tell the prisoners to "go forth" than
using the Watchtower and Awake!
Circuit
Servant
the original to the Society and leave
magazines? During April,
let the
Circuit
servants
by a copy with the company servant for
jubilee trumpet sound with a mighty the Society to serveareas appointed
its repre- the company the. When in his judgblast by making special effort to get
visiting
organized com- ment, it is advisable to divide a
copies of these magazines into the sentatives
panies of Jehovah’s witnesses, iso- company into units or to remove a
hands of the people. By subscripcompany, the circuit
servant will
groups of good-will persons
tions and single copies, from house lated
and pioneers
to assist
them in make appropriate
recommendations
to house, and store to store, do your
carrying
out their local Kingdom to the Society, clearly outlining the
part to sound the proclamation.
activity.
Before one is appointed to reasons for his recommendations.
Make this a month of real magazine serve
a Each morning, Tuesday through
as a circuit
servant,
he is
activity.
Sunday, the circuit servant will take
3 During the last month of the required to be capable and Scripturally qualified to serve as such. the lead in the house-to-house work,
Watchtower campaign time should
must show himself to be a ma- inviting as many publishers as posbe scheduled for the regular door- He
ture servant of the Lord, having
sible to go with him to hear and
to-door subscription work. If a sub- served acceptably several years as see his presentation.
If publishers
scription
is not placed, you should: a pioneer or in some other respondesire, he will listen to them and
endeavor to leave single copies of sible capacity.
offer counsel on their presentation.
the magazines on the regular
con2 His semiannual visit with a com- The circuit servant’s duties include
tribution
in every home. But in pany begins
on Tuesday morning
assisting publishers with their backaddition to the regular subscription
and concludes
on Sunday evening.
calls and Bible studies. He will arwork put forth special
effort
in During that time he will hold two range
group work for some afterhouse-to-house
magazine distribumeetings with the Society-appointed
noons and evenings to include these
tion. During April, instead of en- servants and book study conductors.
of the work. He will also
gaging only in the regular
maga- The first meeting should be held at features
serve the pioneers by working with
zine street
work, all publishers
6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, followed by them from house to house, on backshould obtain territory for house-to- a talk to the entire
company at calls,
Bible studies,
etc., and by
house magazine distribution.
Why 8 p.m. The final servants’
meeting having a meeting with them. Counnot every one really try this means will be scheduled
for the end of sel will be offered and a written
of¯ magazine distribution? " Each
pub- [ his visit.
¯
At these meetings com- report on each pioneer’s activity and
lisher should strive to place at least
pany matters wit] be discussed and co-operation with the corot)any subfive copies of every issue of The the circuit servant will be governed mitted to the Society.
Watchtower and Awake! in houseby and advance the Society’s policy
5 If the circuit servant is married,
to-house
magazine service
During for all of his recommendations to
this
magazine
month we want to improve local organization for King- his wife will travel with him and
work under his direction,
primarily
stress getting these magazines into dora service.
Company records will
er
the homes of the people and then be checked during his visit and coun- assisting sisters in the service. H
does not
include dicall back to help them gain bene- sel given to each servant in accord- assignment
any company matters.
A
fit from the vital life-giving
infer- ance with the Society’s policy. When recting
of 100 hours a month field
mation contained
in them. See if records are improperly kept, the cir- quota
service has been set for each circuit
you can’t place more magazines in cuit servant will instruct
the serv- servant and his wife.
house-to-house
work than you forant how they are to be kept.
6 It should always be remembered
merly have on the streets.
Try using
3 At the final servants’ meeting,
that
a circuit servant is sent to a
just
one magazine
alone--The
the circuit servant will discuss with company
to serve the brothers.
The
Watchtower
one week and Awake!
the servants
his report
and the
encourages all servants, pubthe next. See what happens.
reeommendations made in it prior to Society
4 When single copies are placed a mailing it to the Society. Any sug- lishers and pioneers to take full adrecord should be kept of the persons gestions or objections by servants in vantage of the numerous benefits of
obtaining them and routes started
the company should receive due con- a circuit servant’s visit by supportso that the latest copies of the mag- sideration, and, if necessary, adjust- ing all meetings and sharing fully
azines can be distributed
regularly
during his
ment accordingly
should be made in in the work scheduled
Let’s all put forth a special effort in the report, after which he will mail visit¯
4

"Say to the prisoners, Go forth."--lsa.
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"Jubilee
The

Trumpet"
Climax

of

the

Witnessing

Period

"Watchtower"

Campaign

A Magazine
Month
Liberty is a precious and rare
possession today. In this old world
there are millions of persons in mental bondage. To be released
from
this captivity
they must hear and
act on the Kingdom proclamation
that Jehovah is now having sounded.
Do your part, Kingdom publishers,
by making use of every opportunity
to proclaim liberty in all the land
just as the jubilee trumpet was used
many years ago.--Lev. 25:9, 10.
During April splendid opportunities to sharply increase the proclamation of liberty are open. It is
Memorial time and also the final
month to reach our quota of new
subscriptions.
At Memorial time
many new ones will associate
with
us and we should invite them to go
along with us in the service
and
show them our enthusiasm for presenting The Watchtower from house
to house, on back-calls, street work,
etc. Start them on the road that
leads to maturity by training
them
in all features
of service and by
encouraging them to attend all company meetings.
s How may we present
the magazines? Magazine Day offers
three
avenues: at the homes, in the stores
and on the streets.
Has your company arranged
for house-to-house
and store-to-store
Magazine Day activity?
Are you taking part in it?
Many publishers
report
30 to 40
magazines placed in two hours of
this service, and with fine results.
Try it and see what a joyful service it actually is. When in street
magazine work, approach people and
offer the latest
magazine. Do not
stand motionless. Plan street magazine work for the day and time
when the streets are the busiest, and
display only the current
issue of
the magazine. Use only the latest
Watchtower
and Awake! in your
presentation at the doors and stores.
4 Offer a year’s subscription
for
The Watchtower at every opportunity. If the householder
does not
subscribe,
then one might offer two
different
copies of The Watchtower

49: 9.

for 10c. This will demonstrate the
magazine’s wide variety of contents.
Try to leave a magazine in every
home. Wherever you place the magazines, be sure to follow up placements with the latest issue, calling
regularly
on those who will take
the magazines but who do not subscribe. Make your activity
count by
being busy and regular in definite
territory.
5 During this final month of the
Watchtower
campaign
we should
call back on all those who promised
to take the subscription.
Encourage
those with whomwe placed individual copies of the magazines to subscribe. Make every effort to obtain
new subscriptions
during this last
month of the campaign. Remember,
this is the final opportunity to reach
our individual
quota. In the United
States we obtained 125,180 new subscriptions
during January and February.
That is 17,406 more than
last year for the same months. What
will we do during the final month
of the campaign? The answer will
depend to a great extent upon you.
6 So, then, our God-given work
this month is to get the magazines
into the hands of the people and aid
them to know their contents.
These
instruments will accomplish a great
work if they are properly presented
and widely distributed.
April can
be made an outstanding
month in
magazine distribution
through our
energetic efforts.
Let us as one body
use our voices to present them, and
surely this will result in a chorus
that will be heard as effectively
as
the sound from the jubilee trumpet.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Personal
Letter
Follow
Up
"Just what we needed," wrote one
company. "Unitedly we will support
and carry out the suggestions
so
that Kingdom activity
is properly
cared for," writes another.
Many
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Need for More
House-to-House
Work
Sometimes in arran;zing
our activity in the Lord’s service, there
may be a tendency to let some features of our ministerial
activity
take most of our service time, thus
allowing other features to lose their
proper place of importance.
e2In recent years house-to-hous
work has not been receiving the attention that its importance in the
theocratic
organization
demands.
This condition exists in many companies and corrective
steps should
now be taken by the local organizations to remedy it. In the United
States, we have placed much literature during these years; but notice
this trend: In 1935, an average of
3 books per publisher
were placed
each month; in 1945, 2 books; in
1948, 1 book; and in 1950 and 1951,
1 book every two months. It is in
the house-to-house
work that we can
best place these Bible study aids
that are so vital in helping persons
of good will get a knowledge of the
truth.
a The foregoing presents food for
thought. Our publishers are increasing and our placements are diminishing.
With this information
in
mind the Society has counseled pioneers to spend approximately 50 per
cent of their time devoted to field
service in house-to-house work. This
proportion
compares well with the
importance of house-to-house
work
and seems to be an appropriate
division of time for all publishers.
Additionally,
the Informant recently
suggested that all publishers try to
The New Cost
List
put in at least
two hours in the
With this Informant
each com- door-to-door
work on Sundays.
4 No one should let the comparapany is being sent two copies of the
new Cost List. One for the company tive simplicity
or convenience
of
servant and one for the stock servother features of service keep him
ant. The company should keep their
from regularly
engaging in housecost lists
up to date. This may be to-house work, for it is here that
done by listing the new publications
most of the "other sheep’" are conannounced in the Informant
under tacted initially.
At the doors we are
"Publications
Now Available"
and in a good position to advantageously
make necessary changes in rates ac- witness to persons in our territory,
(Continued on page 4, col. 1)
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Placing "Watchtower" Magazines
If we would he pleasing to ,Jehovah,
THE
GOOD
share in the vindication of his name
and gain eternal
life we must be
governed by the "law of the mind"
and not by the "law of the flesh ’. One
To Magazine
Obtainers
of the ways in which stone of Jehovah’s servants succumb to the "law of
the flesh" is by following the lines of
As ministers we are sincerely inleast resistance, or by getting into a terested
in, and are obligated
to
rut in connection with their field serv- assist, the persons of good will with
ice. How so, you ask’?
ThereMany publishers
begin taking part whom we place magazines.
in the service
by engaging m the fore, we will build up their interest
street work, and ever after that re- and call back on these peoplewith
mains their favorite form of service
a view in starting studies. The wise
Thus it is that many more publisher
offer the magazines on the streets
servant will skillfully
apply tact
than from dora" to door and flora
the householder,
store to store. Yet, should it not be when approach
just the other way around? For far be conversational and direct his witmore magazines can be placed by ness to specific points of interest.
calling at homes and business places We must be positive
in our altithan (.an be placed on the street
tude : always friendly but not familcorners.
This fact is emphasized in the re- iar and strive to nmeet each perso
port from Colombia. There house-tohouse and store-to-store
magazine on a common ground. To he enthuwork has increased magazine placesiastic
about our work, we must
ments two hundred per cent. (112)
know the contents, of the magazines.
And the report from Venezuela tells
The first thing to do when we apof a circuit servant’s placing 62 magazines in just a short time gems from proach a magazine obtainer
is to
house to house. How long would it greet him warmly and identify
ourhave taken him, have taken you, for
and the work in which we
that matter, to place 62 magazines on selves
the street? (243)
are engaged. This might be as folAnd do we call back on magazine
placements? A missionary in Peru told lows :
how repeated calls on a shoemaker
"I-folio,
my name is ....
I reDand his son during a period of six resent the Watchtower Society in
months (originally
only a magazine
placement) resulted in all of the family a free Bible educational
work.
becoming interested,
one of whomal- On my previous visit I ]eft a copy
ready is a publisher and has given of
The Watchtower
which dealt
his first student talk. (20t)
with many things of interest,
such
Theocratic Tactfulness
of Jehovah ap- as the article
’No Division in the
Mature ministers
preciate that more an
is needed th
law. I would be interested
knowledge and zeal if they would he Mosaic
effective.
They must be all things In in your observations on that article
of all kinds. Many sincere per
which we discussed briefly."
A dis7men
sons have been so blinded by their
cussion along these lines will quit.kclergy that they are very bitter toward en the interest
and
may
result
in
the truth. Especially if we would help
these prisoners to gain their freedom a home Bible study of The Watchwe must say "tie forth" tactfully.
tower. Before leaving, briefly cover
--Matt. 10:16; 1 Cor. 9:22, N\V.
The :1952 "Yearbook" tells of an the next issue which you would like
Argentine minister making good use to have them take for study. You
of tact. A bitter opposer was tactfully
might say, "Do you know that each
brought around to see the Scripturala
ness and reasonableness of the truth copy of The Watchtower treats
before it was identified to him as being different
Scriptural
subject?
The
of the Watchtower or Jehovah’s wit- latest
issue I have here highlights
nesses. This one-time opposer is nut the theme
of ’choosing between life
a publisher. (79)
Another example comes front France. and death’. Also, I’m sure you w
il
There a publisher,
who was making be glad to know that a year’s suba call on a lady who had obtained a scription for this magazine is availbook, was greeted by her husband
with, "People like you ought to he able to you for a contribution
of
hanged." etc. By tactfully
calming only $1." If the individual tines not
down the irate husband and setting
before him the new world hope, a
back-call was arranged. Today he and Need for More . . .
(Cont’d)
Iris wife are among the most zealous nd
locate righteously disposed ones a
publishers in the company. (137)
then assist them further by calling
In Jamaica a publisher
overheard
a lady saying: "I’ll run any Jehovah’s back and conducting Bible studies.
witness away--those liars."
The pub5 The situation
is clear:
many
lisher then called on her, greeting her
pleasantly,
and the woman responded who have become associated
with
with a queer look and a rough answer. us, particularly
in the past several
The publisher introduced herself as years, need personal assistance
lit
a dear friend loving the woman as
door-to-door activity and in followmuch as herself.It turnedout that
this woman was one of good will,
up the interest found. They need
sighing and crying because of the m- ing
to become mature. They must learn
justices she experienced. She is n
ow
enjoying her weekly Bible studies.
to talk and to express themselves in
(163)Yes,the wisdomfrom aboveand the presence
others.
This can
unselfishinterestfar exceedany- best be done of
by witnessing
from
thingthe worldhas to offerin the
way of psychology.
door to door. That will aid them in
2

NEWS

subscribe, then offer single copies.
The same principles
can he applied when making bat.k-calls
using:
tin, expiration slips. The minister
will lind it relatively
simple and
easy to make this type of call. You
have the name of the individual
you want to contact. Therefore, ask
far the name that appears on the
expiration
slip. When you have contacted the person, you might say,
"I am a representative
of the Watt.htower. [ am very glad to lind you
at home this evening and to be able
to talk to you for a few moments.
Undoubtedly
you have received
much conifer(
and peace of mind
during the past year in reading the
magazine which has been coming to
zyour
e
home. I’m sure you reali
the value of this most edifying magazine, especially
in these days of
distress
and turmoil.
I have been
notified
by the Watchtower Society
that your personal subscription
has
expired. Appreciating
the value of
this magazine, and the comfort and
hope it offers,
I’m sure you would
like
to have it come to your
home again,
and I will be m
ore
than pleased to help you renew your
subscription.
You may do so by contributing
$1 for a year’s subscription." Then make sure to call back
to further develop the interest,
as
well as bring them magazines during
the period of waiting for instil delivery.
It the particular
party is
not home, witness to the person who
comes to the dora’.
The approach
and presentation
should be simply phrased and easy
to understand so that the person upon whom we are calling
and anyone working along with us while
training will be readily able to grasp
and follow along with what we are
saying.
This will help new publishers
in mature more readily and
share in the back-call work.
becoming mature. Too often publishers, feeling that they lack ability
to express themselves, engage only
in street magazine work or handbill
distribution.
These publishers should
be assisted
to maturity
by being
given personal instructions
in actual
door-to-door
and follow-up work so
they will know how to talk the
truth. This will be a very great advantage
to them when the tim
e
comes to participate
in the unassigned territory
work during June,
July, and August. Preaching is the
(Continued on page 3, col. 1)

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

April will bring a new peak of publishers If each one of us is active and
does his part to assist those needing attention.
What can we do? The following demonstrations will assist each publisher to see and fulfill
his part.
Wherever possible, the first
demonstration should be put on at the first
service meeting during April.
The other may be put on whenever it fits
into the service meeting program.
Scene I: (3 minutes)
The early
Christian congregation,
The conductor calls attention
to Memorial,
then introduces
a scene Of a
of brothers
of the early Chris°group
tian congregation
They are talking
about Memorial,
and saving
how G
od
has now turned to the Gentiles to take,
out a people for his name. They discuss how the Memorial
celebration
shows Jehovah is instituting"
a, new
system of things,
fat’ better than the
old Jewish system:
how wonderful
it
is that
God is making a world-wide
association
of brothers,
bound in a
marvelous
unity!
(1 Pet 5:9,
.
Eph
4:1-6:
"Watchtower,"
Jan. 1,
1952,
pages 10, 11) God’s purpose is t
o build
up the congregation
to full m
aturiy
( Eph. 4:12, 13) Then their’
attention
turns to their individual
responsibility
as part of that association
to lend
every effort to help all in their local
congregation
to reach full strength of
maturity,
and the vile}ins
they are
using" to Hold certain
brothers.
Some
recall that they saw Jesus doing this
very thing.

Scene I: Aid all to be regular publishers.
Part 1 (3 minutes)
co mpany bo ok
study conductor
is talking
to two or
three mature publishers
and enlisting
their
assistance
in harmony with the
Society’s
letter
dated February
20,
1952, points of which he uses to outline the need for assisting
others. Goal
for study group is 100 per cent reporting
during
the month. Conductor
gives
each one some names of publishers
to be helped in the service and
suggests that they arrange to do doorto-door work with them, since it offers
a real opportunity
to train new ones.
Part 2 (3 minutes)
Study conductor
calls
on brotber
"New" who is assigned to his study group and has not
published
for some time.
"New" is
tactfully
invited
to join him Sunday
morning
Yes,
"New" replies,
he
know’s that he should have a regular
part in the Lord’s
work and often
wishes he could,
but just
does not
feel confident
enough to do so. As it
is, he can only go along with another
publisher and feels that he really does
not have a part in helping other peoScene I1: (12 minutes) The Chrisple. Conductor points out that training
tian congregation today.
is needed as shown by Jesus in in"With the use of pages 11, 12, parastructing
his disciples.
Paul at Acts
graphs 28, 29, "Watchtower,"
Janu20:2e. etc., and that he would be glad
ary 1, 1952., the conductor introduces
to assist
"New" by training
him for
the modern-day scene. A service meetfield
work As part of the training,
ing Is in session on the platfor
m
conductor
instructs
"New" how he can
(Very small companies may have au- take part by offering
the booklets and
dience participation,with commenters giving a brief witness with them after
prepared
in advance ) A brother
is
conductor
is through
making
the
talking
on the maturity of the Christ-,
"Watchtower"
presentation
to housetian congregation
today.
He emphaholder.
Arrangements
are made for
sizes that the world associatiom
has
Sunday morning service
together
grown to include
602,141 who do not
partake of the emblems, but by their
Scene II: In the field.
dattendance
say they willingly
stan
on the side of Jehovah’s
acy
suprem
Part
1 (8 minutes)
After witnessing at a few doors
and want ra
to t icome
c
under the theoc
and m
aking
system of things
To stay there they
complete offer,
conductor asks "’New"
if he is ready to offer
must reach
maturity
Then he asks
booklets at
questions
(answers
prepared
beforenext door after conductor
makes initial
presentation.
"New" says he’s
hand):
"’What do we in effect
say
ready to try, so both proceed to the
when we attend
Memorial,
or parmakes presentatake? ....
What is the antitypical
feast next door. conductor
of unleavened
bread,
and are We ohtion, then "New" offers
booklets
and
serving
It? How? ....
What is matusucceeds in placing them. Interest
is
rity? ....
Who feels hee lacks maturity
noted on record sheet for later
back"New"
in connection with certain
features
of call After a couple of doors,
says he thinks
he can make the offer
field service?" (Here brothers and sishimself and would like to try it. Conters
may make comments
as though
assures
him that
he may do
they need help in certain
kinds of ductor
field
work.) "Exactly
what can we do so and asks whether
he should
go
to help these brothers?’
Concrete ex- with him to the door or let him go
entirely
alone. "New’" decides to go
amples can be given.
Each one can
alone
and returns
from call
very
be urged to get his newly interested
person of good will who attended
Me- happy "He, did it,"
yes, he made the
morial into the, service Assistance
to call all by himself and found the right
those not having part in the "Watch- words to, speak. They discuss call just
tower" campaign’s final month may made and then conductor
tactfully
be stressed. ("Watchtower," Mar 1,: arranges
for them to go out together
1946; Jan. 15 and Nov. 15, 1951: Jan. again,
realizing
that more than one
1 and 15, 1952, will furnish material.)
period of training
is needed by "New"
The conductor may conclude
with
exhortation
to apply these things and before he will be capable of going enaid everyone this Memorial month and
tirely
on his own and in position
to
throughout 1952.
assist others.
Need for More . . .
(Cont’d)
thing that will be required
then at
every ohome.
ul d The brothers
sh
know how to present
the message
coherently,and it is the privilege
of
mature ones to train
others
now.
It is encouraging
to note the increase
in the number of publishers
in our yearly
reports,
isn’t
it? How

much more effective
would our witnessing
work be if we were maintaining
the 1935-45 level in placement of books? By everyone’s taking
this
matter
seriously
and applying
in(ire of his field service time in the
house-h)-house
work, we re.el
sure
this
feature
of service
will again
regain
its proper place in our service to Jehovah.
3

Personal

Letter...

(Cont’d)

similar
letters
have been received
by the Society
from publishers
and
companies
expressing
appreciation
for the personal
letter
to each publisher
dated February
20, 1952. How
gratifying
it is to know that
all
Kingdom publishers
rejoice
in re(.riving
instructions
and are unitedly determined
to do their
part
in
carrying
out the suggestions
outlined in that letter
! When we do the
Lord’s work as he directs,
it cannot fail.
Has your
company
reached
its
quota of publishers
as yet? The excellent
points
in this letter
which
were discussed
at the service
meetings will help individual
publishers
as well as companies to expand their
service
of praise.
Each company publisher,
pioneer,
and servant
should
do his part
to personally
follow
through on this letter.
Proper application of the points emphasized will
he the means of gaining,
not only
maturity
for each and every
one
associated
with your company,
but
also a new peak in publishers.
The
work outlined
therein
will permit
all to see and feel the welcome exnpressed
by the local
company
i
offering
assistance
to each one
wanting
to serve
the Lord.
More
prisoners
will be released
as we progress
to maturity,
our goal
The potential
is there.
The company records
have the names.
Now
let’s
do what the letter
suggests
and
outlines
to help all those associated.
The company servant
and assistant
company
servant
will
make sure
that
those who have not been out
in service
during the previous
month
or by the l5th of the current
month
are looked after
and that these are
being assisted
by the study conductors.
These in turn should
enlist
the aid of mature
publishers
and
pioneers,
and all.
working together
as an organized
group,
will render
the necessary
assistance.
Give them this
encouraging
and
confidence-giving
help to get out in
the door-to-door
magazine work, the
street
work, yes,
in all forms of
service.
Then help them to keep on
in the work of progressing
to maturity,
making sure that they continue to have the needed encouragement of other
publishers
through
personal
contacts,
group contacts
for
service,
by picking
them up for
meetings
and by other
like
provisions.
Servants
and publishers,
keep in
mind that where organized
arrangements
are followed
through
and
each one does his part as the letter
suggests,
not only will
we set a
new peak during
April,
but also in
the following
months,
and by keeping on doing this
Jehovah
is sure
to add his blessings.

Parole Notice

forLifein theNew
World
New World Translation
Offered for First Time
In the old world there is absolutely no hope for life. It is condemned of God and is on its way
out. The best that it can offer is
a poor patched-up
job, on a road
paved with misery and sorrow leading to death. However, there is a
river of life, clear as crystal, flow-’
ing from the throne of Jehovah,
which makes glad the hearts
of’
men el’ good will everywhere. This
river is already open and is available to all who are willing to accept its healing and cure for their
ills.--Rev.
22: l, 2, NW.
It is our privilege,
during the
month of May, to tap this river and
to divert some of its waters into
parched lands for the benefit
of
those famished persons of good will
who are physically
and spiritually
sick. This will be done by presenting
the New World Translation
of the
Christian
Greek Scriptures
and
What Has Religion
Done for Mankind? on a contribution
of $2.00.
Companies that have not ordered
their
May supply of literature
should do so immediately.
The New World Translation
is
without doubt the purest, most recuperative, crystal-clear
instrument
UNITEDSTATESQUOTA FOR
1952
130,308Publishers

Monthly Field Service Report

February Report
Av. Av.
Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pies.
218 135.2 52.7 8.0
Pioneers
6,631 89.9 33.8
5.2
Co. Pubs. 116,205
8.7 3.4
.5
Total Pubs.123,054
Public Meetings Held: 6,628

Publications

Now Available

Can You Live Forever
in Happiness on Earth?--Cibemba
Theocratic
Concordance --German
!
Awake
(semimonthly)
--Hollandish
New Cost List
(Cont’d)
cording to cost of items as charged
on invoices received from the Society.
NOTE: Due to the increase in postage the following change in price
should
be noted when ordering
tracts.
They are now 25 cents for
200. The prices for other quantities
of tracts remain as at present.
(1951
bound volumes
of The
Watchtower and Awake! are out of
stock. Companies should place their
orders for the 1952 bound volumes
now. These are cash items and a remittance
of $2 per volume is required with orders. The 1952 Yearbook is out of stock.)

The Federal
Parole
Board has
granted Society’s
counsel,
It. C.
in existence
today for healing for Covington, permission to apply for
life in the new world. This is not parole in behalf of Jehovah’s witonly appreciated
by Jehovah’s wit- nesses imprisoned for Selective Servnesses,
but worldly scholars
and ice violations.
Application will be
translators
voice their approval. For made in behalf of the brothers who
example: "I am pleased
with the halve served one-third
or more of
free, frank and vigorous translation.
their sentence anti who have not yet
It exhibits a vast array of sound, received parole.
A large number of
serious learning, as I can testify,"
brothers have been denied parole.
commented E. ,[. Goodspeed, noted Anyone knowing some brother
who
Greek scholar and Bible translator.
has been incarcerated
longer than
Now is the time to begin preparing one-third
of his term and who has
for the presentation
of these out- been denied parole should write to
standing publications
together for Brother Covington immediately and
the first
time. As you study the provide specific facts so that proper
New World Translation
note special
information can be submitted to the
examples of its superiority,
and use parole board in Washington for conthem in the door-to-door
work. Call sideration.
In writing about this
attention
to such and ask house- matter include the following inforholders to compare their favorite
mation:
name of inmate,
name of
scriptures
with you. Getting the institution,
date incarcerated, length
New 1Vor[d Translation
into as of sentence and address of family
many hands as possible will truly
or nearest relatives.
Send this inmake May a month o£ healing
for formation in as soon as possible for
life in the new world.
each brother so imprisoned.

COMPANY
Public Speaker

ORGANIZATION

The public speaker has a wonderful opportunity
to make available to hundreds of truth-hungry
persons of good will that rich, delightfully
prepared portion of God’s
Word which is now placed on the
table of Jehovah. As a representative of the Society he must be fully
qualified to be accorded this privilege of service.
-" To qualify as a public speaker,
a brother must be mature and have
the ability to present the truth properly, and be at least 18 years of
age. He should be dedicated to Jehovah and immersed,
having been
actively
engaged in field service
for at least one year after his immersion. Novices may not be used.
(1 The. 3:2-7,
Nit’) The company
servant and school servant have the
responsibility
to select qualified
speakers. The selection
and regular
use of a brother as a public speaker
will be based, not only on his ability
to speak, but also on his regula
field service activity and enrollment
and attendance
at the theocratic
ministry
school as well as other
meetings,
thus selling
the proper
example. The same qualifications
are
required of speakers giving public
talks at the company book studies.
a The responsibility
of the public
speaker is to see that his talk is
thoroughly prepared and convincingly delivered. To do this, his material
will need to be well thought out,
and unproved assertions
eliminated.
He should adhere closely to the Society’s outline and time schedule,
and draw chiefly upon the latest in4

formation
in the Watchtower publications to fill in the details.
He
will avoid using repetitious and outof-date matter, also too many quotations of old world philosophy and
wisdom. Rather, he will use a constructive approach, using good Scriptural proof and sound logic, which
should be clearly
and coherently
expressed,
When companies need and desire
speakers
from neighboring
companies,
they should make arrangements through
the company servant and not with individual
speakers. Those assigned to give a talk
will set a proper, more inspiring
example and give a better talk if
they prepare in advance and go out
into the field service with the company in the morning prior to the
talk. Also, those who may have to
travel some distance to give a talk
should, as far as possible,
arrange
to travel and arrive the evening before.
In this
way the speaker
will be able to engage in morning
field service with the company the
following
day. When making assignments of servants to give talks
in outside companies, company servants should be conscious of the obligations servants have in the local
company organization.
In the majority of cases, perhaps one assignment per month will suffice.
5 By thorough preparation
of material and proper delivery, the public speaker can indeed enlighten
many persons to the grand purposes
of Jehovah God as contained in his
Word.

MAY, 1952

"Say to the prisoners, 6o forth."--Isa.

49:9,

BROOKLYN, N, Y.

To Male Pioneers
All brothers on the pioneer list
who now have a draft classification
are requested to advise the Society
immediately of their Selective ServAll
Share
in Do,,r-to-Door
Work
ice classification.
This information
needed in order to complete our
New Translation
and Book
_to-door contacts, on back-calls and is
files for reference.
on studies. For many other valuable
Our Offer
points
that
can
be
used
see
also
the
t There flows forth from the esBe a Pioneer.*
December, 195l, Informant.
With summer vacation
near at
tablished throne of lilt,
new world
4 When reports are fully compiled hand,
publishers
of all ages are
a crystal-clear
river of water of life
(be
sure
yours
is
in)
it
is
hoped
once again invited to enter the vacafor the cleansing, refreshment anti that a tuitional
in publishers
tion pioneer service. Last year over
comfort of God-fearing persons. This will be attained inpeak
April, 1952. Safe- 1,250 publishers
made wise use of
"water of life" is now available to guard and aid to maturity
new their vacation period
by 1entering
all who wish to have divine favor publishers
by
continuing
to
train
and to eventually gain the prize of them in doing field service and in this service. With part-time secular
employment and the quota of 100
everlasting
life in the coming new attending meetings.
any
world of righteousness.
All persons
age regular
and he on time at hours a month in the ministry, m
more should be able to enter into
of good will are now being invited
Sunday morning contact
points.
this year as well as
by Jehovah’s
witnesses
to drink
Make Sunday count,
for that is this activity
heartily of this life-giving Water by when the majority of the U. S. pub- into the regular pioneer service. Piotaking in this all-essential
knowl- lic is to he found at home. If pos- neer service is a forward step in
edge of Jehovah and his Son.
the course of a dedicated
servant
sible, work in territory
not covered of
the Most High God. If you can
2During May we will dispense
during
the Watchtower
n
campaig
be a pioneer, then by
life-giving
knowledge to the general Yes, let all take up the work of Scripturally
public by presenting the combination leading others to the healing waters all means you should become a pioneer. Think about it, seriously.
If
offer of the New World Translation
of truth by enthusiastically
preyour decision is YES, the Society will
Of the Christian sGreek," Scripture
senting to them the good news of he
glad to receive your request for
and What Has Religion
Done for the Kingdom by using our May offer.
an application
and will be pleased
Mankind? These will he placed on
to work closely
with you as you
the comparatively
small contribupioneer.
Companies should consider
in Stock
tion of $12. It can be truthfully said "Let God Be True"
meeting
The Society is now publishing the this matter at a service
that the New World Translation
is
maof "Let God Be during the month. Additional
the clearest,
inost accurate and un- second edition
terial
for
this
discussion
may be
derstandable
translation
of the True". This is a revised edition,
Christian
Greek Scriptures
availsonic corrections
having been made found in the April, 1;)51, Informant.
able. The book answers clearly the ]and new points added to bring it
Witnessing
in
question propounded in its title.
up to date. Readers will find that
Unassigned
Territory
The two go well with each other:
it does not read word for word
the combination is a powerful one with former editions.
So in conIt is suggested that each pubducting home Bible studies in "Let lisher prepare a five-minute presen--a veritable libray!
3 Presentation of this com
binat
God Be True" in the United States,
tation of the three-bound-book offer
it is suggested that all attending
to be used in the summer campaign.
offer will require good preparation.
the same study use the same edi- Then let
each one witness
to
It will aid greatly to familiarize
tion,
old or new. "Let God Be another until all have clear, friendourselves with the Foreword of this
In
translation
anti its many other dis- True’ was kept out of stock by the ly and encouraging presentations.
tinctive
features,
as well as note Society for a while so the companies this way we will be prepared to be
the comments of noted scholars and could deplete their stocks of the real ministers, giving short sermons
old edition.
The book has been re- at the doors. Argumentation should
translators.
Make the offer attracset with new type and some illusbe avoided: rather,
work for sintive by the use of familiar scripadded. It would be well for cerity,
conviction,
warmth and entures, such as those in the sermon trations
the
brothers
to
read
this
book
again.
thusiasm. This will make our witon the mount, the Kingdom promises
In the United States
and other
ness pleasing and constructive.
(See
of the mild-tempered ones’ inheritwhere this new edition
Theocratic
Aid to Kingdom, Pubing the earth (Matt. 5:5, 6; John countries
should lishers, Lessons 6, 7 and 20,)
17:3 and others),
etc. Notice how is released, the publication
be used for company book studies
One might use the following to
much plainer
familiar
scriptures
What begin his presentation:
"Good mornare! Avoid controversial
subjects by when they have finished
and I am
giving a Kingdom witness at every Has Religion Done for Mankind? A ing. M.Vnameis ................
opportmfity,
using attractive
and good supply of this new edition is from .... ( city or town)..... I am one of
Jehovah’s witnesses,
engaged in a
appealing scriptures, present the en- on hand and :ill
orders
for "Let
work. T
hrougt
tire "combination" offer every time God Be True" will be filled
with Bible educational
and everywhere: at the initial
door- the second edition.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
Healing

for

Life

in

the

New

World

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Youthful and Vacation Pioneers
Many opposers scoff at the claim of
the youthful
witnesses
of Jehovah to
be ordained ministers.
But such youthful ministers
remember the apostle’s
instructions,
"Let no man ever look
down on your youth," and boldly push
forward.--1
Tim. 4:12, NW.
Our 1952 "Yearbook"
tells
of one
of these, a boy of 17 years, who is
a special
pioneer and that in a land
where the Kingdom proclamation
is
banned, Spain. lie tours the villages
on his bicycle
in his part-time
work
iand
bl e at the same time distributes
B
literature
and conducts Bible studies.
(76) And from Colombia comes the report of a boy of 12 entering
the pioneer work, conducting
studies
and
doing well as a minister. (113)
While comparatively
few of our
youthful
witnesses
may be able to
follow such examples,
the Society’s
recommending that secular education
include high school, they do have the
opportunity each year to he pioneers
for a few months under the v
n
o
i
t
c
a
pioneer provision.Doubtlessfar more
could engage in this added feature
than have thus far done so. The report from the Bahamas shows that 12
per cent of the publishersthere took
advantageof this privilege.(85, 246)
And what better way of encouraging
children to vacation pioneer than by
doing so ourselves?
And vacation pioneering is filled
with benefits:increasedpraise to Jehovah, greater witnessing to both
sheep and goats, and valuable training
for the year-round full-time service
and missionary field in later years.
Tellingof the effectiveness
of the witnessing
of such vacation
pioneers
is
the report from Guadeloupe concerning i
five children and one adult. In spite of
opposition
they ’went boldly forward
and stopped the mouths of the enemy
by their intelligent
answers’. (69)
Reaching the Isolated
The two primary problems that witnessing in isolated
territory
present:
are those of travel
and time. But the
prisoners
in such isolated
territory
must also hear the call "Go forth!"
must they not? Our 1952 "Yearbook"
shows how some of our brothers
have
coped with these
problems
and how
the Lord has blessed their efforts.
It took a circuit
servant
in Basutoland two days on horseback
to reach
a group of interested
persons.
A company was organized
as the result
of
his visit,
and when he called
again
he found that even the local Catholic
priest
had heeded the call
to "go
forth".
(219) May we not expect similar blessings if we make similar efforts?
A pioneer in Cuba tells of taking almost a whole day, traveling
on horseback and by foot, to reach the relatives
of the one with whom he was
holding a study. In a few weeks’ time
esome had begun to publish,
a littl
later
19 were immersed,
"and now,
where a year ago there wasn’t a single
publisher,
there are 35 publishers
reporting active service."
(117, 118) Yes.
the question
of getting
the isolated
territory
witnessed
to may simply be
one of our determining
to what extent we are willing"
to inconvenience
ourselves,
endure a little
hardship,
physically
and perhaps financially,
so
others may gain life.
And the report
from Honduras,
giving
a number of interesting
experiences
had by missionaries
who
branched
out into
isolated territory,
shows how we can find time for such
activity--they
did it during their vacations.
If that is a good way for missionaries
to spend their vacations
it
should be an even better
way for all
not so fortunate
as to he in the fulltime service Right? (153, 154)

From Door to Door
with the May Offer

has all tile appearancesof a scholarly work . . . The clarity of their
In presenting
the New World
rendering
of Matthew 5:37,
"Just
Tronslation
of the Christian
Greek
let YOUR word Yes means Yes, Y
R
U
O
Scripturcs
together
with What Has NO, NO," IS praiseworthy.’
Religion
done for
Mankind?
we
"If you have your Bible
handy,
let’s
Compare your favorite
text and
must be in position
to show persons
of good will the need of obtaining
notte
how it
sounds
in m
odern
English
....
them. We might present
it thus:
[Or,
use John 3:16:
’Good morning.
I am a m
inster
James l:6 or 1 Corinthians
l;l:
1,
calling
in tile
interest
of u worldgetc.]
Now while
you are lookin
wide Bible
educational
work.
Now through it. notice the other valuable
for the first
time we are presenting
aids to profitable
reading,
such aS
information
about
ancient
Bible
the New World Translation,
which
maps, and illustrations.
in the field of modern Bibles is most manuscripts,
This translation,
together
with this
outstanding.
The Bible was written
study
aid What Has Religion
Done
before the English language existed,
thereforetranslations
are necessary. for Mankind? is a remarkable
means
which
you can gain
the
This is a new translation
from the through
wisdom of the Bible.
Wisoriginal
Greek text
and is based on superior
is desperately
needed totile
most ancient
manuscripts
in dom that
day I know that
you will
greatly
existence,
and embodies tile
results
of the latest
research
in the field
benefit
from and enjoy your study
of archaeology
bearing
on Bible
of this Bible and its companion aid.
lands,
languages
and customs.
To I will be glad to place this excellent
ensure
accuracy
the translation
is combination
with you now for only
as literal
as modern English
usage a $:2 contribution.’
permits. It mirrors
faithfully
just
Study
and carefully
plan your
what the Lord and his apostles
said.
presentation.
Select
and mark par"’It is nonsectarian
and Can be en- ticular
examples
of the New World
superiority
that can
joyed by persons
of good will
of Translation’s
be readily
used in field work, as you
all religions.
You may be interested
study
at the theocratic
ministry
in what an eminent
Roman Catholic
school.
(Read again
Lesson
65 of
educator
(priest)
wrote concerning
Theocratic
Aid to Kingdom
Pubthe New World Translation:
’This
lishers.)
Your efforts
will
reap
compact,
well-printed
volume, butbountiful
rewards as many take this
tressed
with footnotes
and chain
combination,
read and study it,
and
learn the pure language.
references,
as the editors
call them
Witnessing
in . . .
(Cont’d)
the world, during this summer, special
arrangements
have been made
to call upon persons
living
in less
densely
populated
areas with an important
message.
That is why I have
traveled
here today and made this
special
effort,
that I miht talk to
you and your neighbors
about God’s
kingdom,
which is to bring
joy,
peace and happiness
to all.
It is
this
kingdom
which
we have long
prayed for that
will
make it pos-i
sible
for men to ’beat their
swords
into plowshares’
and for the meek
to live
on the earth.
These three
Bible study aids highlight
the kingdom of God and are especially
prepared to help all who want to get
a better
knowledge
and understandging of the Bible.
We are offerin
these
excellent
volumes on a contribution
of only $1.50 for the set.
3 "Note particularly
this book entitled
’What Has Religion
Done for
Mankind?’ It discusses
the history
of religion
from the very beginning
2

and gives
us an insight
as to why
there are so many kinds of religion
today.
Then, drawing
heavily
upon
the Bible to support its conclusions,
it shows what true religion,
acceptable to God, really
is."
"Let God
Be True" can then be demonstrated
as a great
help in understanding
basic Bible teachings
and doctrinal
subjects.
If "Th is Means E
verlasting
Life" is used, illustrate
its vital information
for Christian
living.
4 Where literature
is placed,
especially
books and Bibles,
or marked
interest
is otherwise
shown,
we
should
make careful
notation
of
pthis
on the Good-will
Follow-u
slip.
All information
requested
should be given.
This includes
the
complete
name, street address,
route
and box numbers,
name of
county,
post office
town and state.
This is very important.
The Society
will then be able to follow up this
interest
by sending interesting
letters
and other
encouraging
infor(Continued
on page 3, col. 1)

YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
Favorableweather in May will afford an excellent opportunity for aiding
newpublishers to maturity by taking them along with us in house-to-house
work. They need to be shownthe effectiveness of the preaching work when
it is properly done. The first demonstrationwill emphasizesticking to the
offer, while the secondwill demonstratethe use of the "NewWorld Translation" (NW) and "What Has Reli ion Done for Mankind?"
SCENE
I: Sticking to the offer.
counsel and will henceforth
present
Part 1 (5 rain.) Positive assists Neg- complete offer and stick to it
ative in house-to-house work. As they
approach a rather run-down house
SCENE
I: (5 rain.) ConductorintroNegative remarks: "I’ll try this one." duces homescene, inviting audience
Then he says: ’I’m sure these people to listen andtake notes.
do not have $2 for the combination.
husband and wife discuss world afBesides, they’ll get more information
Man is worried
about war
by reading What Has Religion Done fairs.
threat, high taxes, living cost; has
for Mankind?’ It’s so simple to un- fear
for job, home. Wife agrees, He
derstand. Then, too, it will be much looks at paper, finds only scandal, bad
easier for me to get a home Bible news, more politics.
says he
study started."
Knocks on door, pre- should attend church. wife
He argues no
sents crier. After short discussion with help
there.
She
advocates
Bible
readperson who is a bit hesitant in taking ing. he agrees, but says, "’thee’s",
combination,
Negative immediately
"thou’s"
and
other
strange
wording
of
drops to the book "What Has Religion his Bible obscures meaning, sometimes
Done for Mankind?" Placement is contradicts
As
example,
he
reads
made and, after getting the house- Matthew 6:9-13,
Observes King
holder’s name, both publishers proceed James language isAV.
outmoded and diftoward next home.
ficult
to read and more so to unPart 2 (3 ms.) En route to next derstand. Recalls February issue of
call. Positive suggests sticking to of- "Look" magazine gave proof that last
for. Negative says: "Yes I really
verse of the Lord’s prayer is not
should have stuck to original offer.
authentic and that it showed other
That person was quite Interested and important differences. Notes churches
needed the combination " Positive
fail to tell such things, even cover
agrees, saying: "We can accomplish
them up. What is needed is a Bible
much more by sticking
to month’s that can he understood. If only help
offer Our responsibility is not to make along these lines could be found.
the choice for the persons we meet
or to try to decide what they will
SCENEII: (10 rain.) A mature and
do in advance and thus drop down a newpublisher in door-to-door work.
on the offer when it doesn’t seem to
Approach door of above home. Pubmeet with immediate approval And lishers
message, present ofif people don’t have money, he willing fer, andintroduce
are invited inside.
Pubto barter or exchange. But always al- lisher demonstrates
See piclow householder to make his own de- tures of the originalfeatures.
Greek
on
page
cision regarding campaign literature
Based on latest Greek scholarship
offer we present by sticking to the 13.
and
oldest
MS
copies,
the
renderings
combination outlined in the ’Inform- are accurate, clear. Note also the valuant’. Let’s try another door"
able chain references and appendix,
which are found in no other Bible.
SCENEI1:(7 rain.) At next door.
(Example: Which Mary or Joseph is
Positive
introduces
message and spoken of in various texts? [P. 789])
states purpose of their visit is to Words are translated consistently and
give the householder opportunity to no contradictions
are to be found
learn reason why turbulent conditions Proper meaning is given to verb tensexist in world, and eventual outcome es. The plain, modern language enas illustrated
in God’s Word the Bible ables you to read the Christian writYes, religion plays a great part in ings as real, meaningful letters to us
people’s lives; therefore, they would personally.
The Scriptures
become a
like to have her examine book "What living book, a guide to right living
Has Religion
Done for Mankind’:"
for the new world of righteousness.
along with the "New World TranslaOnly 15 minutes’ reading each day will
tion". Points to several noteworthy give you a wonderful understanding of
features
She may have combination
God’s purposes. Nowquestion is asked,
on a $2 contribution.
Householder
"’is there any particular scripture you
hesitatingly replies: I would like to want to read? .... Yes, Matthew6:9-13."
have the Bible and book you mention NWcopy is handed to man to read.
but I’m short of money right now." Man, with wife looking on, is pleasantPositive suggests: "perhaps you have ly surprised.
Another scripture
is
something of equal value that you given to read New publisher
next
would like to trade in exchange for tells of the advantages of book ’What
the Bible and textbook--canned goods, Has Religion Done for Mankind?" and
cheese, butter, eggs. etc., anyth
ing
shows how this Bible study aid will
equivalent to the $2 contribution."
help them. (Refers to pre-selected
Householder remarks: "’Yes, I have. questions and posts of interest, e.g.,
"Will you accept this home-canned fruit pages 21 and 22.) Combination is
in exehange for them?" Positive is placed Arrangements made to call
willing
m
e
to trade and takes her na
back with new publisher noting name
and address for a future visit. house- and address and promising to personalholder thanks both of them and says ly make it his business to call back.
she would be glad to have them help
Conductor now briefly recounts m
ain
points that should be presented to
her to know more about the Bible.
On their way to next home Negative public. Advises grout} to study "The
remarks that he really appreciated the Watchtower" of October 15, 1950.
Witnessing in . . .
(Cont’d)
would like to be able to keel) in
motion to these
persons
whose touch with you as well as speak to
names have been sent in to the So- you directly when I find occaision to
ciety.
return to this community. It may
5 We might try using this ap- perhaps be possible to send you adproach in getting their names: "As ditional information when it is reI mentioned,
my name is _ _ . It leased and since it won’t be conwas a pleasure
to meet you and venient to personally visit you regdiscuss this vital information.
I ularly,
May I have your name and
a

Results
of WBBR Poll
Our brothers throughout the field
will he interested
in knowing exactly
what part the Watchtower
radio.
WBBR, is having
in the
preaching work. To determine this
accurately a house-to-house poll was
conducted January 28 to February
3, 1952 , in northern New Jersey,
lower New York state,
including
greater
New York city
and Long
Island,
and the greater
part of
Connecticut.
There were 104 companies that participated
in taking
the poll. At each home visited
a
special
WBBR program schedule
was left as well as a copy of the
Watchtower
or Awake: magazine.
From the results
we can appreciate that a tremendous witness was
given, because 164,562 persons were
talked to in this work. Of this number 2a,14s were found to be listeners,
which is 14 per cent. That means
that of the 15-1/2 million potential
listening
audience in the area it
serves,
WBBRhas 2,170,000
listeners.
It is indeed gratifying
to
know that so many persons are tuning in to the varied presentations
of the Kingdonm message.
The Society is grateful
for the
fine cooperation the companies gave
in taking part in this WBBRpoll.
All publishers in the listening area
of WBBRdo not now want to stop
advertising
the station.
We want to
continue to keep it before the people
in the territory
WBBRserves as the
only station
on earth wholly devoted to the kingdom of God. Mention it, please, in your door-to-door
work. We will surely get more listeners
and we want to help the
prisoners to "go forth".
address?"
The person’s
name and
address should then lie turned in to
the local company immediately
so
it can be forwarded to the Society
fur handling.
6 A few suggestions:
Make your
witness thorough
but not wordy.
Always let the people see that
.you are in earnet
and are interested
in them. When endeavorinto to obtain their names, do so
with kindly interest "and in a frank
yet tactful
manner. Let them know
they will not be obligated
in any
way: that this is not a commercial
endeavor but a sincere effort to assist lovers of truth to get a better
knowledge of the Bible.
The Society is providing a letter
to be used for all "’not at homes".
If more than the original
consignment is needed, these can be ordered. A letter is to be left at every
home where personal contact is not
made. If they are not all used up
in the unassignedd territory
work,
the letters are not to be wasted, but
should he used wisely in our regular
territory.

"Strong

Refuge"

3-Bound-Book
Offer
for
Unassigned
Territory
Work
1 With increasing
woes and
troubles, desperately the peoples of
this old world seek refuge in the
organizations
of weak, selfish,
and
imperfect
men. But not so Jehovah’s witnesses.
They know that
man-made organizations
are doomed
to early destruction.
Fearlessly and
boldly they continue to call at the
homes of the people to point out to
lovers of righteousness
that "God
is our refuge and strength,
a very
present help in trouble".--Ps.
46: 1.
2 For the next three months of
June, July and August the work of
God’s servants will bee devoted mainly to calling on persons living in
"unassigned" territory.
As a means
to aid isolated persons of good will
to seek God as their only refuge,
three bound books will be offered
on a contribution
of $1.50. These
can include What Has Religion Done

4 Many of the preliminary
arrangements, such as vacations,
car
groups, week-end groups, etc.. should
and
For Mankind? "Let God Be True" now be given consideration
planned. A good supply of literature
and any other bound book. The offer
will be the same where publishers
should be on hand to take care of
needs. Make the most of all opporwork regularly
assigned territory.
tunities
to spread the Kingdom mes3 Our primary work will be plantsage in your assignment.
ing seed by distrihuting
literature
--books, Bibles, magazines, booklets
5 Each company and isolated
puband tracts.
The complete names and lisher will receive with this Informaddresses of those who manifest in- ant a copy of the Unassigned Terterest and obtain literature
will be ritory
Letter.
All companies will
sent in to the Sociely and the folread the letter at a service meeting
low-up with letters
and other in- and a Watchtower study and then
formation to help these persons will thoroughly discuss its contents at
be cared for by the Society.
two subsequent service meetings.

Witnessing

Period

COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
Utilizing
Theocratic
automobile
not in running shape
Resources
and Equipment
might he put into service by a couple
of brothers" supplying needed parts,
"’The earth is the Lord’s"--yes
or assisting
with the repair work,
and all things in it. To his servcan accomplish
ice he grants the control of many etc. Co-operation
exmaterial things and opens the way many things and make possilble
service.
for them, in harmony with their ded- panded
4 Most pioneers
who have means
ication
to use such to his name’s
of
transportation
are
very glad to
honor
and
to
the
blessings
of
others.
Publications
Now Available
Knowing that all things belong to use it to pick up publishers and take
Counsel on Thcocratie Organization
them
to
meetings,
into
service,
etc.
him, his servants
have dedicated
for Jehovah’s Witnesses
All publishers
should have in mi
their lives and all they have to his nd
--Cibemba
service.
In serving Jehovah they that these brothers are rendering a
loving service and the ones using
Will Religion Meet the
wisely and liberally
employy all
should be willWorld Crisis? --Danish,
Italian
things--their
life, lips, home, auto- such transportation
ing to assist with the expenses SO
mobile, money, yes, their "all’.
Tracts : What Do Jehovah’s,
Witas not to undulyburdenthe pioneer.
--Acts 2:44, 45, Nil’.
nesscs Believe? (T1-S) Hell-Fir
e
5 When travelingto conventions,
2 Particularly
is this true of the
(T2-S) Je hovah’s Wi tnesses, Co munassigned territory,
preaching work they engage in, the assemblies,
munists
or Christians?
(T3-S)
etc.,
each car group should work
planting and Watering work to fin
d
"Awake from Sleep."
)
S
(T4and feed the "other sheep’. For the out a plan before, going as to how
ish
n
a
p
--S
benefit of God’s Servants and per- expenses are to be handled so that
sons of good will a Kingdom Hall car owners and passengers will all
UNITEDSTATESQUOTA FOR
1952 is provided
and maintained
as a understand
the arrangement.
Car
130,308Publishers
to
Bible study and service center. It owners should not be required
carry all the burden, nor should
is the privilege of but
all e to contri
Monthly Field
Service
Report
toward its upkeep as well as toward riders
be unreasonably
taxed.
A
March Report
flat rate could be arranged for, or
bearing
other company expenses,
Av. Av.
Av,
in the group should agree to
Pubs. Hrs, B-¢ Bi. St. such as equipment, heat and light, : all
share expenses of the trip.
handbills,
and other things
reSp’l Pios.
279 139.7 57.6
7.0
6 These statements are submitted
quired. All contributions,
including.
Pioneers
5.2
6,618 92.6 35.2
the "widow’s mite", are made as to to aid in the joint cooperative use
Co. Pubs. 121,136
9.2 3.6
.5
Jehovah, and are contributed toward of our equipment to Jehovah’s praise
Total Pubs.128,033
furthering the Kingdom’s interests.
and are not to be construed as in
PubhcMeetings Held: 6,987
3 To carry on the work automo- anywise discouraging
the aiding of
biles
are
a
great
aid.
Those
having
publishers
or persons of good will
APRIL? MAY7 LETfS GO PORTH{
cars are responsible , as they have who are unable to contribute the desopportunity,
for their use in the ignated "amounts. As far as possiLegal Assistance
service work. However. considerable
ble and practical
these should be
Those who desire their material
expense is incurred traveling to and considered and assisted
in the argoods, or a portion thereof,
to be from territories,
to meetings, etc.,
rangements. Wise and proper use of
used, upon their death, to advance not only for gas and oil, but also theocratic
resources and equipment
the interests
of the Theocracy
for maintenance.
This cost might should always be made. Paul, at
should consider
the Memorandum well be shared by those publishers
1 Timothy 6 : 18 (NW), counsels, "Be
on Gifts and Wills prepared by the who are privileged
to make use of liberal, ready to share." Weare clean
Society’s legal counsel.
the vehicle, by contributing at least from false religion and do not take
The memorandum answers
questhe equivalent of the bus fare. Most collections,
solicit or ask for contions concerning wiIls, deeds of real cars have ash trays which can well tributions.
Jehovah’s servants recestate, conditional donations of mon- serve for this purpose. If a car tognize that expenses will be presen
ey during lifetime,
etc. You may owner does not wish to use con- and are willing to do what they can
write for a free copy to Watch- tributions
to defray expenses,
he to use all things entrusted to them
tower Legal Office,
124 Columbia may place such in the Kingdom Hall for Jehovah’s
honor and to their
Heights, Brooklyn 2, New York.
contribution
box. If practical,
an mutual blessing.
4

"Say to the prisoners, Goforth."--Isa.

JUNE, 1052

49: 9.

"Strong
Refuge"
Witnessing
Period
Work
in Unassigned
Territory
Begins
Placing Literature

Stressed

1 This old world is crumbling!
Millions are confused, panicky, desperately seeking a strong refuge of
safety.
From one scheme of men to
another they scurry,
only to find
that they are like houses built on
sand. Yet, in the midst of this
world there rises like a strong tower
the visible organization pf Jehovah’s
true worshipers. In it alone is safety, for Jehovah is its refuge and
strength,
a very present help in
these troublesome times. Knowledge
of God’s Word is necessary in order
to be in his organization
and to
come under his protection.
Those
within Jehovah’s strong refuge want
others to learn of this so that they
too can enjoy lasting
peace and
comfort.--Ps. 46 : 1.
2 During June an attractive
selection of bound books will be presented
to millions of persons in unassigned
and assigned territory,
sWhat Ha
Religion
Done for Mankind? "Let
God Be True’" and one other, on a
omtribution
of $1.50. Make a real
effort
al
uabl e to show People what v
ninformation
these books contai
Tracts, catalogues and the Society’s
letter to leave with "’not at homes"
in unassigned territory
should be
carried into the field "and placed in
accord with instructions.
3 The time is now here to reach
territory
that has not been covered
with the Kingdom message for some
time. Have a well-thought-out
presentation
before beginning work in
your territory.
It might carry the
following thought: "Honest persons
desire
happiness
and the end of
wicked conditions.
God’s kingdom
will bring an end to misery and introduce permanent happiness.
There
is a strong refuge even in the midst
of this wicked old world and these
books search God’s Word and point
out where you will find such strength
and refuge."
Give a good, clear.
easy-to-understand
witness.
Have
the three books ready to display.
It is good to first
show all three
books together.
Then you might put
two of them under one arm and
show the person points of interest in

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Preparation for
Summer Work
The following is a portion of a
letter
received
from a company
making plans for summer activity:
"Several
publishers
and I were
over mapping out our assignment
and in generalgathering
information
for our mastermap, and everywhere
we went we found the people ready
and eager for the Kingdommessage.
We found one good-will rancher
where we can have a regularWatchtower Bible study beginning June 1
and keep all our literature
and supplies there as a base. The principal
of the high school gave us permission
to hold the circuit
servant’s
Sunday talk in the auditorium free of
charge. Also the grangemaster said
we can use a fine Grange hall free
(Continued on page 3, col. 1)

each book, one at a time. Open the
book and hand it to the person
rightside
up as you directly
face
him and thus let him see and read
for himself.
Illustrate
the use of
the table of contents and the Scripture index in the book.
4 Company publishers
who will
not be working unassigned territory
can accomplished a good workk in their
home territory.
Endeavor to work
sections of territory
that have not
been covered as frequently as others.
Hold public meetings in them, and
plannt as much seed as possible by
placing literature.
Back-calls can be
made and interest
cared for. Company book study groups can meet at
Effective Talks in the
contact points convenient to terriTheocratic Ministry School
tory they will work. It does not necessarily
mean going long distances
1 So that those taking part in the
to work, but simply getting
into
theocratic
ministry school may give
fields
where the witness has not the greatestpossible
help to the
been given for some time.
company in the way of interesting
5 Honest-hearted
persons everyand instructive
talks, the following
wherehave a real need for a strong suggestions are given.
refuge.
We knoW
where they can
2 The instruction
talk should be
thus easy to
find it. Let us continueto comfort logical and coherent,
points made
them with the assurancethat "God follow: the doctrinal
is our refugeand strength,a very clear and the admonition on conduct
presenthelpin trouble"--Ps.
46: I.
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

132,797PublicPraisers!
It has been done! April 1952
Now we are in stride,
organized
saw 132,797 public praisers
in the aim moving forward with Jehovah’s
field This is the first
month of blessing being manifested upon our
the service
year that we have ex- efforts.
In the months ahead, just
ceded our quota.
This was not as during April, let us continue to
done by wishful thinking
or by a exercise love, patience and considerfew individuals"
doing it all; no, ation for each other as we progress
but by each one of us doing his toward maturity.
We are not inshare, uniting and working in accord terested
in merely having a new
with the local company organizapeak, but, rather,
we desire that
tion. We faced the problem called
each
and every one become
a m
ature
to our attentionin the Society’s minister of God, able to teach and
letter to "all publishers dated Feb- enjoy blessings
in serving Jehovah
ruary 20, and, having a desire to regularly.--Heh.
5 : 12-14, NW.
overcome it, are now progressing
Personal instruction
and assisttoward that end. It meant, first
of ance are still
needed by many to
all. each one’s getting out into the reach maturity;
so onward we will
field work and then helping others
go helping one another not just to
to do the same. How gratifying
to serve
one or two hours
a month
so
see all working together and having a report can be turned in, but to
a part in this public praising!
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Public Meetings
Christians today follow the example
of Paul in making use of every opportunity to give a public witness.
b(Acts
e alert17:16-34)
In this Particularly
regard as weshould
work the
isolated territories.
We may not be able to obtain
a
public meeting place, but what of
that? A small company in Austria
held a public meeting m an isolated
town, where, due to clergy opposition,
only four attended. Unable to procure
the hall for further meetings they
held the next meeting out of doors.
Eighty attended that meeting.--See
"Yearbook", page 34.
Nor should we feel that the effort
will not be worth while Just because we
may not have much time to advertise
the talk.
In one isolated
town m
Nicaragua, two brothers had just two
hours to advertise the public tall, to
be held in a home that evening. By
the time the conclusion of the talk
WaSgiven 125 were listening, the meeting having spilled over into the street.
(183, 184) And for an example of results of a public meeting held in a
home see report on E1 Salvador. (133)
Nor should we let opposition to our
public meetings discourage us. If we
press the battle to the gate we may
expect the Lord to give us the victory
as Was the case in Costa Rica where
a public meeting in a park was broken
up by a priest-led
mob. By not surrendering to the enemy the meeting
was held the following week with police protection, and 150 heard the lecture. (114-116)
ExpressingAppreciation
Added privileges of service, such as
witnessing in isolated territory, usually
mean added burdens and even hardships. But dare we consider these
!burdens
too great to be borne in view
of what our brothers put up with in
other parts of the world ?--Job 23:12;
Ps. 84:10.
Jehovah’s witnesses in Thailand continue in the service during the rainy
season even though, when at its height,
they have to use oxcarts and small
boats, walk barefoot through streets
that are seas of mud and then wade
knee-deep in water to reach homes.
(235, 236) -Working our isolated territory may also pose travel problems,
muddy streets,
etc., but surely that
Should not discourage us.
And although our brothers in Korea,
due to war conditions, experience great
difficulty in getting even the bare necessities of life, their chief concern,
as our "Yearbook" shows, is not for
the material, but for the spiritual food.
so that they can continue on in the
work. (71, 72) And how the Lord
blessing that appreciation!
("The
Watchtower", April 1, 1952) In caring
for the isolated territory,
sandwiches
may have to take the place of Sunday dinners, but if we show the same
appreciation that our brothers in Korea
do, may we not expect
similar
blessings ?
In Taiwan (Formosa) a newly interested person kept going ahead in
Jehovah’s service even though mobsters had damaged his farm and stolen
his farm animals because he stopped
worshiping idols. (167) It may be that
a like intolerance and violence will
greet our activity in isolated assignments. But that should not cause us to
stop preaching, for how do we know
but that there are some of the Lord’s
sheep scattered in among such goats?

In Unassigned
and Home Territories
Kingdom publishers
may find the
following suggestions helpful.
A friendly,
"Good morning. I’m
working in the interest of true worship, acquainting the people in this
conmmnity with three popular Bible
aids: "Let God Be True’. What Has
Religion
Done, for Mankind? and
’This Means Everlasting Life’. This
combinaiion
of three volumes is
being left with persons of good will
on a contribution of only $1.50. You
know, there
are many religions
claiming
to be Christian
in the
world today, yet we have only one
Bible and one God. The real truth
as to which religion
is the correct
one is to let God be true. This book
’Let God Be True’,
based on the
Bible will aid you to understand its
fundamental doctrines and the basic
requirements
for those who want to
ladhere
uto true worship. The conc
sions ae not beclouded by sectarian
interpretation.
And so that you
might have a complete picture
of
the numerous religious
beliefs that
men cling to, and their origin What
Has Religion
Done for Mankind?
has been provided. Accurate knowledge is essential
to life.
’This
Means Everlasting
Life’ will provide Scriptural
knowledge that is
required for true worship. Rather
than express
any personal
opinions on these matters,
reliable
sources which can be turned to for
Public Praisers
(Cont’d)
render praise as much as possible,
engaging in the door-to-door ministry, having a part in the back-call
activity,
conducting Bible studies
with other persons of good will, etc.
Company meetings and the company
book study arrangements
are very
important to us and to the ones that
we are privileged to assist.
Make it
a practice
to be a regular meeting
attender
and to engage in all features of the service. "Let us consider
one another to incite
to love and
right
works, not forsaking
the
gathering of ourselves together, . . .
but eneouraging one another" from
now on without letting
up. --Heb.
10 : 23-25, NW.

the truth are used. Here, then, is
a literal
storehouse of information
which you may have for only a $1.50
contribution.
I’m sure that you will
enjoy reading these books as well
as having them as a part of your
private
library."
Then get their
name and address antl tell them you
would like to call back at their
conveniem.e io demonstrate the most
efficient
way to study the books. If
in unassigned territory,
submit the
name and address to the Society.
After your introduction
an effective way to arouse householder’s desire to have combination is to ask
him a question
or two: such as
"tlave you ever wondered why there
is a rainbow in the sky? Do you
know its significance?"
Continue
with : "What Has Religion Done for
Mankind? page 80, paragraph
10,
answers these questions.
It means
more than a mythical ’pot of gold’.
Tlie Scriptural
evidence shows that
it serves to remind man of God’s
everlasting covenant and the sanctity of life. Numerous other Biblical
questions and related Scriptural subjects,
such as marriage,
rearing
children in divine favor, a new earth,
resurrection, etc., are treated by the
companion books ’Let God Be Trite’
and ’This Means Everlasting
Life’.
You will be more than pleased to
have this combination
to read and
study in your home. You may have
this set on a contribution
of only
$1 .50.’"
1952
Watchtower
Campaign
The 1952 Watchtower
campaign
was a tremendous success.
United
States publishers
reported
41,415
nn)re subscriptions this year than In
1(.)51, or a total of 264,159. Be alert
to use this means of saying to the
prisoners
"Go forth",
by obtaining
subscriptions
for the magazines
whenever the opportunity
presents
itself
throughout the remainder of
the year.
UNITED STATES
2
QUOTAFOR 195
130,308Publishers
Monthly Field
Service
Report

April Report
Av. AV.
Av.
Pubs, Hrs. B-C Bi. St,
Report
Sp’l Pios.
251 141.1 59.0 7.3
1952
1951
Pioneers
6,572 94.7 35.3
5.0
196,266 178,728 Co. Pubs. 125,974
9.0 3.4
.5
8,968
8
9,77
2,166
1,902 Total Pubs.132,797
112,050 94,76
6
Public MeetingsHeld: 8,360

Memorial
Memorial Attend.
Number Partakers
Pub. M’t’gs Held
Pub. M’t’g Attend
2

Effective Talks . . .
(Cont’d)
driven home with a punch. From reports
om
e
lit hand, it seems that s
have become hazy on what Theocratic
Aid to Kingdom Publishers
has to say about outlining
a talk,
its introduction
and about coherence. it would be well, then, to
review lessons 31 through 36 and 43.
Scene I: (3 minutes) A manis talkin
g
had betterget a stockof books 3 In the instruction and third stuto his wife about summerisolated ter- they
ritory campaign, which had been fea- and prepare to go with company in dent talks, scriptures
may be used
work.
tured on company’s last service meet- isolated
in any order desired to gain the best
ing. He argues he can’t see why
It is not
publishers should put themselves out
Scene1:(4 minutes) Car group trav- coherence and exposition.
so much when the company can’t get eling
to unassigned
territory.
necessary that all the texts be used,
around its territory
more than once
Chairs arranged as seats in a ear. but certainly
a majority should be,
a year now. Also, he has worked hard A discussion
ensues. One publisher
all year and when vacation time conies muses: i wonder what territory
and reference
to scriptures
not in
we
he wants to be on his own and rest
will lie working? Brother Foresight,
the chain should be kept at a miniHe’d like a vacation at the seashore, or car captain, tells of previously sur- mum, if used at all. In the instructo get off to himself away from people veying area and determining most adfor a while. Besides. his own personal i vantageous manner of covering it. He tion talks an appropriate
title,
territory
could stand more working,’
just where each in group will based on the chain word, should
and if he wants to put in a day or’ knows
work and briefly outlines general stratand then announced by
two of his vacation there he can do egy Publisher is relieved and thank- be selected
that. Wife goes to cook supper and he fill that Brother Foresight has fore- the school servant.
For example,
falls asleep and dreams.
sight. Another publisher is sure some- the title
"Imitating
the God of
thing
has
been
forgotten,
enumerates
Scenet1:(12 minutes) Hidden voice
Mercy" could he used for the chain
is heard,saying,"Calling"
car 15. Go ditems. Everyone is properly equippe
attention
to 12 Maplestreetand pickup negli- except Brother Diversion, who brought word "mercy". Particular
gent publisher."
"Policeman" shows only blankets, swim suit, suntan lo- should be given that the theme is
up and leads publisher to "Court of tion, etc. 14e is tactfully reformed that maintained throughout.
Conscience". Publisher stands, judge our firstconsideration
shouldbe that
appears and reads charge of "turning of witnessing
m thisunassigned
terri- 4 In the third student talk the
down Kingdom opportunities".
Pub- tory and when that is done if some- theme
will be stated in the form of
lisher pleads "Not guilty", sits in de- one wishesto swimor otherwise
relax
fendant’s
chair; charges are made. it will be all right.It may refresh a question propounded by the person
One shows how publisher always said some for back -calls in tire evening. of good will at the beginning of the
he would like to pioneer if he could: He accepts counsel and arranges to discussion.
This question should be
now he turns down chance to try it borrow more literature.
Someone sug1 or 2 weeks. Another points out how gests that each give his presentation
clear-cut.
other relevant questions
happy defendant was when a witness of offer- for benefit of self and others may be asked as the discussion procalled on him when he lived in rural,
in car. Groupagrees and this is started. coeds, So as to allow for discussion
and now he is in truth.
Questions
Scene 2:(8 minutes) At Work!
raised. Was Paul of that mind’: Reads
One publisher calls at door to pre- of related angles of the theme. These,
Romans15:20, 21. What if apostles had sent offer but no one is home. Letter, however, should be secondary and
felt that way when the governing body Catalogue and two tracts are safely
assigned them? (Gal. 2’ 7-10, Acts and securely left at door (not in mail- incidental to the theme.
22:21;
13:2-4)to What
if Paul had
been box). Another publisher makes a call
5 The first and second student asdisobedient
the heavenly
vision?
and gives a complete witness. Real
(Acts 16"10) Publisher says he really interest
is found Householder takes signments should have an interestloves the Lord, just didn’t see the offer. Arrangements are made and ing but brief introduction
appronecessity of the work clearly enough. agreed upon to call back that night priate to the material they will read.
Judge finds publisher guilty, but sus- to demonstrate effective
manner
of
pends sentence on condition that he personal home study of Bible. Name After the reading and after having
give careful heed to admonition from and address are obtained and reason given four or five good analytical
court. Judge gives instruction
from given. Friendly departure is made.
scriptures such as Matthew 24:14 and
Scene 3:(3 minutes) Returning home points, the conclusion should revert
Isaiah52:15,Citesexamples(if ac- from territory late Sundayafternoon, back to the theme of the chapter
complishmentsof missionary
work
same group and chair arrangement.
and not merely be a comment upon
from "Yearbook" (such as pp. 64, 129, Start discussion of week-end experithe superiority of the translation.
147, and 154). United States, with
ences, contacts marie, studies started,
publisher to about 1,000 population,
public meeting arrangement and atTo be equipped to give helpful
can stand much more expansion of tendance, etc All, including Brother comments at the proper time, the
good news before it is thoroughly
Diversion, are enthusiastic
over the audience should prepare in advance.
preached to: should certainly get most work accomplished and interest
found
thorough witness. Taking vacation by and pledge further
co-operation.
points of comparison
in the madoing rural
work would be most Brother Foresight
is pleased and terial
read should be weighty, have
enjoyable.
agrees to make future plans for the
After admonition, publisher awakes group. He drives carefully while re- a vital bearing on the truth or make
in living room. Tells wife that his ports and Good-will Follow-up slips are for a clearer understanding
of the
conscience recalled to him all he had completed and Bible quizzes are car- text and not merely be use of a
heard at service meeting, and that
ried on.
synonym. Marginal references
and
Summer Work
(Cont’d)
footnotes should not be neglected;
Brooklyn
Bethel
Vacation
(usual rent $20), in a good location.
they often throw much light on the
"We have our master map lip at
The Society’s offices, factory and understauding
of a text.
Comments
our Kingdom Hall on a board with m
Bethel home will be closed fro
shouhd be brief so as to allow as
room around the edges for small
August 9 to 24 inclusive for the an- many as possible to partake. Points
white cards thumbtacked with small nual vacation. Orders and correthat
have been repeatedly made
red strings running from all princispondence sent in during that period may be left unnoted.
In comments
pal towns, roads, Grange halls.
will not be handled until some time by the audience on the third student
newspapers
and radio stations,
after the reopening of the offices.
assignment it should be borne in
schools,
camp grounds,
also disTo avoid delays it will be necessary mind that the point to be discussed
tances from many various locations,
to anticipate your needs well in ad- is how well the question chosen was
and populations of all towns, settlenvance and place your orders
i
answered
by means of the chain
before the texts used and not the manner of
ments, etc. This will save lost mo- ample time for attention
tion and wasted efforts,
gas and vacation period. Circuit and district
delivery. To be able to do this
time. We appreciate
the Society’s
servants will have their vacation
properlyit willbe necessary
to look
advice to prepare."
during the same two weeks.
up the textsbeforehand.
3
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
The prisoners living in unassignedterritory urgently needa strongrefuge.
They need to forsake the failing and inadequate organizations of men. Undoubtedly a numberof these will respondto the call to freedom and will
eventually hail the King. The following demonstrationswill visibly call to
our attention the urgency and details of howwe can aid these persons.
Companies
that have no isolated assignments,may adapt these demonstra-.
lions to apply to their unworkedterritory or] even to unworkedpersonal
territories held by publishers.

Gilead
Graduation
Inquiries are coming in with refContinue
erenceto Gilead graduation for the
Those unable to work in unasThree-Bound-Book
Offer
signed territory will continue to con- week end of July 26, 27. Those requesting
rooming accommodations
All nations,
without exception,
centrate on regular company terrihave failed to give God’s Word the tory that has not received the at- should write h) the Gilead Roomfirst place. As a result, today there tention. call back on placements and ing Committee, Box 8, South Lansing, New York.
is "anguish of nations, not knowi
ng
try to start studies, Bible studies
the way out".
Christendom
has will aid persons of good will to put
It is suggested
that those who
joined the nations and is now spot- God’s Word first in their lives.
do obtain accommodations through
ted all over with uncleanness of this
What place does God’s Word oc- the rooming committee accept their
corrupt world. Are any obeying Je- cupy in your life?
Does it take assigned rooms. If for any reason
hovah’s command as expressed
at first place? Are you careful not to they are unable to attend,
they
to
Ps. 119: 9, 16 (AT)? Yes, His name permit other cares and interests
people are. They heed God’s Word snatch first place in your life? If should notify the landlady as soon
as possible, whose address always
and give it first place in their lives your answer is Yes, it shows that
on the pink assignment
and offer others the opportunity to you recognize God’s Word as being appears
do the same by declaring
it to all practical
card. This will be for the benefit of
for our day and certainly
who will hear.
you will tell others about it.
all concerned.
July offers excellent opportunities
to give God’s Word first
place by
COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
our continuing
to present
three
bound books on a $1.50 contribution
Isolated
Publisher
and capable publisher should be sein unassigned and home territory.
An isolated publisher is one who lected
to communicate
with the
The summer weather will be advandoes not live in company territory
Society and the Society advised to
tageous in working our territory
and is unable to regularly associate
that effect.
Even though they are
and long days can be spent in this
with a company because of extreme ynot organized
as a company, the
service. Rural territory
is pleasant distance.
Isolated
publishers
are
have regular
meetings and
to work. New publishers
will be part of Jehovah’s theocratic organi- should
service arrangements. When visiting
stimulated by joining in the service.
zation, sharing in its privileges and the nearest
company, the circuit
Plan outdoor public meetings
on responsibilities.
Therefore, the Sopark lawns,
in front
yards
or ciety desires to assist them in every servant will, if possible take a day
or so to assist
the isolated
pubwhereverconvenientand practical. way possible
to care for Kingdom lishers,
and make a report to the
interests
in
their
locality.
Public
Service
Society. He can ascertain the pros2 Wherever practical,
the Society
Radio
Program
pects of forming a company in that
will assign the territory
in which area and, if advisable,
a company
Every city that has a radio sta- an isolated publisher or group lives application
with its recommendation has a potential
avenue to "say to the nearest company even though tions can be sent
to the Society for
to the prisoners,
Go forth".
It is it may be some distance away. This its consideration.
The one recomhoped that many of these stations
arrangement
is made to encourage
mended as company servant,
to
will be used to open the ears of attendance
at company meetings as qualify,
must have symbolized his
many sheep in our home communi- often as possible so they might regu- dedication
by water immersion, be
ties by giving them the opportunity
larly receive beneficial counsel, help able to set a proper example and
to hear. The Society is sending to and encouragement
for their
ad- be willing to carry out instructions.
all company servants with this In- vancement in the ministry.
If nec- If no one is qualified
to serve as
formant a letter
outlining
the ar- essary, other meetings, or at least
company servant,
then the group
rangement,
along
with script
a Watchtower study,
can be esshould continue
the existing
arNo, 1 of THINGS PEOPLE ARE THINK- tablished
by the company for the rangement until a company can be
ING ABOUT.The letter
contains de- benefit
of these publishers.
The organized.
tailed
information
on program
company can also supply them with
4 Where a pioneer has developed
hpresentation, use of script, approac the Informant, mailing it if necesan
isolated group and believes that
to radio station managers and pro- sary, in addition to literature
and a company
can be, organized, he may
gram directors,
selection
of per- [ other
witnessing equipment. They fill
out and submit a company apsonnel, as well as general counsel.
should be kept informed of the cir- plication
form to the Society’s ofEvery effort possible should be made, Icuit servant’s visit, the circuit as- fice. Should
an isolated group feel
by the company servant
or those
sembly and other company activities.
able to function as a company, the
whomhe selects, to obtain this time Their field service reports are to be most qualified publisher of the group
to broadcast FREE in the company’s turned in to the company. Under may write and explain their situaterritory
the specialprogramserv- nthis arrangement, they will be take
tion to the Society’s office, request
ice provided by the Society.
off the isolated publisher list and a company application
form, fill it
The company servant should select
will be recognized as part of the out and then return it. Pioneer help
those best qualified to represent the company.
should not be requested as a condicongregations of Jehovah’s witness3 Where it is impractical for isoin order to be organized into
es in this mutter.
If there are rlated publishers to associate with o ation
company.
several radio stations
in town and report to a company, the Society will
5
As
the Kingdom work contiues
assist them directly,
providing them
contacts require leaving the script
to
expand,
many who are now isofor consideration,
we suggest that with the Informant,
literature
at lated publishers
will be organized
an exact copy be made of script
company rates
and report
cards
No. 1, neatly typewritten,
for sub- which should be mailed directly
to into company groups, sharing the
and
mitting to such stations
for their
the Society at the end of each month, blessings of that arrangement,
examination.
Company servants
and will include the combined report contributing with greater effectiveshould follow through on the in- ,of others if there is a group. Where ness to the expansion of Jehovah’s
structions set out in the letter.
there is a group, the most active
work to his praise,
4
Giving

God’s

Word

First

Place

in

Our Lives

JULY, 1952

"Say to the prisoners, Goforth."--Isa.

49:9.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Tracts Ideal
Giving
God’s
Word
FirstPlace
in Our
Livesfor Incidental
Preaching

Special
Territory
Coverage
Continues
Make Your Time Count
1 What is your greatest
desire?
Is it to be an honor and praise to
Jehovah’s name? To prove yourself
worthy of the name that you bear?
To share with others life-giving
knowledge that has been shared
with you? To give God first place in
your life by heeding and living his
Word? (Ps. 119:9, 16, AT) Nearly
one-half million of the earth’s inhabitants
today can and do answer
Yes. And you are one of them. You
believe God’s Word, have full confidence in it. have arranged the affairs in your life so that it has
first place and you enjoy publishing
its message for the blessing
of
others. What a grand desire to have
and to put into practice!
2 Groups having unassigned territory should give proper attention to
working it. Interest
found should
be properly
noted and names of
good-will persons sent to the Society following each week’s activity,
as instructed.
Time for working
special territory
is limited.
Make
your time count. Get an early start
witnessing
in the territory
and
spend many hours in active service.
Thoroughly and systematically
cover
the assignment.
Give a friendly.
helpful witness to all that you meet.

Not-at-homes
are to be left
two
tracts,
a catalogue and the special
letter stating that one of Jehovah’s
witnesses has called. It may be possible in some eases to make a return call at these homes before
leaving
the territory.
Many who
were not at home will have returned and examined what you left
them. Interesting
calls will result
and it will make for thorough territory coverage. Back-calls,
too, can
be made wherever possible.
a Groups working in regular company-assigned
territory
will diligently endeavor to serve sections
that have not been witnessed to for
some time. Make your time count
hi,re too. Meet 1)y 9:30 a.m. at the
contact point Sunday, discuss the
daily text, try some friendly presentations and then go right out into
field work. After spending at least
two hours in door-to-door work presenting the offer, why not spend an
hour or so making back-calls?
Most
publishers
will be working near or
in territory
covered the preceding
week. It is an opportune time to
c-t]l back on previous placements.
Also, some not-at-homes
may be
called on, and probably on these
return
calls
many of the householders will be found at home. Then,
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Reports and experiences indicate
excellent results have been obtained
in using tracts in incidental preaching. Tracts not only open the way
to a Kingdom witness but make way
for back-calls, Bible studies and getting people
to attend
company
meetings.
2 One report relates that while a
publisher
was engaged in magazine route work the occasion arose
to make a back-call.
At the home
where the back-call was being made
a guest was present
who was fed
up with all kinds of religion
and
was under the impression that the
"Jehovah people" were just another
branch of false religion.
Being in
a hurry she could not allow the publisher
time to explain what Jehovah’s witnesses believe or the purpose, of their work. However, the
publisher was alert to the situation
and offered the guest some tracts
to read later.
Getting the address
of the guest from the householder
the publisher called at the guest’s
home and was warmly received.
Had the tracts
been read? Yes;
and now this newly interested
person asked for some additional tracts
so that they could be sent to her
son in the armed forces. Unable to
contain
herself
over the newly
found truths,
she began to talk to
her close friends
and was able to
arouse the interest
of one of her
neighbors.
She arranged to make a
call on this neighbor and asked the
publisher
to go along. The three
ended up studying the tract "What
Do Jehovah’s
Witnesses Believe?"
After a thorough discussion of this
tract to the satisfaction
of all, the
publisher
introduced
a bound book
and a study was started in earnest.
Within a few weeks’ time both the
guest and her neighbor
were attending company meetings.
a Misinformed persons are given a
good opportunity
to appreciate
the
truth when it is presented to them
through the tracts. By using a tract,
one witness was able to remove the
suspicious
of a housekeeper by answering her questions as to whether
or not Jehovah’s
witnesses
were
(Continued on page 4, col 1)

Magazine
Distribution
Expands
theKingdom
Witness
Results of the 1952
Watchtower Campaign

four-month
Watchtower
campaign
is conducted and it is thrilling
to
see the great number of new subscriptions
received
from
the
field
Christ Jesus instructed
that the
things told as if whispered regard- as well as the enormous number of
distributors’
copies that go out to
ing the Kingdom and its blessings
be distributed
individually
by the
should be amplified
and preached
publishers
from house to house and
from the housetops for the benefit
on the streets.
Notice the results of
of the world. Modern-day witnesses
are very busy in this regard and the past three campaigns as reported
by the witnesses
in the
the whole world is being reached
United States :
with the good news of Jehovah’s
kingdom.
NewSubscriptions
Year
Received
2All the facilities
at their com1950
180,829
mand are used in this proclamation
1951
222,744
and it is interesting
to observe how
1952
264,159
the magazines are used extensively
subscriptions
for
in getting the message of the King- This represents
dom to the people.
Each year a
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Around

the

with Jehovah’s

World
Witnesses

From House to House
Going from house to house is a
basic theocratic activity. How can we
say to the prisoners "Go forth!" unless we first
find them, and what
better way is there of finding them
than going from house to house?
Acts 5:42; 20:20.
In going from house to house do we
always make sure to see that every
home receives a witness? In Australia
as shown by our 1952 "Yearbook", because a publisher went back to witness to a home previously missed, one
of the Lord’s other sheep, though
physically deaf, heard the good news
of the Kingdom and took his stand.
Now he is helping others to hear
spiritually while he confidently looks
forward to receiving
his physical
sense of hearing in the new world. (81)
And while attending assemblies let
us not neglect the house-to-house activity.
In the Saar, as a result of
house-to-house activity during a circuit assembly interest was found at a !
home; which, being followed up soon,
became a home Bible study with ten
taking part. by the time the next assembly came around, six months later,
six of these were immersed. (139)
We may be engaged in the houseto-house activity,
witnessing to one
householder after another without
finding any Interest and still it may
be that appreciative ears are listening.
That is what one Guatemalan publisher experienced: no Interest at the
doors but much interest
on the part
of construction workers on the street
who
overheard
his preaching.
43)hadYes,
house-to-house
activity
brings results. Are you engaging in it
regularly ?
"Buying Out the Opportune Time"
At Ephesians 5:16 (NW) the apostle
Paul counsels us to ’buy out the opportune time for ourselves because
the days are wicked’. Surely never
before have the days been so wicked
as now nor has the need to buy out
the opportune time on the part of
God’s servants been as urgent as in
this pre-Armageddon era with the
eternal destiny of so many at stake.
--Ezek. 3:17-21.
A good way to buy out the opportune time is by witnessing
while
traveling.
The missionaries sent to
Ethiopia found the first few months
there rather difficult.
Then one day
as one of them was walking along
a road he accosted an Ethiopian youth
and witnessed to him. The young man
showed keen interest and he, together
with his friend, were the first native
Ethiopians to become publishers.
Before long one of them had 20 attending his home Bible studies. (66) Missionaries in Liberia had a very similar
experience. (73)
A circuit servant in Finland made
good use of the long delay incident
to changing trains on his way to a
circuit assembly by arranging for a
public lecture.
A young woman who
heard the lecture was convinced of
the truth, journeyed to the assembly
city and was baptized at the assembly. (135)
In British Guiana a lone publisher
will often place from 40 to 50 magazines in just a few hours of witnessing
while traveling by boat or train. (94)
If all would be thus alert to buy out
the opportune time how much greater
would be the witness given and how
our averagehourswouldincrease!

With the
Three-Bound-Book
Offer
How would you present
three
bound books to the people that say
they already have a lot to read?
Something like this might be used:
"True, no doubt you do have much
reading material,
but the books I
have here are not like newspapers
containing only current events and
that pass out of date very quickly.
These books are permanent
reference works and will furnish many
hours of contented reading in the
months ahead. You can quickly get
the Bible’s answer to many of your
questions simply by turning to the
indexes in these books. For example,
you might wonder about the scripture at 2 Corinthians
4:4 (NW) regarding ’the god of this system of
things’. Turning to the scripture index in this book, ’Let God Be True’,
it refers you to four different pages
where it discusses Satan the Devil.
Note one reference tells about Satan’s offering
all the kingdoms of
the world to Christ if he would do
an act of worship toward him. (Refer to other pages.) Thus you get
a clear understanding of the scripture that tells
about ’the god of
this system of things’:
and it answers many other Bible questions.
You see, the book identifies
Satan
and tells
you who he is, why he
exists and how he works.
"These three books give information on subjects
that are of the
highest importance and concern to
you. We are leaving all three on
a contribution
of Just $1.50. They
cover subjects
dealing with everlasting life, true and false religion
and basic Bible doctrines.
’This
Means Everlasting Life’ explains in

detail the formula for successful
living.
What Has Religion Done for
Mankind? treats the major religions
from the time when there was only
one true religion
down to this day
when there are many religions
and
gods. The book ’Let God Be True’
reviews God’s purposes and shows
how he has been true to his word
recorded centuries ago."
Then: "Did you say you think
your religion has a different understanding?
You know, when people
want to settle a difference of opinion
about the pronunciation
or meaning
of some word, they go to the dictionary because they recognize the
dictionary as an authority. Well, the
Bible is an authority
like a dictionary when it concerns such vital
things as our way of living and our
religion.
These books have been published to give the Bible’s authoritative answers to many puzzling questions about life and world conditions. They let the Scriptures interpret themselves and leave ideas and
traditions
of men out. Also, these
publications
are a bulwark against
communism because they fill
the
need for true religious
education
today. Taking in knowledge is an
essential
requirement for everlasting life,
just as John 17:3 shows.
Sincerity alone is not meeting God’s
requirements,
because many heathen
persons are sincere in what they believe but they do not have accurate
knowledge of God. You’ll find wonderful
knowledge in these three
books. As I said at the beginning
of our discussion,
you may have
these three bound books for only
a $1.50 contribution."
(See the June
1, 1952, Watchtower magazine for
more suggestions on effective preaching when objections arise.)

Giving God’s . . .
(Cont’d)
of course,
after a good day well
spent in field work, do not neglect
to meet together for the public talk
and Watchtower
study,
bringing
persons
of good will toward the
Lord to the meetings with you.
4Whether working assigned
or
unassigned territory
continue using
the wholesome three-book
offer,
"Let God Be True", What Has Religion Done 1or Mankind? and the
third one can be "This Means Everlasting
Life", or any other bound
book. Take the entire offer out of
your witnessing case when you make
your initial
presentation.
Let them
know as soon as possible
that a
contribution of only $1.50 is all that
is required
to obtain these three
2

-Bible aids. Demonstrate briefly the
benefits of each book by directing
attention to particular
features and
pointing out that 83 complete subjects are treated in the entire set,
with almost 1,000 pages of informative and detailed research material
compiled. Try various ways of presenting the offer, note points that
seem effective
and let your presentation be governed accordingly.
5 God’s Word should have first
place in our lives always. Study it,
live it, and share it with others so
that they too may come to have a
desire similar to yours, namely, to
be an honor and praise to Jehovah’s
name as they give God’s Word first
place in their lives and walk the
way that leads to everlasting life.

Magazine Distribution...
(Cont’d)
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
both The Watchtower
and Awake!
In order that we maybe able to give God’s Wordthe first place in our
relives personal organization is necessary. The following demonstrationsare Of the 264,159 new subscriptions
designedto portray the effect personal organization has on our house-to- ceived, 56,648 were for the Awake!
house preaching and our success as Kingdompublishers.
magazine.
SCENEI (7 minutes) Car group
3 Splendid activity was carried on
Necessity
of
Personal
Organization
arrives at unassigned territory. Proper
SCENEI (5 minutes) Brother opens in many parts of the earth among
personal preparation is evident as the with
short
talk
on
"What
Makes
a
peocar captain dispatches the group into Good Pioneer?" Why is it some under the various language-speaking
the field. He assigns each a portion of practically
same circumstances do ples as is seen in the fact that
territory. He checks to see that every- not pioneer? theThe
extent
of
personal
3,085 new subscriptions
for The
one has a good supply of all nec- organization
as a company publisher
essary equipment. He mentions the often determines
in the
whether one will see Watchtower were obtained
suggestion in the "Informant" to put necessity of pioneering,
language and 23,394 sub
and if so, be -Italian
in a good day of house-to-house work successful and stay in pioneer
work,
scriptions
for
The
Watchtower
and
and to make every effort
to place
even be a good company publisher.
Awake! -were obtained in the Span
literature
during this special work. or Then
he
as
commentator
introduces
After the territory
assignment has a pantomime. It is after service meet- ish language. This is a very healthy
been fully covered and time permits,
A brother is wishing to go in increase in these particular
lana portion of the day should be set ing.
territory work this week end,
aside to call back on those who have isolated
but hasn’t arranged to go with a car guages and indicates that the brothtaken literature,
manifested interest,
regularly,
is running around ers in the lands where these lanor were not at home, to talk to these group
trying to find a place in a ear. He guages are spoken have done good
persons and study with them.
will
be
without
equipment
when the
A new publisher
is with them and week end arrives.
Another, prepared work. Space does not permit listing
one of the mature publishers
sug- as far as transportation
is
concerned,
report from all 121 lands.
gests that he accompany him to a is making further preparation by get- a complete
4 We know the Watchtower
and
few doors. The two then make a call ting supply of proper literature,
letand demonstrate how to present the ters, tracts, etc., at stockroom.
Awake!
magazines
contain
essential
offer effectively. Nowthe mature pubII (5 minutes) A week elaps- and strengthening
messages.
We
lisher asks the new publisher if he es;SCENE
two are talking.
"Unorganwould like to make a call alone. He ized"thesays
continue to do our part by
he’s not going with same should
does, and each goes to a different
getting these publications
into the
group next week end, for he didn’t
house.
any literature.
"Organized" says hands of the people. Follow up the
SCENEII (3 minutes) Later in the place
he has some calls and will have to go placements,
too,
and
thus
keep
day the new publisher hints that it back. With this and the interest
in watering the planted seeds. Be magis time to stop. The other calls to his territory
at
home
he
can’t
find
mind the Society’s suggestion to spend time enough to get the work done. azine-minded throughout the entire
a portion of their day calling back on He has been taking more and more year and take advantage of the prothose persons whotook literature
prefrom other things for the service,
viously. He explains that some who time
of Magazine Day and also
but about the only way he can do visions
were not home earlier
may have re- justice
to it is to start pioneering.
them in other ways. Get a
turned from church and can be con- He speaks of things "The Watch- distribute
tacted, also this form of service pro- tower" has said about vital impor- regular supply each week from your
vides variety and increases time spent tance of organizing ourselves for new advertising
servant and make housein service. The brother invites the world living. It has never given us to-house distribution
of them a regnew publisher
to accompany him to unnecessary admonition. (Short, pithy ular part of your weekly
service
make a call on a man with whom he statements
from
issues
of
"The
could place only a magazine the last Watchtower" such as March 15, 1952, schedule. In door-to-door work where
time. The two agree to go.
may be repeated.) "Unorganized" asks larger offers cannot be placed, it
SCENEIII (5 minutes) Call is made to go next week with "Organized"
is good to place single copies of the
on the person where placement was for training.
magazines.
Encourage persons who
made. The man is pleasant
and inSCENE
III
(5
minutes)
Returning
vites them in. He says that he read from work, they pause in the market show interest
on back-calls
and
the magazine and liked the clear pres- place of a small town. "Unorganized" Bible studies and
to subscribe for The
entation of Biblical subjects. He adds speaks of experiences had and record
that he has always believed there was of several
good-will
names. "Or- Watchtower. Also, about six weeks
something
to the Bible but now ganized" says he is constantly mind- before expiration date, call back on
through this publication he realizes its ful of fact we must organize ourselves, those from whom you received
a
value. He cannot understand, however, not only for our own good, but also
why so many people ignore it. The for the good of the many persons who subscription
and try to get a rebrother hands him a copy of "What are in darkness and seeking the way newal.
Has Religion Done for Mankind?" and of life. while speaking, they overhear
Those who are sharing in effecsuggests they turn to page 26. They a discussion about Jehovah’s witnessbegin to read and look up supporting es. They get the advantage of opinions tive magazine work are enjoying
scriptures
as they read along. The expressed,
and hear how our sinresults
and are helping others
question is answered clearly and suc- cerity, tactfulness,
zeal and desire good
cessfully and then the three books are to get our new world
food in
message to to get the needed spiritual
presented and arrangements are made the people impress them--how.people
for a back-call. As they walk away the take careful note of the way we do these days. It is sincerely hoped that
many more publishers will regularly
new publisher
remarks how quickly
the work, whether organized, efficient,
the time went and perhaps more calls or unorganized; reception is influenced engage in magazine distribution.
It
can be made after the public meeting. much by our actions.
"Unorganized"
means
[Companies having no unassigned ter- then expresses appreciation
of ex- is an excellent and effective
perience and says although he can’t of amplifying
ritory and those that have publishers
and expanding the
working in home territory
can adapt pioneer at this time, be is sure he Kingdom witness.
now make a better company pubportions to fit needs, such as doing will
house-to-house
work for two hours lisher.conductor desires, he may round
and then devoting one hour or so to offIf demonstration
with short conclu- UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1952
calling back on literature
placements sion about being better organized pub130,308Publishers
lishers, company or pioneer.
or not-at-homes.]
Publications
Now Available
Will Religion Meet
the World Crisis?
--Finnish
"Let God Be True"
--Japanese
Can You Live Forever
in Happiness on Earth?
--Lithuanian,
Twi
"This Means
Everlasting
Life"
--German

New Circuit
and District
Servant
Talks
Circuit servants will speak on-the
subject
"The Truth-Where to Find
It" on and after September 2, 1952.
On and after
September
30 the
public talk "Where Is This World
Heading?" will be given at circuit
assemblies by the district
servant.
Please order handbills accordingly.
3

Monthly

Field

Service

Report

May Report
Av, Av,
Av,
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
244 138.6 56.5
7.1
Pioneers
6,702 94.5 30.9
4.5
Co. Pubs. 124,275
9.1 3.2
.5
Total Pubs.131,221
Public MeetingsHeld: 7,873

of the month before doing so. Company book study conductors can as"Let
Your
Kingdom
Come" Witnessing
Period
sist by having a supply of field rePrepare
to Enter
has taken over the rule that
so !ports at the company book study.
rightly belongs to him.
A gentle reminder and a few words
Final
Month of
August we will aid those of encouragement to the publishers
Unassigned
Territory
Work in During
captivity,
whether in unassigned will be much appreciated.
It might
Not one worldly nation can re- or home territory,
by continuing to be well for the company servant to
allow the publishers
to examine
lease the prisoners
or produce for present the same offer on a contritheir own Publisher’s
Record cards
its people true happiness,
peace, bution of $1.50. This is the last
two or three times a
contentment and everlasting
life.
month of the three-bound-book
cam- periodically,
year. This will aid them to see just
Jehovah’s
servants
know that the paign. Let us put forth a diligent
entire world is in bondage and glad- effort to increase our personal litwhat they are doing and to improve
ly put forth every effort possible
erature
placements
as well as to their personal service of praise. Acto aid the righteous-hearted
to get follow through on all promises. Fol- tive publishers could be assigned to
by working with
out from under the worldly yokes. low up these placements
by making aid the irregular
back-calls
and conducting
home them regularly in all forms of servThis is shown in that they unitedly
ice. Show your faith
and hope in
support and pray for the only hope, Bible studies in our territories.
that many fail
the Lord’s prayer by continually
as the Son of man did when he Reports indicate
arrangesaid,
"Let your kingdom come." to turn in their field service time supporting all theocratic
working to help
God’s ministers realize
the impor- each month. Publishers should turn ments, diligently
tance of the Kingdom arrangement
!in a service report at least once a others to share in the blessings of
and they rejoice
because Jehovah week, not waiting for the last day Jehovah’s kingdom.
Tracts Ideal . . .
(Cont’d)
Communists.
Her objections
and
mental barriers
were erased by the
simple yet forceful
argument contained in the tract.
She obtained
one of the bound books and wanted
a Bible of her own, because she desired to make a real study of it
in her home. Now, even the intimidations of her church friends as well
as that of her former minister cannot sway her from her determined
course to know more of Jehovah’s
purposes.
4 Publishers, take the initiative to
"preach
the word" and have your
daily ministry abound with similar
experiences.
Carry the tracts with
you and be alert to use them on all
appropriate occasions.
1952DISTRICT ASSEMBLIES
--UNITED STATES
In addition to the assemblies shown
in the July 1, 1952, "Watchtower"
the following assemblies will also be
held on the week end of September
5, 6, 7, 1952.
Colorado Springs, Colo., City Auditorium, corner of Weber & Kiowa.
Rooming: 305 N. 18th St.
St. Joseph, Me, City Auditorium, 400
N. Fourth St. Rooming: 1423 Faraon
St.
Albuquerque, N. Mex., Ice Arena, 129
N. Truman. Rooming: 5919 N. 4th St.
Buffalo, N. Y., Offermann Stadium,
Michigan Ave. & E. Ferry St. Rooming: 1439-1/2MainSt.
Galveston, Tex., City Auditorium, Rosenberg St. & Ball Ave. Rooming:
1115 18th St.
If you prefer to go to one of these
assemblies but have already written
for rooms at a city listed
in the
July 1 "Watchtower", please cancel
your first request for rooms so they
can be assigned to someone else.
It will help the rooming committees
if you will use Room Request forms,
which may be obtained from company
servants.

COMPANY

ORGANIZATION

The Kingdom
Hall
1 The Kingdom Hall is a place
for worship. There Bible study and
other Kingdom activity
are carried
on to the honor and praise of Jehovah’s name. It is the place to become built up spiritually
by regularly taking in the "food at the
proper time" and by association with
others of like precious faith.
The
Kingdom Hall may also be used for
the wedding ceremony and the funeral service.
(See The Watchtower
of June 15, 1952, pages 355-363 and
366.) Arrangements should be made
through the company committee.
2 Since the Kingdom Hall is rightly the most important structure
in
the community, the building’s
appearance should be a real credit to
the Lord’s organization.
The display
window should be kept neat and
attractive
and changed regularly.
A
"Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s
Witnesses" sign should be in a prominent place. Also, the different meetings and the times of each should
be posted for the benefit of good-will
persons in the neighborhood.
The
Kingdom Hall should also have a
place to receive mail.
3 Proper decorum should reign in
the Kingdom Hall at all times.
(1 Cot. 14: 33, 40, 23-25) Adults and
children are to conduct themselves
in a manner befitting
the occasions
of true worship. Anything distracting to others or interfering
with
your own undivided attention,
such
as whispering, chewing gum, eating,
making unnecessary
trips
to the
rest rooms, coming in late for meetings, etc., is to be avoided. Servants
and attendants
should
be
aware of these facts and take the
offending adults and parents individually into their confidence and
4

ask their co-operation and then see
that order is maintained. Counteract the loose behavior
of young
brothers
by seeking their aid in
controlling
the behavior of other
children.
An alert attendant
force
can do much to establish
and maintain proper decorum.
4 A company must decide for itself whether it prefers to rent, buy
or build a Kingdom Hall. Usually it
is more convenient to rent than to
own one. However,
any company
that is planning to buy property for
a Kingdom Hall or contemplates
building one should first write to
the Society for the nMemorandum o
Kingdom Halls which covers
the
legal, financial and related aspects
of this matter.
5 All have the privilege
and responsibility of financially and otherwise contributing
to the needs and
maintenance
of the Kingdom Hall.
A local arrangement should exist so
that all publishers may have a regular turn cleaning the hall. Larger
companies may work this through
the company book study arrangement.
6 A spirit
of warmth and friendliness should at all times prevail
within the Lord’s organization.
It
is the responsibility
of each one to
make himself known to others present and to promote love. Practice
this in the Kingdom Hall.
Coming Literature
Offers
August: Three-bound-book offer.
September: New World Translation
and What Has Religion
Done for
Mankind? on a contribution
of $2.
October:
Awake! subscription
for
$1. with premium of three booklets.

"Say to the prisoners, Go forth."--Isa.

AUGUST, 1952

"Let

Your

Kingdom

Come"

Witnessing

Period

49:9.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
1952

Which
Final

Month

of

Climaxes
Unassigned
Territory
Work
1 With confidence and happy assurance,
Christians
continue
to
pray, "Let your kingdom come."
(Matt.
6:10, NW) Although "the
kingdom of the world has become
the kingdom of our Lord and of his
Christ",
not yet has the mighty organization of Satan been destroyed.
(Rev. 11 : 15, Nit’) Its towering hulk
continues
to cast a shadow of oppression over the face of the earth.
But shortly
the Kingdom rock cut
out of the mountain of God will
smite and shatter the feet or foundation of this blasphemous organization, plunging it to destruction.
Satan will be abyssed.
2 The work of aiding others to
know of this kingdom is continually
expanding.
To keep apace during
the summer we have expanded
it
into territory
not regularly covered
with the Kingdom message.
Two
months have already been spent in
this special campaign, leaving but
one month. We want to utilize
it to
the full by completing the assignment of this isolated
territory
if
possible.
Be sure to keep sending
in the names of people with whom
literature is placed, in order that the
Society may continue to stimulate
this interest
after you leave the
territory.
It is encouraging to note
that over 50,000 names have already
been received.
Companies are cautioned, however, not to send in the
names of individuals
who live in
company-held territory.
Interest
in
such territory should be cared for by
the companies.
3 The offer for August will continue to be three books on the contribution of $1.50. Reports from all
Organize
for
Pioneer
Service
Pioneering is a wonderful privilege of service. Nothing in this old
world can compare with it, for what,
lpossible
d
corresponding
joy cou
there be to carrying out one’s dedication vows before Jehovah in this
superb way? None, absolutely
none.

Service

Year

District

Assemblies

One Will

You Attend?

Blessings are in store for God’s
servants.
A well-planned
and preover the country indicate that much pared program making for a bountiinterest is encountered and consider- ful feast spread out in abundance is
assemable literature
is being placed in provided in the 35 district
these unassigned territories,
with blies to be held in the United States
many fine experiences resulting.
The during August and September. The
assembly locations
were carefully
Lord’s blessing is clearly
evident
so that it would be conupon this abundant sowing of seed selected
in these areas. So, continue to take venient for all to attend. (See your
good supplies of literature
with you, copy of the July 15, 1952, Watchincluding tracts and catalogues, and tower for the dates and locations.)
be fully prepared to "’do missionary Make every possible effort to attend
one of these assemblies so graciously
work" and "thoroughly
accomplish
by Jehovah through
his
your ministry".--2
Tim. 4: 5, NW. provided
4 August is the last month of the visible organization.
2
The
assemblies
will
be
for
three
1952 service
year.
What does an
fulln days. Now is the time to be
gi
analysis of the company’s activity
planning and arranging
show? Will you reach the 10 per preparing,
cent increase in publishers for the your affairs so as to be at the asfear?
Most companies should be sembly city of your choice from the
close to reaching their quotas and time of the opening session, on Friday at 9:30 a.m. (interesting
and
by an all-out
effort
in the final
start the promonth, they will be reached. Serv- lively discussions
ants, pioneers,
conductors and ma- gram), right on through to the comture publishers,
make it your busi- pletion of the last session Sunday
evening at 6 p.in.
ness to render the needed assistance
to those who are new and inex(Continued on page 3, col. 3)
perienced in the field service. Do not
just invite
them to go with you.
Thrilling
Reports
Make definite
arrangements to take
Unassigned
Territory
them with you regularly
and pa- from
tiently
instruct
them in effective
Jehovah’s
undeserved
kindness
ways of preaching
the good news. and blessings
have abounded in
many ways as is evident in the vaActual-Count
riety of experiences had by the publishers working in unassigned terriStock Inventory
tory. For example : "Met party who
Two Stock Inventory forms (S-7)
said, ’Never heard of this work, but
are being sent to each company and it sounds like something I’ve always
pioneer with this Informant. An ac- wanted. Glad to see a work like this
tual-count
inventory
of stock on going on.’ A disabled veteran said,
hand is to be taken on September 1 ’I’d give anything to knowthe Bible.’
of each year and is to be recorded
He was very meek, and asked many
on these forms accurately
and eom- questions.
Almost asked for a
pletely. Send the original to the So- study."
Another remarks:
"Woman
ciety no later than September 5 and listened
eagerly and happy to hear
retain the duplicate for your files.
of the new world: has son that is
a complete invalid,
and he insisted
The Society is very pleased to see on getting the books, because readover 1,700 enroll for the vacation
ing is one of the few things he can
pioneer service thus far this sum- do. Hoped he too could ’leap like a
mer, far more than ever before. At hart’ in the new world." One said,
the end of August,
most of this "Man, I’m sure happy to see you;
number will be unable to continue,
since many will be returning
to first time in 25 years that Jehovah’s
school.
But what about you now witnesses called on me. I want subto both magazines and
enjoying this service who have al- scriptions
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Around

the

World

with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Defeating Persecution
The 1952 "Yearbook" gives many examples of how our brothers throughout
the world are defeating persecution,
proving indeed that ’no weapon formed
against us will prosper’.--Isa. 54:17.
A district
assembly was being held
in Cyprus. The Devil’s agents tried to
break up the public meeting by creating a disturbance that lasted for 15
minutes, during which blows were exchanged and chairs smashed. Eventually the troublemakers were ejected
from the hall. This disturbance attracted hundreds, and so instead of
breaking
up the meeting as they
planned, the Devil’s agents caused a
greater witness to be given. (119)
Particularly bitter is the persecution
that our brothers have to endure in
Greece, where officials
brutally beat
Jehovah’s witnesses and boast that
they "will make them useless even for
Jehovah!" Yet in spite of all such persecution, and though without the benefit of any assemblies, Kingdom Halls
or even the singing of Kingdomsongs,
the report of our brothers in Greece
shows a 26 per cent increase for the
past year. (144-147)
Nor have the weapons formed
against Jehovah’s servants in Bechuanaland, Africa, prospered. There, "in
the face of [severe beatings]
and
cruelty of the tribal chiefs the local
brothers continue to let their light
shine. They are learning to defeat persecution,
and some persons of good
will, noting the courage of the brothers, are also taking their stand on
Jehovah’s side and learning to publish.
The . . . prospects for expansion are
brightest . . . where the persecution
has been the greatest" (220) Are
as successful in voiding the weapons
the Devil forms against us as are our
brothers in Cyprus, Greece and Bech?
uanaland
Our Assemblies
As our district assemblies draw near
the questions arise, Will each servant
of Jehovah attend if at all possible?
How many will fail to attend because
of lack ot appreciation or lack of re?"
sourcefulness
Those who have failed to attend assemblies because of lack of funds
would do well to consider the example
set by our brothers in the British West
Indies as given in our 1952 "Yearbook".
For these brothers to attend an assembly involves a great sacrifice.
One
group hired a schooner to take them
to the island where the assembly was
being held, and to pay for the transportation they shipped along bananas,
mangoes, etc., which they sold upon
their arrival. (101)
Circuit assemblies in the Philippines
often provide much excitement and fan
the enthusiasm of the brothers to a
bright glow. At one assembly a government official tried to cancel the public
meeting but failed. Mobsters threatened to break up the meeting; hoodlums stoned the meeting place and
those going to and from it. Yet in
spite of it all 1,000 attended the public
lecture,
700 of whomwere strangers.
-What a joy it must have been to have
had a share in that triumph over the
enemy! (206)
In Italy the clergy caused the permit for an assembly to be canceled
after it had been given. The assembly
was nevertheless
held by using two
homes which were connected by public-speaking
equipment. Again the
Devil’s efforts boomeranged as this
high-handed
procedure caused more
to get their eyes opened. (160-162)
Regardless of the opposition or circumstances Jehovah has a blessing
awaiting
us at our assemblies.

To Those Who Are Indifferent
Often we meet people in our ministerial activities that are indifferent!
toward the message we carry.
They
do not want to be rude and will
politely listen to us, but they may
be thinking, "This may be all right
for somebody else hut it doesn’t concern me." Yet it does concern them,
being a matter of life or death. We
wan[ to direct their minds to appreciate this good news, if at all possible. The problem is, how? Usually
the best thing to do is to get them
to express themselves and thus locate their interests.
Thought-proyoking questions, hypothetical
problems and reasonings
may be used
to do this. Consider the subjects of
law, education,
world conditions,
science, etc. Work these discussions
into a constructive
witness about
the Kingdom.
When an indifferent
person is obviously
a parent
you might say
"Being a parent you are doubtlessly
concerned with the proper education
of your children.
Schooling is important
for the children,
yet how
much more important it is that all
persons, young and old, receive a
proper religions
training.
The majority of people do not regularly attend church , and it has been found
that most of those who do attend do
not have an accurate
knowledge of
the purposes of Almighty God, the
blessings
of his promised kingdora or of the requirements
for
entrance into God’s kingdom. They
fail to realize that this knowledge
means everlasting
life and sure success. So, whether you attend church
or not, I aln here to bring you this
life-giving
knowledge as contained
in the holy Word of God. Let me

show you what this
book ’This
Means Everlasting
Life’
says on
page 247 about ’Rearing Children in
Divine Favor’...."
Or you might take this approach:
"As you vie.w conditions existing in
the world ,today that adversely affect all of us, have you not also
noticed that these conditions
are
fulfilling
Bible prophecy? Did you
know that the very work that I am
doing was foretold in the Bible? and
that all of this is a sign of the early
destruction
of wickedness and the
taking over of earth’s rulership by
the righteous
kingdom of God’:
Allow me to show you this from the
Word of God and the Bible aids
that are provided
for this very
purpose."
Perhaps personal interest
may be
developed with the following: "Moral collapse is the shame of our generation.
Principles
are being set
aside for expediency. Indeed, people
the world over are falling
away
from the righteous principles of the
Bible, having no respect
for the
laws contained therein. Take for example the sixth of the Ten Commandments: ’Thou shall not kill.’
Then look at all of the wars fought
in the lands claiming to worship
God--Christian
killing
Christian.
Jew killing Jew, etc. Certainly this
shows a lack of proper understanding and a flouting of the principles
of God. Christ Jesus said if you
want life that is everlasting
you
must love your neighbor as much as
you do yourself;
also love your
enemies .... "
Be fully convinced yourself that
the message you carry concerns
everyone and then express that conviction.

Organize for . . . (Coot’d)
tage of the pioneer privileges
and
enjoy this work tremendously.
I
ready completed your schooling?
find that I always achieve the hest
Could you, by diligent organization
results
in my pioneer ministry by
of personal affairs,
continue ill
pioneer service as many others I)eing thoroughly organized for the
are doing? And those of you who Lord’s service. Myhusband is in the
contemplatethe pioneerwork,would truth and he tries to do everything
he can to aid me in organizing
my
it be possible
to startby considering
This co-operation
and arrangingyour affairsso King- pioneer service.
dom interestreceivesfirstatten- gives me the necessary help to rework.
tion?And you who are in the regular main in the full-time
pioneerservice,are you organized "I schedule lay time to harmonize
so as to be ableto continuein this with my family responsibilities.
most wonderfulof privileges?Here Each day at 6:30 a.m. I rise and
is an exampleof what can be done. prepare all essentials
for the mornOne pioneersistertells how she ing and noon meals. We are ready
organizesher home for more effi- for breakfast at 7:15 a.m. My huscientserviceto Jehovah:"Althoughband reads the daily text and comI have been in the truth for only ments from the Yearbook and we
three years and have family re- respond with questions and thoughts
(Continued on page 3, col. 1)
sponsibilities,
I have takenadvan2

1952 District
Assemblies
(Cont’d)
3 Promptly and accurately
fill
out
August Is the last month of the special campaign to present the threethe Room Request
forms,
checking
hound-book offer.
How is your company doing in the campaign? And you them over for accuracy
before
sendas an individual? The first
demonstration will enable each company to see
immediately.
how it has been doing thus far. The other will assist to improve company ing them in. Do this
organization by having a discussion of things that will benefit all publishers.
All mail regarding
these
assemblies
SCENE1 (7 rain.)
Assistant
compashould
be addressed
to Watchtower
ny servant is sitting at a desk checking overcome obstacles
met in the field.
Convention Committee,
in care of the
the Publisher’s
Record cards when the These can be experiences
in assigned
retorting
address
at the city where
company servant
enters.
The company or unassigned territory.
servant relates
the results
of a buckthe assembly
is to be held.
Rememcall
he made on party
who promised
ber, if you write
for rooms and you
to take the offer when contacted
in
SCENE I (3 rain.)
A company book
no reply or assignment
card
the door-to-d0or
work last
Sunday.
study is closing.
Conductor,
Bro. i receive
Did he place the combination?
Yes,
Drowsy, says (in a tired way), "Well,
for some reason
or another,
do not
and he had a very enjoyable discussion
I guess that’s as far as we’ll go tonight.
worry
or be unduly
concerned.
with householder
and was able
to Here are some names the company
Simply proceed to the assembly city,
gave me who haven’t
been
show him how the books are to be servant
studied.
It may develop into a Bible
in the
inquire
for
your
rooms
at the
service
this
month."
Reads
study. The assistant
company servant
names.
Then those attending
begin
rooming
department
and then
acthen says he has been checking
the talking" about their own affairs;
make
and occupy
them.
This
in
Publisher’s
Record cards to ascertain
no mention of theocratic
or company cept
just how many books have been placed
arrangements.
itself
is a good witness
and shows
by publishers
thus far in campaign.
forth the proper
Christian
attitude
SCENE II (3 rain.)
Company servant
During June. 331,446 books were placed
after
of good conduct
If you are unable
by publishers
in United
States
and talks to three study conductors
service meeting.
He says one group is to accept the rooms assigned
our company placed .......
For July
to you
the company placed ........
, making a doing extra well, one doing all right
for reasons
beyond your control,
but Bro.
Drowsy s seems to have
total for June and July of ......
books.
trouble
progressing.
He
asks
if
they
please
cancel
your
reservations
imAppropriate
comments
are made as
can devise a plan to help. Bro. Drowsy mediately
the company servant
begins to check
so that
others
may be
says
he
does
not
know
what
to
do
more
through the card file.
He notes that
Check on transportation
than he does now; publishers
just do assigned.
some cards show no placements
at all
not seem to take interest
in study or facilities
during
the two months.
Why? Their
and schedules.
EnthusiasCompany servant
offers
to
discussion
considers
the importance of service.
invite
all persons
to have a
substitute
for Bro. Drowsy while he tically
all publishers’
engaging in the door-to!share
with
you
in
this
feast
of the
study of Bro. Alive; perhaps
door work (April
"Informant")
and attends
pure language.
Make a special
effort
that necessary
assistance
be given to he will get some pointers.
publishers
in aiding them toward mato encourage
and aid your backSCENE
III
(9
rain.)
Bro.
Alive’s
turity,
as often stressed
in the "In- study closing. Conductor makes re- calls
an(] persons
of good will to
formant"
The servants
make a note
marks bringing
out high point or two
to organize
company activity
during
from study that can be used in field attend.
4 Pioneers
on the list
prior
to
August so as to give these publishers
with three-book offer. Then he makes
the assistance
needed for field service.
final arrangements to get all in group March l, 1952, are being provided
Checking further,
the company servant
for service
on week end. (They a meal ticket
notes seine cards show only one or two ready
sent
with this
Inmay be going in isolated
territory
or
books placed during the campaign, and in own locality.)
Do not lose these;
no othThen he asks who formant.
asks the assistant
company servant
wants hell) on back-calls,
and mentions ers will be issued.
Pioneers
should
what he thinks
might contribute
to several
placements
made by group
not go to the assembly
city
ahead
this. The reply: possibly
not stroking
last week. One desires
help; another
to the offer,
publishers’
not being volunteers
the Society
invites
to go along. Conductor very of time unless
properly
prepared
with literature
briefly recites
experience he had callthem.
when going out in service
and not ing on a brother
needing
help last
s The district
assemblies
will play
having a good presentation
in mind,
week, mentions two or three such who
etc. After briefly
discussing
these
part
in rendering
proper
need to be called
on this
week. He a large
points
the company servant
says, ’By selects
brothers
living
nearby to see praise
to Jehovah,
in saying to the
having
the combination
along
and these and
suggests
what they can do prisoners
Go forth",
and will prove
really offering it to householders with to hell) them. He shows real interest
an effective
presentation,
many fine
in aiding all toward full
in getting
all in group to study and beneficial
experiences
are enjoyed. Some time on work as one
theocratic
maturity.
Come prepared
the program can now be profitably
After
meeting,
Bro. Drowsy asks
to attend each session,
bring literaused in relating
a few experiences,
so
Bro.
Alive
how
he
does
so
well.
Bro.
let’s invite publishers
to relate some Alive explains:
ture for witnessing
and brink someHe always prepares list
they have had while placing the three
announcements
in advance, then at one with yon to the assembly
for
bound books in the current
campaign ’ of
end of study he does not forget them. feasting
and service.
SCENE 2 (8 min.)
Each placement
He plans
ahead
to make study
inis an experience
and often points are teresting
and also plans remarks to Thrilling
Reports . . . (Cont’d)
make while group is together
to dimade in making the placement
that
are helpful
and beneficial
to others
rect conversation
rote proper channels,
every new publication
you have."
The week before this part is handled
so this hour will be fully theocratic.
Thousands of such letters
and reon the service
meeting,
it would be Publishers
have personal
and secular
marks coming in daily
are heartwell for the company servant to an- affairs
they can handle at other times;
nounce that part of the next service he trees
to keep this study hour as cheering.
One stated:
"It was diffimeeting will be devoted to relating "unto the Lord" and wholly dedicated
cult for us to leave this territory.
Bro Drowsy seems
encouragingfield service experiences. to His service.
to stay
there
and work
This will enable publishers to fully wakened, declares
he will start
im- We wanted
prepare to bring out helpful points mediately
making his study as prowith these
sheeplike
people.
The
that will assist other publishers to gressive.
return
trip
home was enthused
as
anxious publishers
related
their
exOrganize for . . . (Cont’d)
my use in the field
service
during
periences."
on the scripture
considered.
This
the day.
I always
make arrangeThere is still
some time left
for
spiritual
stimulation
is appreciated
ments to take some publishers
along
by all of us. After we complete ,mr with me into the field
service.
We you to enjoy some of the blessings
in working unassigned
territory.
Exmeal, the children
of school age co- organize
our work by doing houseand planning are necessary
operate
by pitching
in together
to to-house
service
in the morning and tra effort
to reach these persons thirsting
for
take care of the necessary
breakdevoting
our afternoons
to backof truth,
but the happifast chores.
calls and Bible studies.
During lunch the waters
ness and blessing
received
far out"Each
morning
as soon
as the
time
members of our car
group
weigh all the energy expended.
children
are sent off to school
my usually
eat our home-prepared
food
husband
and I leave
together,
lie together
and discuss
some of our
drives
to his work and has arranged
contacts
with persons
of good will.
Publication NowAvailable
so he can return
home with a neighWe find this
eliminates
unnecessary
Evolution
versus
The New World
her, turning
the car over to me for
(Continued
on page 4, col. 3)
--Swedish
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YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

"Be

Transformed

by

Making

New World
Translation
and Book to Be Offered
To serve Jehovah God acceptably
and gain his approval for life in
his new world, we must ’be transformed by making our minds over’.
(Rein. 12: 2, NW) No longer can
walk according
to this system of
things, for to do so would mean to
suffer its inescapable
fate of destruction,
And how can we show i
that our minds have been transformed and made over?
By our
course of action. By diligently studylug God’s Word and applying it in
our daily living. By preaching it to
others
of good will who are in
mental darkness
and thus assist
them to transform
and make their
minds over for new world living.
TO aid others in this transformation work, two effective instruments,
the New World Translation
of the
Christian Greek Scriptures
and the
book What Has Religion
Done for
Mankind? will be i)laced
with the
people during the month of September on a contribution of ,$2. Most of
us are acquainted with the presentation of this offer, since it was used
last
May. A review of the May,
1952, Informant will be helpful.
The unassigned
territory
work
being concluded by the end of August
will mean that once again we will
concentrate
on working in our regularly assigned company territory.
House-to-house
work will be featured, and you should be certain to
make a Peter(1 of placements
and
follow through by calling back with
a definite view to starting u Bible
--i
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR "1952!
130,308Publishers
Monthly Field
Service
Report

Your

Mind

Over"

study. Following the district
assemblies, we suggest that each company
schedule a public meeting series and
advertise it well. September begins
the new service year, so let us get
off to a good start by organizing and
participating
in all theocratic
activities.
Let us make God’s thoughts
our
thoughts.
Exhibit godly conduct in
our daily living.
Preach the good,
news to others. Doing so we will not
only transform and make our minds
over for new world living,
but we
will also make it possible for those
still
in mental darkness to do the
same, for their everlasting good and i
to Jehovah’s vindication and praise, i
COMPANY

Organize for . . . (Cont’d)
expense and still
provides wholesome food -and excellent companionship.
"My pioneer obligations come first
in my life, so I stay in the field
service each day till 4 p.m. and then
hurry on home to prepare the evening meal. While we partake of the
physical nourishment I discuss the
most interesting
experiences of the
day with my family as well as recount some of the details
of my
personal Bible studies and the interest that I was able to stir up.
I am very pleased with my planning
because of the many blessings that
are mine as a result of good organization. I wholeheartedly
recommend
organized pioneer service for all
witnesses of Jehovah."

ORGANIZATION

Watchtower
Study
also be encouraged and helped to at1 Jehovah God requires
his serv- tend so they will benefit from it.
ants to be qualified teachers, able to When the study follows the public
’handle the word of truth aright’ and lecture invite the strangers to re’instruct
in mildness’. Of great im- main for the Watchtower
study.
portance in acquiring these qualifiForm the habit of encouraging
one
cations is regular attendance
and another to attend and set the proper
sharing in the weekly study of the example by being there yourself
Watchtower magazine,
i each week, for certainly
you could
2 To get full benefit of this study not spend your time in a more profiteveryone in attendance
should come able way,
5 The Watchtower study conduc-prepared to participate
by comment
ing on the questions
propounded.
tor should conduct a lively, interestThis will improve your ability
to ing meeting. Plan ahead so the meetspeak,
broaden
your knowledge,
ing is kept within the hour. If time
more firmly impress vital truths in permits
occasional
comments may
your mind and also add to the livebe made by the conductor, but these
liness and instructiveness
of the should 17o limited to points that were
meeting. Read and study The Watch- overlooked or where additional
extower as soon as you receive it and planation may be necessary. As time
then go over it again just before the allows, scriptures not quoted may be
company study. Some find it best to, read by publisher’s in the audience,
study a complete article at one sit- Those who are usually hesitant
to
ting; others take a few paragraphs
make a comment are generally
glad
each day; and some find it stimuto read scriptures.
Only the most
June Report
lating to study in a family group at i qualified
brothers
who are fluent
a
time
when
other
Kingdom
activireaders
should
be
selected
by the
Av. Av.
Av.
with. (See study conductor
to summarize the
Pubs. Hrs. B.C Bi. St. ties are not interfered
Sp’l Pios.
A different
one should
236 135.9 53.5 6.7 lesson 45 in Theocratic Aid to King- paragraphs.
dora Publishers.)
This is a fine way be used each week, where available.
Pioneers
7,556 95.5 27.5 4.1
Go. Pubs. 122,545 10.3 2.7
for parents to train children.
.4
Notify them at least a week in adTot. Pubs. 130,337
Each one should make it a point vance;
they should
attend
the
Public Meetings Held: 6,652
to comment at least
once at the theocratic ministry school for trainstudy.
Comments need not cover
ing in good reading. Brief closing
Excerpts
every point in the paragraph,
in i announcements relative
to activity
A number of persons have written
fact. it is better to have two or for" the week may be made by the
to us for copies of the draft regu- three short comments. Publishers
Watchtower study conductor or the
lations.
The Universal
Military
who desire to comment on a certain
company servant.
Training and Service Act and all the paragraph
a Taking in knowledge of Jehovah
may make this known to
Regulations may be obtained on sub- the study conductor, by raising the and his Son Christ Jesus is a prime
scription
from the Government
hand high enough to be seen, so that requisite
and should not be taken
Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. they can be called on to do so. Once lightly.
So lake advantage of theoExcerpts have been copied toni are you start
speaking it is compar- cratic
arrangements.
Show sound
available from the Society, however, atively easy to continue. Speak loud wisdom by drinking
of the waters
on order in printed booklet form. and clear so your expression will be of life regularly
at the company
Anyone desiring
a copy may obtain
heard by all.
Watchtower study and contribute
to
it by contributing ten cents. Merely
air is vital that all publishers,
the meeting by making comments.
order Excerpts.
For convenience
pioneers and servants
attend this
It will assist you to become a more
orders may be sent in through the study and keep up with present
qualified teacher of God’s precious
company.
truths. Persons of good will should "Word of life.
4
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"Be

"Say to the prisoners, Goforth."--Isa.

Transformed
New

Organize

for

Service
Better

and More Service
1 It is delightful to experience the
change in thinking
from the ways
of this old world to those of the
new system of things.
New world
thoughts are healthful
and upbuildins. Adopting such thinking and actively putting it into daily practice
will result
in gaining God’s approval and eventually
everlasting
life. So put into practice new world
thinking by aiding others to ’quit
fashioning
their minds after this
system of things’ and helping them
to become transformed
by ’making
their minds over’.--Rom. 12 : 2, NW.
e The first step to take in making
one’s mind over is to learn Jehovah’s "pure language".
And what
better aids for learning the "pure
language" could a person have than
the New World Translation
and the
book What Has Religion
Done for
Mankind? This superb Bible and the
study help will be offered during
September on a $2 contribution.
3 With the work in unassigned
territory
completed (except where
some can still engage in it and the
territory is still open), all will be
working once again in their regular
company territory.
Use the same
good organization in caring for your
home territory
that was employed
m unassigned territory.
Since this
month opens lip a new service year,
it is essential to have proper organization el all our service activities
to get off to a good start. Open lip
public meetings in home territory
right after the district
assemblies.
On Sunday, set as your goal two
1953-54
Field Service
Chart
Each company is now being sent
a new company
chart
for the
1953-54 service years, starting with
September 1952. Included is an instruction sheet. The assistant
company servant should study this carefully and immediately post the neeessary information,
such as the
monthly averages for last year and
(Continued on page 8, col. 8)

by

Making

Your

49:9.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Mind

Over"

with the regular study being carried
on during the other weeks. The company servant and school servant can
hours of door-to-door work and then plan and arrange how the material
covered in
follow this with an hour of making is to be systematically
back-calls.
Plan your day’s service,
this manner.
6 September, then, provides everyand start
early.
Keep a record of
names and addresses of persons with one with opportunities to show to all
whom you leave literature
and call
men that we have made our minds
over by our unselfish efforts for new
hack with the objective of starting
world interests.
Aid the mild-temhome Bible studies.
4 There is indeed a definite place pered ones to also be transformed
for organization in the activities
of by making their
minds over and
servants in the companies. Results you will experience real blessings
in our new service year will be very from Jehovah.
gratifying
if the servants take the
load, and all publishers
work in
Main Event
of 1953
harmony with company arrangements. Therefore, servants, organize
--A World Assembly-local activity
and avoid such negaAs the July 15, 1952, Watchtower
tive thinking as, ’These suggestions containing information on the world
just won’t work in our company."
assembly to be held in New York
Think positively
and progressively
during the summer of 1953 was
to get tim assigned work done. Bear city
being run on the presses
at the
in mind that overseers have a vital
Brooklyn factory,
publishers in two
part in helping the brothers ’make separate
circuits
within New York
their minds over’ for better thinking city were assembled and enjoying
and greater service.
5 Through the company book study their semiannual circuit assemblies.
How surprised
and thrilled
they
most of us have had the opporwere when Brother Knorr made the
tunity to study What Has Religion
unexpected
announcement
of a
Done for Mankind? Being familiar
world assembly to be held at Yanwith its contents we are in position
kee Stadium in 1953. With one acnot only to effectively
present it cord all in attendance joyously welbut also to start studies in it. While comed the news and expressed themmaterial
in this book may not be selves as willing and desirous
of
as familiar to us as that of other undertaking
the great amount of
books, it does contain information
work required in preparing for the
Jehovah has prepared for those who many features of this assembly.
love him, So use it effectively. Talks
When will work start? It has albased on one or two chapters of the ready begun. Initial
contracts have
hook will be well received by newly been signed,
agreements
made and
interested
persons and publishers
many other essential
matters cared
alike. The talks, approximately 45 for. Also, individual publishers
in
minutes in length, can be given at the New York area from now on
company book-study
centers,
one will have in mind your coming here
such talk being given each month and, along with regular
Kingdom
service, will make preparations
for
Informant
Supply
you to come and enjoy this spiritual
Supplying the Informant involves
feast.
cost for postage, cost for paper and
Yes, the brothers
in New York
cost for printing time. In order to city are preparing for your visit.
effect economy insofar as possible
And, in turn, they know that you
the Society is requesting each com- are planning and preparing
to be
pany servant to review the Inform- here with the Lord’s people for this
ant needs of the company as of grand world assembly. So from now
September 1, 1952. Please advise us on, Think on it! Plan for it! and
as of that date how many copies
when the time comes, be here for
(Continued on page 3, cot. 8)
the main event of 1953.
Year

Begins

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Pioneer and Missionary Blessings
In reply to Peter’s question. "Look’
we have left all things and followed
you: what actually will there be for
us?" Jesus gave the assurance that
all who followed such a course would
be amply rewarded and that even in
To Those
Who Obtained
this present life they would receive a
September’s
Offer
hundredfold. That Jehovah God in our
day makes good thin promise of his
Son to all who engage in the full"I was in the area so I thought
time service is very apparent as we that I would stop by to sea if you
read the 1952 "Yearbook".
During our subscription
campaigns bad a chance to read any of the
company publishers
do not average Bible and the book that I left with
one subscription in two months; but you last week." 5Iany a back-call
a pioneer in Bolivia in a two-month
"Awake!" subscription
campaign ob- is introduced with a remark similar
tained 210 subscriptions’
And where- to this and, on being advised in
as company publishers average but a many instances that the publication
half study each, this pioneer had so
many studies that he could not take left has not been read, the publisher
care of them all but had to turn some sometimes finds it difficult
to start
of
others
who did
discussion about the
havethem
any.over
Andto what
feature
of not
the a constructive
Are there more effecservice is more enjoyable than con- publications.
ducting a home Bible study? (91)
tive ways to start a back-call? Yes,
A missionary in Ethiopia reported
method
that "it is a strange and wonderful there are! The following
experience to have . . . people coming has proved to he successful:
to the missionary
home every day
After a few general remarks such
requesting that someone study with
them". Some days as many as 20 as "Hello", "Good evening," etc. :
come, walking as much as two hours
very glad to find you at home,
to get there and many want to study "i’m
3Ir. Smith. The interest
that you
two or three hours at a time.(66)
The Gilead district servants in Ni- showed in obtaining the New World
geria travel by plane, car, truck, ca- Translation
and the book What Has
noe, bicycle and often, like Jesus, by
foot Reports one "On Saturday morn- Religion Done for Mankind? promptink about 50 men, women and chiled me to stop by this evening.
dren followed me around to record
When leaving them with you I did
with their own eyes the unbelievable
to point
sight of a white man preaching the not have an opportunity
gospel in their homes through an in- out the numerous edwin(ages they
terpreter."
For one meeting 1,000 provide for personal Bible study.
came, although advertised
only by
the advertising servant going around So, if you would get them now, it
the streets at five o’clock in the would he a pleasure to show you a
gmorning announcin
the lecture by number of things that will help
means of a trumpet!
(185)
you a great deal in using them.
Being faithful in That WhichIs Least
"You will undoubtedly agree that
Not all can serve as pioneers, special pioneers, missionaries or at some worshiping
God is important.
But
Bethel heine. And some may not even more than just any worship is rehave much time for the regular fea- quired
: for,
opening your New
tures of field service. But the least
we can do is to be faithful
in using World Translation
to James 1: 26,
the opportunities
that come our way 27 it says: (read).
Now note the
to give the witness.--Luke 16:10.
Two energetic publishers in the Su- "c" following- the word "worship’ in
the 27th verse. The ’e’ refers you to
dan, Africa, make many opportunities
for themselves to witness at their
footnote and there is given the
place of business simply by discussing the
the truth before they transact their Latin word religio from which comes
business. As a result a company has our present-day term religion.
For
been formed and some former Moslems more detailed
information
as to
are now conducting" Bible studies with
what the word religion
means we
other Moslems (130)
Some of our brothers in Nyasaland can turn
to the book What Has
who are fishermen likewise put the Religion
Done for Mankind? and
preaching
of the good news ahead
of selling their fish. Customers are
spreading the news of how they got
their fish and what was said on the
1953 Pioneer
Requirements
lake shore by the witnesses. (196)
Not only at places of business but
also at home one can show faithSeptember begins a new service
fulness in that which is least. A sister year; therefore all pioneers should
in Ecuador makes good use of the start
to plan and organize
their
patio of the apartment house where
she lives to give the witness. The service schedule to meet the ]953
womenfolk gather there to knit, sew, 00
weave and talk, and so she joins them yearly service requirements of 1,2
and 1,600 for
with a supply of socks needing mend- hours for regulars
ing, booklets and a Bible. By being specials. The Society feels that, in
alert and tactful
she has been able view of the low hour requirements,
to start five home Bible studies, with
the prospect of two or three more. (127) it will not be necessary for pioneers
Our own circumstances
may not be
request time off for travel to the
exactly like any of the foregoing, but to
if we are desirous of being faithful in world assembly if they properly
that which is least we will find oppor- schedule their time now and build
tunities
to witness at our home or up a surplus before the assembly.
place of business.

refer to the subject index. Under
the subject ’Religion’ the section discussing- the meaning is listed, pages
8-10. Turning to page 8, note the
question on the bottom of the page:
"From what comes the word religion,
and how has it been defined?’ Would
you like to read that paragraph?"
After reading: "Note how that paragraph helps us to understand where
the term religion originated and "dso to know the different
meanings
attached to it. Thou the next paragraph brings to our attention
how
it is used in the Bible. The question
on paragraph
4 is ’How do the
Christians
Paul and James apply
the word religion?’
(Comment, after
reading, that Paul shows it can be
properly used to describe false religion as well :Is the true religion.
as at James 1 : 27, NW.) That brings
us to the text that we first
discussed, doesn’t it ?
"Then, too, Bible texts on which
you desire information can be found
in this book by simply turning to
the scripture
index. Lefts look up
James 1: 26, 27 and see where it refers us. Yes, paste 9, the paragraph
we just discussed. So you see, using
your Bible with its many fine aids
to understanding
is important. The
book serves its purpose by providing
explanation
or the Bible texts and
may be referred
to for particular
quick reference
by using the subject index or scripture
index. The
questions at the bottom of the page
help us to get the main points."
If time and circumstances permit,
continue }-our discussion
a short
while longer by going to the 5th
paragraph of the book and considerins it. If not, then encourage householder to continue reading from that
point and try to make arrangements
to call by again next week to discuss additional points.
Those who have been vacation
pioneers and who are free to conthroe in the regular pioneer ministry
are urged to do so. Plan to attend
the convention as a full-time praiser
of Jehovah God. You who have not
tasted
of this wonderful service
should examine its benefits and then
make arrangements to share in this
exceptional privilege.
With all eyes
focused on the New York convention
next summer, let’s all show appreciation of Jehovah’s expression of
undeserved kindness by doing everything we can to maintain the high
standards of the pioneer service.

1953-54 Field Service...
(Cont’d)
the new 10 per cent-increase
quotas
Everyday use of the "New World Translation" familiarizes publishers for the coming year. Be sure the
with valuable features of this Bible and makesfor moreeffective incidental figures you start
with at the top
preaching. Whenpersons are unable to obtain a Bible-and-book offer for of the chart are properly
placed so
lack of money, makedefinite arrangementsto call back and deliver the
literature. Havein mindthe possibility of starting a Bible study.
that the monthly postings below will
line up evenly in the various colEveryday Use of the
should be acments the fact that speaker used umns. The figures
"New World Translation"
"NW"with its modern, clear, under- curately
aligned,
thus giving the
(20 minutes)
standable renderings, and that copies chart a very neat appearance.
Conductor states a full day in the of such translation
are available at
When companies or units are dilife of a theocratic
family will be the literature counter.
shown in various scenes. (1) Family
Breakingup discussion
and leaving vided during the year, the method
at breakfast table support discussion livingroomto eat supper,familyre- of setting a new quota of publishers
of daily text with quotations
from marks that by taking "NW" with
"NW".(2) Father, at lunch time, read- then]and usingit in everypossible will follow the procedure outlined
ing "NW" is asked by fellow work- way, a greatshoutof praiseto Je- for "New Companies" in the chart
man what he is reading-, father shows hovah’sname will go forth in Sep- instructions.
The number of pubRomans10"9, engages in discussion of tember by the use of this powerful
terms "believe" and "confess" (as in instrument.
lishers for the first month’s report
"AV"), and how "NW" makes clearer
plus 10 per cent of that figure will
with i cl
publ
"exercise
y
faith" and "
give the new quota.
declare". Verses 11-15 also discussed;
SCENE
I
(5
rain.):
Publisher
is
lunch time ends and arrangement is
As soon as the company report
door presenting
the "New World is compiled each month it should be
made to call at workman’s home. aTranslation"
and "What Has Religion
(3) Mother, at home, turns conversa- Done for Mankind?"
posted on the chart.
An analysis
tion with salesman at door to today’s
Publisher highlights some outstandtimes, picks up "NW", handily placed
of the chart on a service meeting
ing points of offer and informs house- each month will enable the brothers
near door, reads 2 Timothy 8.1-5;
Matthew 24 3, arouses interest
and holder that the combination can be to see their progress, as well as dis"NW" and ’’
What Has Religion
obtained on a $2 contribution. HouseDaces
one for Mankind? (4) Son at school holder remarks he would like to take cover weaknessesthat need attenthe offer, but just doesn’t have suffihas "NW" with schoolbooks; teacher
in orderto maintaina balanced
asks what he has been doing during cient money on hand at the moment. tion
summer vacation; he answers, "Minis- Publisher suggests calling back later field program.
try work." She doesn’t see how he at a more convenient
time when
Each publisher
should make a
can be a minister;
he reads from householder will be able to contribute
"NW"at 1 Timothy 4:12, 15, 16. Teach- for the offer. The householder agrees personal comparison of his field reto this and promises to take literaport with what the company as a
er looks through Bible, likes its
clear language, asks where she can ture then. Nameand address of house- whole is doing. If he is weak where
holder is taken down and a definite
get one. (5) Daughter, a pioneer,
the company is also weak, then he
a door, has experience. She says to date is set to call back with literawoman at house, "I am calling with ture. If something comes up so house- should strive to improve that feaholder will not be home, publisher
a view to advance of pure worship."
suggests the money be left with some- ture of the service, thus helping himWoman: "I already have a religion."
JeDaughter’ "Yes, most everyone has, one else at the home in order to make self and the company activity.
hovah blesses planned effort of his
but there is something else Jesus tells sure he gets the literature.
us to do in connection with it; I would
to push the advance of
SCENE
II (10 rain.): Publisher calls servants
like to read his words on this from back
at appointed time for delivery
true worship.
his sermon on the mount." (Reads of literature.
Matthew 6:33, "NW".) Then she shows
Publisher informs householder he
how more real practice of true wor- came
to deliver the literature
as preship, study and application, is needed. viously
Publications
Now Available
arranged. Householder expressShe discusses Jesus’ words further, at es appreciation
for this. Advises he Tracts:
Matthew 6:31-34,
as to how most did set aside money
What
Do
Jehovah’s
Witfor
literature,
everyone today seeks material things.
he produces. As publisher ac- nesses Believe? (T1) Hell-Fire
Then she shows the book ’What Has which
cepts
contribution,
he
takes
the
opReligion Done for Mankind?" chapter portunity to give a further witness
(T2) Je hovah’s Wi tnesses, Co m27, par. 2-4, and ties it in with these by asking the householder if he may munists
or Christians?
(T3);
thoughts, presenting offer and plac- step in for a few moments to show "Awake from Sleep."
(T4)
ing it.
him the best method of studying the
--Hollandish,
Italian
(6) Atofhome
in evening, andallfather
are book. Upon being invited in, publisher
talking
experiences,
opens the book to page 164. He asks
You Live Forever
speaks of good field service points in householder to do the same with his Can
in Happiness on Earth ?--Korean
this month’s readings in ministry :copy. He asks the study question at
school: he has some to bring out in the bottom of the page. Householder
a service meeting talk on "NW"next ’does not know answer, but shows in- Informant Supply
(Cont’d)
week. He asks family to listen,
see terest, so publisher points out answer
are needed to
what they think of them for use in in first paragraph and then sums up of the Informant
field presentation of "NW": (2 Thes- the matter by reading the paragraph.
supply one each to regular and irseveral
paragraphs are taken regular publishers,
salonians 2:1, 2, showinginvisible pres- Then
newly interested
up
the
same
way,
after
which
pubence of Christ; 1 Timothy 1: 4, "family lisher briefly reviews benefits of dis- persons attending
company meettrees" of no value; 1 Timothy 1:12, cussion together and suggests he re- ings, and pioneers associated
with
God through Christ empowers, assigns turn the following week at a desig- the company.
ministers,
not man; 1 Timothy 3:1
nated time to aid householder furBeginning with the November is"’overseer",
not "bishop"; 2 Timothy ther in a study of the book with use
the "New world Translation".
2:2,in support of theocratic
trainingof
sue the Informnnt will no longer be
Householder
approves
of
the
idea
and
at meetingssuch as we have; other says he will be looking forward to re- sent direct to pioneers, unless they
pointsmay be used)Then fatherre- turn visit for regular Bible study. are isolated.
Pioneers associated
members,too,that he is chairmanof (Note: Delivery call should not be with companies will obtain their Inthe public meeting on Sunday, and counted as a back-call unless a witness formant from the company. Every
wantsto include
in hisfinalannounce-is also given.)
person should have a personal copy
for his use, but there is no reason
Radio Scripts
Chain-Reference
to have extras in order to supply
Explanation
Companies having scheduled protwo or three copies per month to
atoms will please advise the Society
The chain references
on the sub- those who are lax about bringing
of city, station, time and frequency ject "Sacrifice(d,s)"
in the New i their Informant to meetings. Cirof broadcast
(weekly,
monthly, World Translation
uses the word cuit servants should check on the
etc.).
If programs are discontinued
"offered"
at 1 Corinthians
8:4,
company’s use of the Informant
please notify the Society so that no "’sacrificed" being given in the foot- and advise the Society whether or
further scripts will be mailed.
not too many are received.
note.
YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

Magazine
Bound
Volumes
Those companies and individual
brothers
who wish to have bound
to share in obtaining subscriptions
copies of the 1953 Watchtower and
Present
Awake?
and talking
to others about the Awake! should place their orders
to Arouse
a Sleeping
World
Kingdom.
Help them to become
now to ensure delivery. Individuals
strong"
and mature, and to work should order through
companies
1 Jehovah God is a God of organi- unitedly with the organization.
where possible so that they may be
zation. Everything within the scope
4 Are you a subscriber for Awake! shipped with company literature.
of his purposes takes place "decentyourself?
What about those persons This will save time and money. The
ly and by arrangement".
Rightly,
you
are calling upon and those with cost per volume is $2.
then, we see in these last days the
whom you conduct Bible studies,
handiwork of .Jehovah manifested
family and business
Field
Service
Report
in his organization. In fulfillment of your friends,
Isaiah 32 : 1, Christ Jesus the King associates? The5’, too, should enjoy
In order that
this
Informant
’reigns in righteousness, and princes the benefits of Awake! just as well might be ]nailed before the Bethel
vacation
and thus be received by
rule in justice’ here upon the earth as you do. Servants,
publishers,
in good time for use
for the good of God’s faithful serv- pioneers--help
all to appreciate the companies
ants.
blessings of the "princes’ just rule" during September, the August field
service report is omitted. Field re2 In October, working in harmony under the great King by offering
ports far both August and Septemwith his organization
world-wide
the Awake/ magazine at every op- ber will appear in the October
we will offer" a subscription
for portunity.
Informant.
Awake! on the contribution
of $1.
During this month let us all help
push the distribution
of Awake!
COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
companion to The Watchtower, past
the million mark. New subscribers
The Service
Meeting
education which can be used to prewill receive a premium of tiny three
Lively, enthusiastic
service meet- sent service-meeting material. After
booklets. If older booklets are used ings
are a vital
necessity
to a a warm welcome to the strangers
be sure they are presentable.
Indihealthy, active company. They help and consideration of the dally text,
vidually and as n company, prepare
now to present this timely and in- the Lord’s people to learn the most the program one week might start
and effective
ways of with some form of audience parformative
magazine which is pub- practical
out the commission
to ticipation,
such as by the queslished specifically
to keep honest- carrying
of people of all the tion-and-answer
method or a panel
hearted persons informed on the vi- "make disciples
nations".
’rite company servant is of experts (servants) with questions
tal issues of the day,
from the audienee. This will serve
3 Jehovah charges those who are responsible for planning successful
service meetings.
to quicken the mimls of the audience.
servants to ’shepherd the flock of
Upon receipt of tire Informant he This can be followed with a demGod, becoming
examples to the flock’.
perhaps a pantomime, a
This means taking the lead in ad- should outline the service meetings’ onstration,
for the mouth. All In, recreant arti- rotund-table discussion, an interview.
equately
promoting the preaching
cles should he considered during the a quiz. a forum, a dialogue or a
work and caring for the spiritual
Whenever possible the artitalk.
Large companies can assign
needs of the Lord’s sheep. For a month.
cle dealing with work for the cur- demonstrations
to a group attending
successful
Awake! campaign, servrent month on the front page should an area book study. A well-rounded
ants will need to see that informabe considered at the first service
conclusion will stir the brothers to
tion presentations
are featured on meeting in the month. The article
action in the field service. Particithe service meeting, that territory
appearing
on the back of the In- pants must watch timing closely.
formant
considering
activity
of
the
and group witnessing are lined up,
Appropriate field service announcements will be made at the end of
that subscription
slips are on hand following month is to be considered
at
the
last
service
meeting
of
the
the service meeting and the program
and that sufficient
distributors’
current
month.
Other
articles
may
next week announced so that
copies are ordered.
(Magazine Of be worked into the program in ac- for
the publishers can prepare.
der Blanks are enclosed with this
cord with the local company’s arThe company servant should conInformant.)
Definite arrangements
rangements.
The company servant
tinually strive for variety in plangshould be made to assist those bein
should
look for and encourage
ning the service meeting program.
studied with and the irregular
ones other servants to offer suggestions
making it lively and interesting,
in planning meetings, lint the com- keeping in mind the spiritual
and
pany servant makes the final choice.
fold service needs of the congreA
Scriptural
theme
or
a
particular
Company-Pioneer
Supplies
gation. Brothers who have dedicated
objective should be determined for their lives to Jehovah and have the
Supplies for the next year are each meeting. The first meeting in ability
may be used in developing
enclosed with this Informant.
Far the month could have the monthly such educational
meetings. Service
companies : monthly report cards
text
as a theme and subsequent
meetings that are instructive
will
and a Company Progressive
Report meetings other appropriate
themes.
be had if everyone will co-operate
sheet. For pioneers: monthly report Often the daily text can be woven and assist by preparing diligently
cards and Daily Record Sheets. For in as a theme for the meeting. for these meetings. The service meetspecial
pioneers:
monthly Report
After the Informant material is ap- ing is a provision from the Lord to
and Allowance Request forms and portioned,
the company servant,
aid us in carrying
out our divine
Daily Record Sheets, and, for those aware of the local
problems
or commission.
Support your service
who use them, report cards for the needs, should schedule portions on meeting by regularly attending, parPresident’s
Office. All other forms the program that will offer helpful
ticipating
and doing your part by
should be ordered in the regular
suggestions
to remedy the weak- accepting assignments given to you
manner. Review paragraphs 32-42 in nesses.
by the company servant and preparCounsel on Theocratic Organization.
There are a variety of mediums of ing them well.
4
"Princes’

Just
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Witnessing
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"Say to the prisoners, Go forth."--Isa.

OCTOBER, 1952

"Princes’
"Awake!"

Featured

Are You Ready?
1 Jehovah has set his King Christ
3esus upon his throne. As he rules
’in the midst of his enemies’, the
blessings
of his enthronement
become manifest to his faithful
and
obedient subjects. The servant class
is organized for world-wide ministry,
and the King has entrusted
Kingdom-service interests
on earth
into the hands of his "faithful
and
discreet slave". "Princes" are to rule
justly
and work unitedly
and in
harmony with the "Prince of Peace".
--Isa. 32 : 1.
2 By now every Kingdom publisher
should be well organized for an intensive
Awake! campaign. We will
offer Awake! to the "prisoners",
along with a three-booklet
premium,
on a contribution
of $1. Working as
a united body, we will strive to increase the circulation
of Awake! to
well over 1,000,000 copies per issue.
Therefore,
everyone should present
Awake! having it on his mind and
lips at every opportunity.
To reach
this goal we will have to increase
our efforts
by properly organizing
ourselves, and by getting started the
first day of the campaign.
a The report for the last three
Expand

Magazine

House to House Is the Field
Every week the Lord’s "faithful
and discreet slave" organization provides us with another issue of The
Watchtower or Awake ! Here is current spiritual
food not only for our
consumption
but also
for the
strengthening
of persons of good
will.
For this
reason
they are
printed by the millions for distribution by Kingdom publishers in the
different features of service.
2 The most effective means of distributing
the magazines is from
house to house and store to store.
Hence, the Society recommends that
these avenues of magazine distribution be a regular part of Magazine
Day activity.
Perhaps the morning’s

Just
for

Rule"
One

49:9.

Witnessing

Month

years shows that we obtained 69,907
Awake! subscriptions
in 1949, 78,888
in 1950 and 65,430 in 1951. Therefore, we shall have to put forth our
best ministerial efforts to go beyond
last year’s total and to surpass the
high figure for 1950. If we were
able to increase our subscriptions in
]949 and 1950, there is no reason
why we cannot now exceed the 1950
campaign totals.
By co-operating
with the servants
and being subscription
conscious we can make this
the best Awake! campaign yet.
4Everyone
should
be reading
Awake! Its contents
are factual,
thought-stimulating,
.and understandably presented.
The reader is
given the opportunity
to examine
the facts, and then Awake! presents
the comforting assurance that Jehovah’s kingdom provides the solution to this world’s ills.
In an unbiased coverage of world developments Awake! drives home the reality of man’s failure to attain peace
through brotherhood movements and
world governments. It highlights the
principles that the Bible advocates,
and staunchly defends true worship
as it exposes the false.
5 If we expect to present this magDistribution
activity
could be devoted to houseto-house work or store-to-store
work
while the afternoon
and evening
could be devoted to street witnessing. (Store-to-store
work can be
done on another day if advisable.)
Housewives and others who are able
to arrange their affairs
to do so
will also find weekdays an excellent
time to engage in house-to-house
magazine distribution.
Street witnessing should still be arranged ; but,
far from limiting our magazine distribution
to this alone, we should
combine it with actual preaching
"from house to house, which is more
effective.
We must talk to the people, and we can do this by going
from house to house with magazines

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Period
azine
to others
we should
be
thoroughly convinced of its merits
ourselves.
This can easily be done
by being sure to always read our
personal
subscription
copy of
Awake! Share Awake! with your
friends,
relatives,
neighbors, and
business associates
and encourage
them to subscribe.
Then, too, join
in the organized field activity outlined by your company. House-tohouse witnessing provides the best
avenue for new subscriptions;
but
be ready to take subscriptions
in
the store-to-store
work, on magazine
routes, on back-calls and home Bible
studies too.
6 Servants, plan stimulating meetings. Utilize experiences
of those
who have obtained
subscriptions,
develop effective demonstrations.
It
might be well to use territory
that
has not been previously worked with
Awake!
Each publisher
should
strive for at least one subscription,
while pioneers
should obtain
at
least four during the campaign. And
do not forget to call back and stimulate the interest
found. Let us work
with one another in unity as we endeavor to make this the greatest
Awake! subscription
campaign to
date. Our sincere efforts will assure
us permanent blessings
under Jehovah’s arrangement of the princes’
just rule.
a One of our aims as mature ministers is to make as many new contacts as we can in publishing
the
good news. On the streets
we serve
as a public testimony,
keeping The
Watchtower and Awake! before the
people by calling
out slogans, approaching strangers
in a friendly
way with an invitation
to read the
magazines, and placing and discussing magazines with those who have
come to appreciate
the journals.
This is good. But think
of how
many more personal
contacts
and
placements
we will make it’ we
spend an equal amount of time each
Magazine Day in visiting
the people at their
homes with the magazines.
It would be splendid
to
more than match our time spent on
street
corners with time spent in
(Continued on page 2, col. $)

Around

the

with Jehovah’s

World
Witnesses

’WisdomCrieth Aloud In the Street’
"Go forth!"mustalsobe saidon the
streets,
especially
sincethatis the
only place where many of the prisoners can be reached. (Prey. 1:20-28,
AS) The very fact that misguided reTo Obtain
tion will prove to be a wise Inligious zealots become so incensed
vestment."
when they see us engaged in this :
Awake! Subscriptions
feature of the work should help us to
To the person who says, "I have
appreciate its Importance. For examtoo many magazines already,"
you
ple,
in
the
British
West
Indies
such
The
following
are
some
excuses
fanatics
have jerked the magazines
and some sug- might use this approach: "Without
out of the publishers’ hands and have you will encounter
torn them up and then thrown them gested replies you can give as you question you probably do have too
into the streets.
How one such faBut, among all
for many magazines.
natic fared in the hands of the law endeavor to obtain subscriptions
is told in our "Yearbook" on page 101. the Awake! magazine.
the magazines you get, do you have
To the person who says, "I have what you would consider
By continuing
in this work reguthe best
larly we not only help those who are i my own religious
you magazine? Awake! stands ready to
opposed to mark themselves for de- might say something magazines,"
to this effect:
struction
but we also help those of
prove its superiority over other maggood will to mark themselves for sal- "You know, of course,
there are azines.
Unlike many other magavation. In Pakistan, where the Mos- hundreds of different
religious
belem religion has such a strong hold liefs and that hundreds of different
zines it is not limited to one type
on the people, a government official,
but it combines the
after watching a publisher
on the religious
magazines are read by the of information,
street
for two years, summoned up
enough courage to ask him for a home people. And yet, if you would closely features of many magazines by givexamine all of those hundreds of ing you an up-to-date coverage from
Bible study. Another Moslem, after
being witnessed to on the street, called I religious
magazines you would find
at the Kingdom Hall expressing the that Awake! is one of the very few all fields of knowledge. Outstandingly, it is not a commercial magadesire to know more. (199)
To properly help the people to mark magazines that points out the Bible zine. but is compiled, produced and
themselves for or against the Theoc- hope of all people, which is God’s distributed
on a nonprofit
basis.
racy by means of the street work we kingdom. It is the only magazine
must do more than merely stand mute
Having no commercial advertisers,
with the magazines in hand, or me- that informs us of outstanding hap- it is therefore unfettered in what it
chanically
call out the slogans. We
the world and prints.
must make it a point to speak to the penings throughout
And, most important,
it is
people individually
and then follow shows how such events are fulfillpublished in the interests
of upthrough. One publisher
in Rangoon, ments of Bible prophecy. We learn
Burma, inquired of a person: "Have
holding the truth of God’s Word the
you ever read the ’Watchtower’ maga- that we are now living In the last
Bible, serving as a channel of inzine?" Receiving an affirmative reply, days of this corrupt
old world,
formation
that reveals
not only
be was able to place a magazine and
obtain the address of the interested
which will soon be replaced
with what is happening today throughone. Following up this placement re- God’s new world of righteousness.
sulted in five taking their stand for
out the earth,
but also serves to
the Theocracy. (104-105)
To put your hope and trust in this
warn the people, in the light of Bible
doomed old world would mean to prophecy,
of what is coming and
’The First Love’
ThereJehovah foretold that his people risk the loss of your life.
would be volunteer servants in the day fore, you owe it to yourself to keep what steps are necessary to ensure
protection
and safety. Awake! will
of his power. He also foretold that in
this day ten men would take hold of informed and awake to facts that
prove to be superior to other magathe skirt of him who is a real Jew will affect your eternal
welfare.
zines in many ways. A subscription
and say, ’Come, let us go with you.’
Time and again the zeal of the new Your dollar for a year’s subscripfor one year is only $1."
interest
shames those who have been
acquainted with the truth for some Expand Magazine o . . (Cont’d)
lisher to offer the subscription, three
time.
10:32-34"
2:4, NW)
Telling (Heb.
of this
zeal of Rev.
the newly
in- calling at homes with the magazines. bound books, etc.,
during regular
terested ones are the following ex- Undoubtedly our individual
maga- Sunday witnessing. With his initial
periences taken from the 1952 "Yearin house-to-house magazine
zine placements would greatly in- training
book".
work he will more easily progress
A publisher in E1 Salvador moved to crease, probably more than double.
an isolated spot and went to sleep as
offers, and
4 Distribution
of magazines from to the larger literature
far as the service was concerned. He
hence more rapidly
become mature
was found by the most zealous of the house to house is an excellent
way
in presenting
the good news.
new publishers recently baptized who
5 Magazines are at present serving
told him: "If you were only saying i to start new publishers in field servone word a day, that would be some- ice. It starts
them on the road to more effectively
than booklets, so
thing, but you are not doing anymaturity, for it gives them an op- we should concentrate
on placing
thing; you’re dead." While perhaps
not the most tactful thing to say, it portunity
to express themselves as this current material in the hands
did succeed in waking up the sleeping
they talk to people about the maga- of the people. Have you tried offerone, who is now publishing regularly.
(133, 134)
zines and about the Kingdom mes- ing a single copy for five cents when
campaign offer could
The report from Singapore tells of sage generally. It is simple, yet ef- the regular
the eagerness
of a young Chinese
not be placed? Why not take extra
whose family is Buddhist. He soon be- fective. Moreover, the very fact that copies with you? Never let your
can place a magazines become old or accumulate
moan
to the
witness
in field
six service,
months even a new publisher
joined
pioneerand
in the
impressed with the "urgency of the number of magazines without diffiwork due to the nearness of Armaged- culty in house-to-house work is high- at home or in the Kingdom Hall.
Place them in the field and follow
don". He already has been instrumental in others’ taking their stand, one ly encouraging to him; and he can them up with back-calls
and home
of whomjoined him in vacation wit- be aided to maturity
by regular
Bible studies. Do your part to serve
nessing.
The two of them are conin magazine work at the spiritual
food prepared for disducting six studies and have already !participation
to nourish
the hungry
started two others in the service. (214) the homes. From this point it is only tribution
Are we manifesting a like zeal.*
i a small step to train the new pub- sheep of the Lord.

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

"Awake!" will prove most effective
when the stimulated
thinking
it
lprovokes
e
is followed up by publishers who are alert to start home Bib
studies. Pioneers, who devote the greater portion of their time to Kingdom
service,
can place more magazines and conduct more studies.
Why not
strive for more pioneers7
SCENE1 (5 min.) Publisher
calls
door, presents
"Awake[" Opens with
friendly
remark, then includes following: journal
fills
real need in these
times;
need help to make intelligent
decisions
today;
do not want to be
one-sided,
but rounded out by truthful, upbuilding
information;
inspires
hope, giving
reasons
and remedies.
Publisher
makes reference
to specific
article
to illustrate
what he means,
and concludes by stating
cost of subscription.
Man shows interest
in one
particular
article
and takes subscription.

PIONEERING
SCENE1 (6 min.) Discussion.
Serving God is man’s greatest
privilege.
The more service rendered,
the
greater our privilege
and joy. A servant (or pioneer)
and two publishers
discuss
the advantages
of and great
need for more pioneers.
Sound admonition is found at Ephesians 5:15, 16
during this time of the end when the
Devil, like a roaring lion, is out to
devour all he can. Just look at the
great
increase
in public
praisers;
wouldn’t
you like to have a greater
share in this increase?
You can, by
pioneering!
(2 Cor. 9:6) The abundance of local territory
in the company
is mentioned in harmony with figures
on the recent circuit
servant’s
report.
The sheep are there to be found, but
the territory
is not being worked adequately.
More workers
are needed.
But from where will they come? Can
we expect
others
to come in and
work territory
for which we are responsible?
Do other
companies
have
I too many pioneers?
No! Then we must
fill
the need from right
within our
: own ranks of company publishers.
The
i need throughout the world is for more
pioneers.

SCENE2 (4 rain.)
Fast-moving
pantomime follows:
Mailman shown delivering
"Awake!" for year. Two different
members of family look at each
issue as months go by, expressing
surprise,
interest,
amazement, indignation,
shock,
etc. Commentator
mentions titles
of articles
they see that
produce
above results
in them. On
certain
issues
commentator points to
outstanding
articles
that show wide
coverage,
vital
need of magazine. One
member of family
begins to conclude
there is no use putting trust
in commerce, politics
and religions
of this
world. Wonders whether there is anything worth while in the world; begins
i SCENE2 (4 rain.) Experiences,
to "sigh and cry", lamenting
trouble
and wishing things
were better.
ExPioneers
will express their joys of
presses idea that there is no real hope service and many rich blessings
by refor suffering
mankind.
lating some of the experiences they are
having in this full-time
work. If there
SCENE 3 (6 rain.)
Commentator
no pioneers
associated
with the
points out that in -previous scene ben ]are
company or if local
experiences
are
efit
of having
"Awake!" was lost.
lacking
for this part of the demonIt stimulated thinking processes to ap- stration,
pioneers
from nearby compreciate
futility
of old world schemes panies may be requested to participate
and remedies,
but element of hope was in this meeting or, if necessary,
pionot strongly
injected,
No source of
from the "Yearbook"
hope and reliance
was pointed out to neer experiences
(pages
117,
118
and
153,
154.
etc.)
may
subscriber.
In Scene 3 publisher
is
be enthusiastically
presented
by local
shown making back-call
on subscriber
publishers.
This as well as the entire
three weeks after taking subscription.
demonstration
should be prepared
and
After briefly
discussing
an article
of practiced
before presentation
to the
interest
with subscriber,
he focuses
company.
attention
on "Your Word Is Truth".
Using the "YoUr Word Is Truth" artiSCENE3 (5 rain.)
How to do it!
cle in the August 8 issue for example
Consider the material
and ideas pre(this
section
in other issues may be sented in the "Informant"
for Octoused), he points
out that man’s only ber, 1950, December, 1951, and August,
reliance
is in God; that
man must 1952. Show what some pioneers
are
maintain
contact
with God through
doing to engage in pioneer service,
or
prayer. Publisher
has formulated queswhat some company publishers
might
tion on each paragraph of the article,
do to get into this service.
Why canwhich he propounds to arouse interest.
not vacation
pioneers
continue?
Can
Then he shows how article
answers
we expect others
to pioneer
when we,
the questions.
Scriptures in article
are who could pioneer,
are not doing so?
read, and subscriber
expresses
appreHardly!
ciation
of publisher’s
comments. Thus
study is started,
which may later
be
Publications NowAvailable
switched
to bound book. Publisher
]eaves,
with few friendly
remarks,
Kingdom
stating that he will call again. Con- "The
ductor
makes brief
sum-up, showing
Is at Hand"
--Norwegian
we are helping
"Awake!" fulfill
its
Songs to Jehovah’s
Praise--Swedish]
important
purpose
by getting
subHope [or the Dead (T5);]
scriptions
from door to door, on back- Tracts:
The Trinity---Divine
Mystery
or I
calls and even during casual witnessing, but that
we help a great
deal
Pagan
Myth?
(T6);
How
Valuable
more if we use "Awake!" as a step(TT) ; Life in a New
pingstone
to start
Bible studies
in a Is the Bible?
World
(TS)
--English
bound book or in "The Watchtower".

1952 District Assemblies
"What a wonderful
assembly
; the
best ever! ....
What a grand spiritual
feast!"
"Surely
this is an evidence
of the Lord’s
spirit
made manifest
upon the assemblage
of his people."
"We thank
Jehovah
for all
of his
goodness
to us."
These and many
similar
expressions
were made recently at the 1952 district
assemblies
in grateful
appreciation
to Jehovah
and his organization
for the preparation
and execution
of these
inspiring
assemblies.
Yes, we have good reason
to be
grateful.
Just review the timely instruction
and counsel
that
we received.
Maturity,
consistency
in the
King’s service and increased
activity
were stressed
in the stirring
talks
delivered
by the brothers.
The clear
presentation
of the practicability
and the advantages
of pioneering
show it to be a wise investment
of
our time and effort.
Our responsibility
before
Jehovah
as servants
and publishers
to maintain
a blameless ministry
and promote maturity
was clearly
outlined.
The demonstrations
and experiences
were enjoyed
very
much and a great
deal
of
benefit
and encouragement
were derived therefrom.
It was thrilling
to
hear from Brothers
Knorr and Franz
as well as the other special
representatives
from the Society’s
headquarters.
The high point
of the assemblies
was Sunday’s
public address,
"World
Unity--Is
It Just
a Dream?"
The
combined attendance
of the 35 district
assemblies
in the United States
was 133,751.
This is a tremendous
increase
to compare with 93,305 for
the district
assemblies
in 1951. Also,
2,534 persons
symbolized
by water
immersion
the dedication
of their
lives to do Jehovah’s
will.
Thus, with our minds braced
for
activity,
let us push ahead "always
having plenty
to do" in the service
of the King, proclaiming
that world
unity
is not just a dream, but will
soon be an established
reality
by
theocratic
direction.
UNITED

STATES QUOTA FOR 1952
130,308 Publishers

Monthly Field Service Report
July Report
Av,
AV. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’I Pies.
207 141.2 66,9
7.1
Pioneers
8,497
98.2 26,9
3.7
Co, Pubs. 122,886
10.5 2,8
.4
Total Pubs. 131,590
Public Meetings Held: 6,208
August Report
Av.
Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
242 121.7 45.4
Sp’l Pies.
5.7
P,oneere
7,858
92.0 28,4
3.7
Co. Pubs. 119,152
10.2 2,8
.4
Total Pubs. 127,252
Public Meetings Held: 6,042

"Hold

a

Good

Three
Bound
Books
to Be Offered
in November
1 "Hold a good conscience,"
says
Peter; and a good conscience toward
God is what all lovers of eternal
life crave. (1 Pet. 3:16, NW) But
how? To win a good conscience
toward God we must have faith
in
Him and in his provisions
through
Christ Jesus as well as in his visible
organization.
To hold this good conscience requires more than faith. It
requires
continual
action in the
work of bearing His name and confessing Him with our lips.
2 Realizing
the importance
of
showing love to our neighbor, during
November we will hold a good conscience by confidently
presenting
three bound books, on a contribution
of $1.50. Many were successful
in
placing the offer during the summer
campaign and will continue to have
placement privileges
as field work
is engaged In during this month. We
know that these publications
are a
Thinkers
and Actors
Will
Be
at the World Assembly
By Jehovah’s
undeserved
kindness there is going to be a world
assembly of Jehovah’s witnesses in
1953 at New York city, and ’I am
going to be there’. Positive thinking?
Yes, it is. And that is just the way
Jehovah’s witnesses world-wide are
thinking about this assembly.
2 But positive thinking alone is
not sufficient.
A positive course of
action is also required.
Just as!
"faith
without works is dead" sol
would it be on our part to think
or say ’I’ll
be. there’ and then do
nothing toward making it a reality
by starting
immediately to arrange
our affairs to that end.
avery evidently
it is Jehovah’s
will that an assembly be held in
New York city next summer, so the
"faithful
and discreet
slave" is
obediently directing its activity accordingly. Our view, then, will not
only be ’if the Lord wills I’ll be
there’; but, rather, ’since it is the
Lord’s will to have an assembly for
his people (and I am one of his
people), I am going to be there.’
4 Individually
we will be privileged to attend if we prayerfully
consider the matter before Jehovah
and then put our positive
’I am
going to be there’ efforts into operation. Start now to organize and plan
so you will be in New York city to
enjoy this provision of Jehovah with
the rest of our brothers
at the
world assembly.

Conscience"
rich storehouse
of life-producing
food. We must have their contents
well in mind when speaking to the
people at the doors. Then, talk to
them confidently
with freedom from
fear, presenting
the message with
tthe sincerity
and conviction
tha
bring God’s approval.
3 Positive thinking is essential
Maturity demands the ability to convince others that the knowledge and
information
in these publications
are for their eternal welfare. Hence,
endeavor to give a thorough witness at each home. Stick to the offer,
and do not be quick to drop to one
book. Mature publishers
can easily
work with three
books. Have at
least two sets of books with you in
the field.
4 Jehovah surely blesses the works
of his people, but the effort must
first
be there on the part of each
individual
publisher.
Our only safe
course, then, is to seek Jehovah, and
participate
in the work outlined by

the "faithful
and discreet
slave"
during November by presenting
the
three bound books to all who will
hear. We will thus hold a clean
and good conscience toward God.
Unassigned
Territory
A number of companies have expressed their desire to follow up interest found in unassigned territory.
Perhaps other companies will wish
to do the same. If it is convenient
to do this without unduly interfering with regular company activity,
please write the Society for the assignment.
We remind you to send
a report on the extent to which isolated territory
was worked. Include
with this report any information
you believe will be helpful to the
Society in further
caring for the
interest.
Coming Literature
Offers
November and December:
Three
bound books for $1.50: What Has
Religion
Done for Mankind? "Let
God Be True" and "This
Means
Everlasting Life".

Positive

COMPANY

ORGANIZATION

Theocratic
Ministry
School
1Just
nine years ago Kingdom
publishers
went from door to door
with testimony
cards and phonographs to do their "talking".
When
the theocratic
ministry school was
organized,
publishers
were on the
way to maturity by learning to actually talk the "pure language".
2It behooves all Kingdom publishers to continue on advancing toward maturity;
hence the Society
urges all brothers,
young and old,
to enroll in the school. Sisters, while
not enrolled, are encouraged to participate
in the audience discussion
as outlined in the school instruction
sheet. A copy of this form should be
given to each newly enrolled
student; and the school servant may,
at the same time, suggest that he
obtain for his personal use copies of
Theocratic
Aid to Kingdom Publishers
and "Equipped for Every
Good Work".
a When the school servant calls
the roll at the beginning of school,
all publishers,
especially
those enrolled, should be present to get full
benefit from the meeting. Attendance
records, along with completed counsel sheets, should be filed by the
school servant,
as, from time to
time, information relative to a certain student’s
attendance and progress may be desired.
By looking upon assignments as
a privilege,
students will always ac4

cept them gladly, not reluctantly.
Brothers receiving instruction
talks
have an added privilege
and responsibility;
for, of all talks, this
one must be arousing,
must be animated, and must clearly
accentuate
a theme. Before school convenes the
speaker should notify the school
servant of the title
he has chosen
for the instruction talk.
5 Preparation
is the key to progress. It will greatly diminish audience fear, instill
confidence, enkindle enthusiasm,
and enable a
speaker to put his heart into the
message. A speaker
who does not
prepare well will not make progress,
and his lack of preparation deprives
him of much valuable training.
Remember too, insufficient
preparation
not only deprives speaker or student
of full benefit from the school, but
it also deprives the entire company
of the full blessing of the course.
Speakers thus have a responsibility
toward others as well as themselves.
e If all publishers
come on time,
are well prepared, listen closely to
counsel offered, and then endeavor
to apply suggestions
for improvement of their
own ministry,
the
greatest
progress toward maturity
will be made. Yes, the ministry
school is accomplishing its purpose
by training
Jehovah’s servants
to
actually
speak the good news "publicly and from house to house". Are
you getting the full benefit from it7

"say to the prisoners, Go forth."--Isa.
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"Hold
Everyone

a
a

Good conscience
"

Publisher

Assist
Others to Gain
a Good Conscience
1 During the month of November
publishers
will endeavor to "hold
a good conscience"
by presenting
three bound books on a contribution
of $1.50: What Has Religion
Done
for Mankind? "Let God Be True"
and "This Means Everlasting
Life".
To the majority of publishers
this
will mean simply transferring
the
offer they were making in their unassigned territory
to their regular
company assignment.
To others who
had no unassigned territory
it will
mean extending this very excellent
presentation
to a greater number of
persons in their regular assignment.
2 Regardless of whether you work
in unassigned territory
or regular
territory
you meet people, you talk
to them about the Lord’s kingdom,,
and you endeavor to place bound
books with them. If you did that in
unassigned territory,
you can do it
in your regular assignment. People,
generally speaking, are the same. If
you can show them that you have
something they need, they will take
it. Therefore,
if you present the
combination
with the same vigor
and conviction in your present assignment as you did in your unassigned territory,
they will take it,
and you will place books. Actually
our biggest job is that of adjusting
and preparing ourselves to do what
the Lord directs and in the manner
he directs.
a In this connection the following
comparison is interesting.
Prior to
the unassigned territory
campaign
we had a three-bound-book
campaign in November, 1951. The average for book placements
per company publisher
was 1.3. In December, 1951, we offered one bound book,
What Has Religion Done 7o7" Mankind? Average books per publisher,
1.2. During the three-bound-book
campaign in unassigned territory,
we averaged in June 1.6, in July
1.5 and in August 1.4 books per
company publisher.
The slight
decrease in placements from June to

During

"

49:9.

"

November

August is undoubtedly due to rapid
completion of unassigned territories
by many companies and their return
to regular
company assignments.
But the figures indicate that publishers
placed many more books in
unassigned territory,
and we believe
this was mainly because the publishers
went to that territory
expecting to place books. They diligently and enthusiastically
presented books and hence actually
placed them. The combined total of
924,811 books placed in the United
States in the three months proves
this.
4 Let us "hold a good conscience"
during November and present
the
three bound books with the same
Maturity

Essential

Do You Preach
Every
Month?
The mature Christian
understands
fully his commission from God. His
richness of understanding keeps the
will of the Lord clearly before him
and he delights to do it. Thus Paul
prayed that the Colossian brothers
might "be filled
with the accurate
knowledge of his will in all wisdom
and spiritual
discernment, in order
to walk worthily of Jehovah to the
end of fully pleasing
him as you
go on bearing fruit
in every good
work".--CoL 1:9, 10, NW.
Yes, "become full-grown
in powers of understanding," for it is then
that
a Christian
moves forward
steadily,
confidently
and properly
equipped to preach the good news
of the Kingdom. This is why we received
so much good counsel
on
growing to maturity at our recent
district
assemblies. That there is a
great need at present for increased
maturity is shown by an examination of the figures on regularity in
the service. Of the total number of
publishers in the United States during the past 6 months, only 56 per
cent were regular
publishers
each

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

conviction,
and see if we do not
bring our placements up to the level
of our unassigned territory
results.
Examine the book placements
for
June, July and August from your
company records and ascertain
your
publisher average. Make it your goal
to equal or exceed that figure right
in home territory.
Arrange demonstrations
by publishers
who were
efficient in placing bound books. Encourage those who are having difficulty
making bound-book
placements. Let experienced
publishers
give personal assistance and generally work up enthusiasm for the presentation.
Make your quota for each
publisher
at least
two hours of
house-to-house
work every Sunday
followed by back-calls
on previous
placements.
Be sure each publisher
has at least two combinations with
which to work, and also have plenty of company supplies on hand for
the campaign.
for

Regular

Service

month, while 44 per cent were irregular.
This means that only a
little
over half the total publishers
engaged
in the preaching
work
every month, while the remainder
for some reason did not arrange
their affairs to engage regularly in
this blessed work of aiding others.
How does your company compare?
If we are to reduce this number
of irregular publishers considerably,
it will require that each servant in
the company and all mature publishers work diligently
to hell) new
and irregular publishers to participate in the service.
This should be
true, not for just one month, but
every month. (See the September
1951 Informant
and the Society’s
letter of February 20, 1952, for suggestions.) Not only will well-planned
service meetings be necessary,
but
personal instruction
will need to be
given them in the field, where they
can receive helpful suggestions and
tactful counsel as they work. True,
we want to continue working toward
new peaks of publishers,
but chiefly
we want to care well for "the flock
of God" and see that everything possible is done to ensure maturity and
(Continued on page 4, col. 1)

Around

the

World

with Jehovah’s Witnesses
"Obey God Rather than Men"
The apostles,
when before the Sanhedrin
and commanded to cease
preaching the good news regarding
Christ Jesus replied: "We must obey
To Those
Who Say,
God as ruler’ rather than men." (Acts
because it is the finest book ever
5:29, NW) The 1952 "Yearbook" shows
"I Have My Bible"
that the good example they set Is
published.
There is no question
being followed by Jehovah’s witnesses
about that in either of our minds,
today.
When this expression
is heard
The witness work in a certain Syrian
the lips of a householder,
a for it is a provision from God, as
town was forging ahead by leads and from
stated
at 2 Peter
1:21. (ParaKingdom publisher
bounds, especially the public meeting well-equipped
Many of us, though, have
campaign, partly due to the fact that can tactfully
reply: "Most people in phrase)
trouble understanding
and getting
a clergyman took his stand for the this country have a Bible. In fact
truth. So the Devil influenced his
the full benefit of what the Bible
agents to commandthe brothers to re- it is very rare to come to a home says. In /’act, we might liken ourfrain from assembling themselves to- that does not have one. However,
to the Ethiopian
eunuch
gether.
However, they obeyed God is merely having a Bible in the selves
rather than men and so the company homehelpingpeopleto liveas Chris- whomActs S tells us about. He was
servant was arrested. At the trial the
from Jerusalem where he
false charges were refuted and a good tianstoday?I’m sure that you will returning
As he rode
witness was given, causing the Judge, agree conditions throughout the had gone to worship.
in dismissing the case, to say: "I have worldare as describedat 2 Timothy along in his chariot,
he was readfound Jehovah’s witnesses to be the
when
only real Christians." (170, 17])
3 : 1-5. (Paraphrase) Every day ing aloud from the Scriptures
Our brothers in Switzerland followed newspapers and radio broadcasts Philip, one of God’s ministers, came
a like course. Although the Supreme relatethe multitudeof unchristianto him and asked if he understood
Court at Lausanne refused to properly
The eunuch
classify their house-to-house activity
things being done by people who what he was reading.
as preaching and ruled that they must have a copy of the Bible. So just replied that he did not fully underobtain permits,
they chose to obey havinga Bibleis not enough,as we stand and that he would need a
God rather
than men and even arranged for a circuit
assembly in both know. It must be read,under- guide or someone to help him to do
Lausanne, where the court resided, and stood and its righteousprinciplesso. Today, too, we need Bible study
featured the house-to-house work. Not put intopractice.
guides to assist
us In a study of
Thesepublications
a single arrest
was made, and the
the Bible. Many millions of these
largest attendance ever was seen at which I am offering to you on a publications
(have offer in hand)
the public meeting! (233)
In Yugoslavia the brothers continue small contributionhave helped me have acted as a guide for people all
to preach and increase despite a five- immeasurablyin understandingthe over the world, aiding them to unyear ban. They depend upon Jehovah Bible. ] gladly bring them to your
for strength. (244)
door and feel sure that you, too, derstand clearlythingsof vitalconcern in worshipingGod, On a small
will receive a blessing by reading
HomeBible Studies
contributionof $1.50 1 would like
Take this
One cannot read the reports con- them with your Bible.
to leavethosethreestudyaids with
tained in the 1952 "Yearbook" without one for example . . ." (Go on to tell
being struck with the vital role that how it aids in studying the Bible./
you. This one . . ." (Brieflycover
the home Bible studies play in rethe highpointsof the offer.)
Here is another way to tactfully
leasing the prisoners; where "anyone
who is being orally taught the word bring out the importance of having
After placing the offer, do not
[shares] in all good things with the Bible study aids: "I’m glad to know overlook making arrangementsfor
one who gives such oral teaching".
that you have a Bible in your home, a returncall.
--Gal. 6:6, NW.
In Bolivia a clergyman told a young
couple with whom a Bible study was
eligible.
Companies will submit a
being conducted that Jehovah’s wit- 1953 Yearbook
and Calendar
Literature
Credit Request form in
nesses were antichrists.
However,
having Just concluded the chapter on
the usual way for copies of the
The 1953 Yearbook and calendar
Jesus Christ they were well equipped will soon be ready for distribution.
Yearbook they place with pioneers.
to refute him. Result: two more publishers of the Theocracy. Without the The cost of the Yearbook is 50c
home Bible study the Devil’s bird per copy, and calendars may be had Monthly Field
Service
Report
might have snatched away the seeds for 25c each or live or more to
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1953
of Kingdom truth that had been so
for 20c each.
Compainstakingly planted in the hearts of one address
139,289Publishers
those interested ones. (91)
panies should order their supplies
SeptemberReport
In China one sister
invited
her immediately.
Pioneers on the list
Av. Av. Av.
former school friends to her own home
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
for a Bible study, and before long before July 1, 1952, should register
Sp’l
Pios.
there were three more witnesses for now with the stock servant of the
264 123.9 48.5 5.7
Jehovah. One of these in particular
Pioneers
6,890 86.2 28.0 4.2
received much opposition
from her company with which they are as- Co. Pubs. 121,514
8.6 2.7
.4
husband and so-called friends, but that sociated in order to receive a free Total Pubs.128,668
only made her stronger.
Could she
Public
Meetings
Held:
5,423
have withstood that heat of persecu- copy of the Yearbook.
The stock
tion without the help obtained from servant will keep this list and take
that Bible study? (110)
Progress
Toward Maturity
when ordering
In France a back-call was made in it into consideration
We are now in a new service
a town where there were none of Je- the company supply of the Yearyear,
which means that
we will
hovah’s witnesses This grew into a
study with ten persons. "Within two book; and he will check off the work toward
our new quota
of
months, four were publishing, and by names of the pioneers as he gives
139,289 publishers. Publishers should
the time of the next circuit assembly
six of the original ten were immersed. out copies of the Yearbook. Pioneers compare their progress with quotas
At the close of the service year there who commenced work on or after
established
by the company. The
were 12 publishers in that little town,
and as many as 30 persons were at- July 1, 1952, will not be eligible for United States can easily reach its
goal of 10 per cent increase,
by
tending
thepublicmeetings
heldthere.
Home Bible study work is certainly a free copy of the Yearbook. Those Jehovah’s undeserved kindness, if
an effectivemeansof obeyingJesus’ pioneers not associated with a com- all publishers become regular monthinjunction,
’Feedmy sheep.’" (137) pany will receive their Yearbook,
ly preachers
of good news during
And also an effective
way of telling
theprisoners,
"Go forth!"
direct from the Society if they are 1953.
2

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

Some publishers devote a great deal of time to street work, but little
if any time to house-to-house preaching. The greatest results are achieved
by a balanced field schedule. In October many "Awake!" subscriptions were
obtained in house-to-house
witnessing.
The second demonstration below
offers suggestions on how to follow through on "Awake[" subscriptions.

A United Petition for
The World Assembly

"Except the LORD build the house,
they labour
in vain that build it."
(Ps. 127: 1) This Scriptural
principle applies
to all activities
of the
Conductor opens with remarks about
Lord’s people in caring
for Kingdom
"Awake!" Follow Through
door-to-door
work’s being backbone of
our service
to God. Not enough doormatters.
Having in mind this
fact
SCENEI (4 min.) Bible study servto-door
work is being done by pubant working with company book study
and the world assembly of Jehovah’s
lishers.
Last year in the U.S. 19-1/2 mil- group on back-call
night
has made witnesses
to be held in New York
lion hours spent in field,
9 million
arrangements
to assist
irregular
pubpieces of literature
placed, plus 11 mil- lisher tn back-call
city July 19-26, 1953, properly it may
work. Two discuss
lion magazines.
Roughly this amounts
call.
be said,
’Unless the Lord’s blessing
to one book, Bible,
booklet or magaBible study servant
outlines
steps
and favor is upon the multitude
of
zine placed every hour, tile great ma- that will make return visit productive.
to be done in connection
with
jority
being booklets
and magazines.
A well-planned
back-call
can easily be things
But why not increase
book placepreparing
the world assembly,
they
the springboard
to a home Bible study.
ments?
Are we not educators?
And He sets scene by recalling
points that
labor in vain that build it.’
do not books provide
basis for more induced
person
to subscribe
for
Each one of the Lord’s people is
studies?
Many hours of street
work "Awake!" His personal
record
shows
are good, no doubt; but most effective
deeply
concerned
in the assembly
world unrest,
religious
disunity,
fear
use of time requires
us to channel
and political
strife
were touched on and desires
it to be an outstanding
activity
into house-to-house
more
in original
discussion.
He recalls
that
milestone
this
side of Armageddon.
work. This will increase
our placehouseholder
subscribed
because
ment average.
"Awake!" truthfully
exposed those reThe Society
prayerfully
considers
sponsible
for world distress
and then all
assembly
arrangements
before
SCENE I (3 min.)
Two brothers
provided Bible solution.
Next he checks
talking.
Brother Progressive
tries
to equipment:
to do so,
Bible, bound books, maga- Jehovah and will continue
encourage
Brother
Backward
to do zines and handbills.
as counseled
at Philippians
4:6
house-to-house
work with him. Cam(NW): "In everything
by prayer
paign this month is to place as many
SCENEII (8 min.) Bible study servbound books as possible
in hands of ant and irregular
along with thankspublisher
at the door and supplication
people.
Backward says secular
work of "Awake," subscriber.
giving
let
your petitions
he made
allows
him only two or three
hours
Bible study servant
warmly and in known to God." Knowing that
Jea week, and his street
work at Main friendly,
spirit
introduces
himself and
and Broadway seems to tire
him less.
in the petition
of his
irregular
publisher
to householder.
He hovah delights
Progressive
tries
to get him to put identities
people everywhere,
the Sohimself
as minister
who devoted
in one hour in house-to-house
work,
stopped by a short while ago, is recciety
is inviting
all dedicated
inbut to no avail.
ognized and both are invited
into the
dividuals
and companies
of Jehohome. Bible study servant
explains
SCENE II (6 min.) Progressive
calls
purpose of call is to be certain
that
vah’s witnesses
world-wide
to unite
at a door. Householder
says: "I have copies
of "Awake:"
are being
rewith
us in praying
for Jehovah’s
seen a Watchtower
man standing
on ceived,
and that he is especially
incorner
of Main and Broadway."
Witguidance
upon all umlertakings
in
terested
in householder’s
observations
hess:
’ Yes, it is one way we have
and opinions
on magazine.
this regard.--Prov.
15 : 8.
of reaching
many busy people."
HouseHouseholder
remarks that he looked
With prayers
ascending
to Jehoholder:
"It doesn’t
seem that
many
over several
articles
that were instop to talk
to him, but I suppose
vah from all parts
of the world in
He questions the conclusions
every religion
has a different
way of teresting.
of the assembly
itself,
our
"Awake!" relative
to the end of behalf
preaching."
Witness: "That’s just one of
world. Servant points out necessipersonal
arrangements
to attend
as
small feature
of our preaching.
But the
ty
of
having
complete
picture
of
any
may I step in for a few minutes
to subject
as those
of our
brothers
before drawing conclusions
or well
explain
how you have come into contim world,
undoubtedly
closing
mind to something that is not throughout
tact with
the greatest
educational
easily
understood.
In all fairness
it he will be pleased
with our united
work ever
undertaken?"
Progressive
would be well to examine authority
Is invited
in, leads into three-book
and pour out from heaven
and references
"Awake!" relies
on. petition
offer,
showing how they aid in study.
The Bible is produced and Bible study
a manifestation
of approval
that
Places books; arranges for return visit.
servant
sets
householder’s
mind
at
will result in the greatest
of blessing
(This scene can demonstrate
effective
ease, stating
that "Awake’" does not
presentation
of three books.)
to all of his people.
condemn world on its own premise,
but allows Word of God to do judging.
SCENE III (3 min.)
Two brothers
He
refers
to
Daniel
2:44,
Ecclesiastes
again
meet and Progressive’s
exIsaiah 45:12, 18, and Revelation
Not-at-Home Letters
perience
is recounted.
Brother Back- 1:4,
to show that destruction
of
ward is impressed.
Progressive
shows 16:14-16
world does not mean end of literal
The Society
has a quantity
of the
how doing only street
work is oneearth,
but rather
end of wicked syssided. Street work good, yes, but think
letters
left
over front
and its supporters.
As not-at-home
of greater
opportunities
offered
in tem of things
territory
work. A
discussion
continues,
he takes
out the unassigned
house-to-house
work. God gives real
"Let God Be True" and demonstrates
limited
supply of these will be sent
increase
when we talk to people,
when how
book
searches
out
scriptures
on
we give of ourselves
to people
by given subject.
they
He refers
to "The End with each company order until
explaining
hispurposes,
when we parthe World", chapter
21, and conare gone,
and publishers
may use
ticipate
in all features of service. Why of
tinues
discussion
with
material
in
them in regular
witnessing.
This is
not put half of his street
time in this chapter.
After an hour discussion
house-to-house
publishing?
lie invites
a splendid
letter
to leave
where
Is ’ brought to pleasant
conclusion,
Brother
Backward on back-call.
Bible study servant
mentions that he people
are not at home when you
would
like
to
return
next
week
to
call.
Be sure you do not put them
SCENE IV (4 min.)
Householder
take up a few additional
points
on
in mailboxes,
however,
as this
is
this subject.
glad to see Brother
Backward.
Says
contrary
to postal
regulations.
on street
until
Brother
Progressive
SCENE
III
(3
min.)
Bible
study
servtalked
to him and showed him it was ant discusses
successful
back-call
only part of great educational
cam- with irregular the
publisher.
Advises him
Pioneer Accounts
paign of Jehovah’s witnesses.
Systemto be prepared with a subject in event
atie arrangement of books, questions,
All
pioneers
associated
with a
subscriber
does not raise one. Points
etc.,
convinces him we are real Bible
out that
he intends
to place
"Let
educators.
Study is arranged.
company and who still
have an acConductor concludes,
showing BrothGod Be True" with subscriber
on next tive
account
with the Society
are
er Backward that he should now think
week’s call and then work right into
requested
to please
make an effort
very,
very
hard.
How much more
study.
He
tells
advantages
of
sharing
Progressive
accomplishes
with his
out their
accounts
as soon
in this work regularly.
Irregular
pub- to close
time! If you are a street
publisher
as possible.
You will receive a statelisher voices appreciation
and expressonly, why not give some of that time
ment
shortly.
This
will
save
work at
es desire to Improve his ministry
in
to house-to-house
work for better
this way.
results?
the Society’s office.
3

"Triumphant

Clean

Worship"

Help Others
to Have a Share
1 The Creator of righteous
principles,
Jehovah God, requires
that
we serve him in a clean manner.
Through his Word be tells us that
triumphant
clean
worship means
walking in a way befitting
Christians. (Jas. 1: 27, NW) It is evident
that for one to be a clean worshiper
of Jehovah God he must care for
those in tribulation
who are seeking
the way to life.
At the same time
he must also keep himself from the
unclean and wicked ways of Satan’s
world.
2 During the month of December
we will continue in clean worship by
taking to the people three Bible
study aids that have been instrumental in setting so many prisoners
free and advancing clean worship
in the earth.
"Let God Be True",
What Has Religion
Done for Mankind? and ng
"This MeaNs Everlasti
Correspondence
Suggestions
(Part 1)
Letters to the Society should be
as brief as possible,
yet clearly
written, with the opening paragraph
stating the purpose of the letter.
Should the letter relate to previous
correspondence,
mention this in the
opening paragraph,
giving the desk
symbol and date of the previous correspondence,
such as CD October
2, 1952. If a postcard was sent to
you by the Society which deals with
the subject of your letter,
return
the card with your letter.
The writer
should always sign his full name
at the close of the letter,
not just
initials.
Do not take it for granted
that someone at the Society’s office
knows you. The company servant
should sign all letters from the company, and his signature should certify that he has checked the correspondence and found it correct.
Every letter
should bear a return
address ; and company letters
should
bear the full name of the company
and unit (where units exist),
such
as New York, N.Y., Company, Brooklyn Heights Unit.

Witnessing

Period

Life" will be the offer, on a contribution of $1.50.
3 In order for clean worship to
be triumphant,
we must grasp the
privilege
given us of instructing
others,
that they also may share
and enjoy such worship. In working
with these three books, let us be
ever mindful of our obligation
to
call back and lovingly
help the
people study and appreciate
what
"the form of worship that is clean"
requires
of them. Pioneers
and
company publishers
alike should
call back on all book placements
made in November and December.
Keep in mind, too, that right conduct is an integral part of our congregational
meetings.
Show goodwill persons clean worship in action
by inviting
them to the company
meetings. With friendliness
and love
give them a taste of what it means
to associate
with those who put
clean worship first in their lives.
COMPANY
The

Company

Fellowship
with those of clean
minds and hearts
makes our grip
on the word of life more firm, and
it will likewise
be a stimulus to
those of good will.
4 Regularity
in service helps us
maintain clean worship, too. Be determined to be a regular publisher,
thus keeping your heart and mind on
the triumph of clean worship.
Publications
Now Available
Can You Live Forever in
Happiness on Earth?--Portuguese
Counsel on Theocratic Organization
for Jehovah’s Witnesses--Finnish
Evolution versus
The New World
--French
Freedom in
the New World
--Fijian
Will Religion Meet the World Crisis ?
--Afrikaans,
Portuguese,
Zulu
Songs to
Jehovah’s Praise
---Cinyanja
"Equipped ]or
Every Good Work" --Portuguese
"This Means
Everlasting Life"
--Danish

ORGANIZATION
Book

Study

The company book study constitutes a group of brothers assembled
for Bible study, using one of the
Society’s books as an aid. It is supervised by the local company organization
and presided over by a
Society-appointed
study conductor.
The study can also serve as a field
activity
center at which service
meeting admonition and suggestions
are put into practice with the assistance and leadership of the study
conductor.
The company book study
follows the organizational
pattern
set up by Moses over Israel,
so
proper attention can be given to the
individual,
both in study and application.--Ex. 18 : 22-25.
The progress of the company as
whole is dependent upon the efficient operation of its company book
studies.
The greatest
portion of
responsibility
falls upon the study
conductor.
Personal
planning and
preparation
together with zeal and
enthusiasm
in performance
of his
duties will bring the desired results.
His comments during the study will
be brief and he will endeavor to
keep the theme of the lesson outMaturity Essential...
(Cont’d)
standing.
Brief service announcetheir continuance in the way to life.
ments, such as invitations
to KingBy convention time next year, let
dora Hall meetings and service arus make as our goal: every pub- rangements for the local group durlisher regular in the service. In this ing the week, will bring the meeting
way we will attain to the stature
of "a full-grown man, to the meas- to a close. The entire meeting will
ure of growth that belongs to the not exceed one hour.
s Due consideration should be givfullness of the Christ".--Eph. 4 : 13,
NW.
en to all present and especially to the
4

new interest,
as this is the place
where they begin to learn and see
Jehovah’s theocratic organization in
operation. All present who can read
should be given opportunity to read
scriptures
not quoted in the paragraphs.
Only the better
readers
should be assigned to read the paragraph sum-ups, one reader per evening. He should be notified
a week
in advance. The alert
conductor
will be cognizant of those needing
assistance
in the field service and
will show himself anxious to render
personal help. A good conductor will
inspire others to action by his own
enthusiasm and willingness
to render aid.
4 The importance
of the company
book study cannot be too strongly
emphasized.
Through these area
studies the Lord has kept his organization
intact
when the enemy
has outlawed the work and closed
the Kingdom Halls. Therefore,
all
publishers should co-operate fully by
being regular
in attendance
and
having lessons well prepared.
The
publisher
in whose home the study
lisd held is greatly blessed and shou
keep the home neat, clean and free
from disturbances
during the time
of meeting. Some have felt it necessary to serve refreshments
after
the study. This is oftentimes a burden on the householder and therefore none should expect it. Feeding
spiritual
food and helping others to
say "come" is our chief aim. Doing
so in a spirit of warm friendliness
will guarantee Jehovah’s approval.
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"Say to the prisoners, Goforth."--lsa.

"Triumphant
December

Splendid

Clean
for

Have You Placed
One Set Yet?
z Jehovah requires
clean worship
on the part of his people. Through
his King Christ Jesus he has established clean worship in the earth,
and the lips of his devoted servants
hhave been cleansed to now sing fort
his praises. The result has been the
abandonment
of the corrupt
old
world and its false, unclean worship
by many thousands of good-will persons. They now join their voices in
songs of praise and increasingly appreciate the need for clean worship.
Many more thousands
will
yet
join in clean worship before Armageddon’s battle
establishes
the
triumph of Jehovah’s right worship
in all the earth.--Jas.
1:27.
U During December all of God’s
servants will want to share in the
united
worship
of Jehovah
by
placing with the people three bound
books, What Has Religion Done for
Mankind? "Let God Be True" and
"This Means Everlasting
Life",
on
a contribution of $1.50. If you have
not yet placed at least
one set,
make it your determination to do so
in December, by Jehovah’s
undeserved kindness. These publications
forcefully
bring home the need for
clean worship by all who hope to
live under Kingdom rule.
s Success in placements will depend much on having a right mental
attitude
when approaching the people. There is no question that they
need the information in these three
books!
You know that!
But are
you so convinced yourself that you
are ready to convince others? Mature and positive thinking, and your
good conscience, will prompt you to
present the offer at every door.
Stress specific contents of the books.
Endeavor to get the householder’s
viewpoint on some subject, and then

Three

Worship"
Bound

49:9.

Witnessing
Books

show how the books provide
an
answer. Point out the tremendous
circulation
of the books as an indication of their recognized value.
4 Take advantage
of the opportunity to reach people in a favorable
frame of mind during the holiday
period. Placements have always been
unusually good on such occasions.
Plan group witnessing
and enjoy a
day of real service in the field. A
person could receive
no greater
blessing than to have placed within
his reach this vital information
dealing with Jehovah’s requirements
for clean worship.
5 To place literature
you must go
to the people. Therefore do not fail
to participate in house-to-house serv-

BROOKLYN,57. Y.

Period
ice. Let no timidity cause any publisher
to shrink
back from presenting the offer. The small contribution asked does not even begin
to compare with the great blessings
the three
books can bring to a
righteously
disposed person. Where
a book placement is not possible, do
not forget the possibility of planting
a seed through the use of tracts.
Homes where placements
are made
should be marked for a return visit.
6 Jehovah is building up his organization
of clean worshipers.
What are we contributing
toward
the advance of clean worship? Invite other sheep to join with us in
singing Jehovah’s praises now and
thus aid them to be among the clean
worshipers to survive into the new
earth.

Mature
Publishers
Use Tracts
Are You Using
Tracts
cussed initially
with the people.
to Preach
the Good News?
When we leave them something to
oral witness will in most
At our recent district assemblies, read. the
be followed up by a private
four additional tracts were released cases
of the subject disfor use in the field. This means that consideration
cussed. In all cases the people will
we now have eight timely tracts,
covering
some of the major doc- be directed to the only hope, which
Christ’s kingdom.
trines in the Bible, that we can use is 4Tracts
can be enclosed
with
very effectively
in preaching the
good news of the Kingdom.
letters that we write to friends and
2 Have you formed the habit of relatives in which we give a witness.
leaving an appropriate
tract with And, the tract
Hope for the Dead
persons who show some interest
but is just what we need to distribute
who do not obtain literature?
Are at funerals
conducted by Jehovah’s
you using them when witnessing
to witnesses.
A brief announcement can
friends and neighbors,
and otherbe made at the conclusion of the fuwise in incidental preaching? If not, neral discourse that copies can be
you are missing wonderful
opporobtained
from the usher, or they
tunities
to spread the Kingdom mes- might be placed on a table near the
sage. Oftentimes the leaving of a door for the convenience of all who
tract opens the way for a back-call
wish copies. Then, too, a tract or
and further occasion to talk to in- booklet can be given out after pubterested persons about the truth.
lic meetings.
3By carrying
a supply of the
Tracts definitely
have a role to
tracts
with us in all features
of play in our witnessing.
Every pubthe service, we are prepared to leave lisher should use them to the fullest
to the prisoners,
Go
an additional
witness on almost all in ’saying
Bible subjects
that might be disforth !’

Around the
with Jehovah’s

World
Witnesses

The "Worship That Is Clean"
If we would share in the triumph of
clean worship we individually
must
clean up and then keep clean. (Jas.
Jehovah and
1:27) We may confess
honor him with our lips, but that will
not assure us life if we deny him and
bring reproach upon his name by our
course of action.
As noted in the
1952 "Yearbook" report on British
Honduras, clean worship plays a vital
role in the expansion of the Theocracy, for people notice the difference
between the conduct of Jehovah’s witnesses and of those of the various
worldly religious organizations. (95)
The report from Honduras tells us
of how one company assisted
seven
couples to clean up by getting legally
married, all of whomare now engaging
in the pure worship. (153)
Those taking their stand in Southern
Rhodesia likewise appreciate the importance of pure worship. A native
there
who some months back had
expressed the intention of taking to
himself another wife was asked by
his mistress why he had not done so.
He replied that he was studying with
Jehovah’s witnesses
and that they
would not let him join if he had more
than one wife. (226) Yes, in Africa
elsewhere, the true worship is sueceeding where false religion has failed.
The stressing of pure worship at one
of the district
assemblies in Panama
so impressed a person of good will that
he was heard to remark:
"When I
get home I am going to straighten
out my affairs, and get properly married so I can be counted as a publisher." (201) Surely the privileges
service and the hope of life in the new
world should help us to keep our worship clean and undefiled.
’Strength for All Things’
Saying to the prisoners "Go forth!"
requires overcoming obstacles in the
strength
of Jehovah. As Paul expressed it: "’For all things I have the
strength
by virtue of him who imparts power to me." (Phil. 4:13, NW)
Yes, with Jehovah’s
help we CAN
overcome the obstacles in our way, be
they travel problems, weather conditions or opposition by the enemy.
One seventy-year-old
successful
Surinam publisher
gets around by
means of a dugout canoe. (227, 228)
One circuit servant in Newfoundland
purchased a small plane so as to be
able to reach small, isolated villages
in his territory. (179) One Finnish pioneer has ten studies each month, the
nearest being 12 and the farthest
22 miles away. In summer he cycles
and in winter he skis to his studies.
(136)
Is your territory rugged terrain? Is
its population widely scattered and
highly unstable? Does its temperature
get as low as 50 degrees below zero?
Does it have steady rains lasting for
weeks at a time? Our brothers
in
Alaska have all such conditions
to
contend with and yet they were able
to report a 29 per cent increase for
the 1951 service year. (63, 246)
Strength for all things is also shown
by four brothers in Portuguese East
Africa who, railroaded
to a labor
camp, have succeeded in building up a
company right within the camp. (197)

To Jewish
Persons
Upon noticing
a mezuzah (parchment encased in a wooden or metal
case or tube) attached to the doorpost, the Kingdom publisher
wonders: "What can I say that would
arrest the attention
of this Jewish
person?" After briefly
introducing
yourself,
you might say something
to this effect.
"I am calling in the interest
of
a cultural
and world-wide
educational work. I am sure you’re interested in education, and you want
your children
to receive the best
education possible.
Since accurate
knowledge can extend one’s life, education
is really
important.
You
know, of course, that even the mezuzah supports this conclusion when
it quotes Deuteronomy 1] : 13-21,
which says that by gaining accurate
knowledge of Almighty God’s righteous laws and keeping them your
days will be multiplied and you will
live long upon the earth. Also you
will recall
the prophet
Hosea
speaking for God when he said : ’My
people are destroyed for the lack of
knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee.’--Hosea 4 : 6.
"I am sure you will readily agree
with me that the religion
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob was based on
accurate
knowledge and was the
one pure religion established
by Jehovah God, as described in the tiebrew Scriptures.
As an aid to
gaining this knowledge the book entitled
’What Has Religion Done for
Mankind?’ is published. Notice here
on page 33 the description
of the
time when there was one pure religion on the earth. Each paragraph,

you will notice, refers you to Scripture citations
which you must check
with your copy of the Bible. By this
means you will gain that desired
accurate
knowledge
of Jehovah
God’s purposes which really
will
mean life to you and your family.
After a careful
analysis
of the
eleven basic religions on earth today
and their
accomplishments,
this
book points to the only pure religion
which will survive all other religions on the earth.
"Everyone loves life,
and this
companion study aid entitled
’This
Means Everlasting Life’ probes into
the subject in detail.
It lists the
Scripture citations for proof. Since,
according
to King David in the
100th Psalm, God is our Life-giver,
we should permit his Word to be
true by letting
it be the guiding
factor in our lifo. This third book,
entitled
’Let God Be True’, will
show you how he speaks for himself.
These Bible study aids will
assist
you to gain knowledge and
understanding
of God’s arrangements to restore
joy and gladness
to people here on the earth, under
one nation,
by meand of a new
covenant.
(Jer. 31:31-34,
AS) God
is determined
to carry out the
promises
he made to Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, Isaiah and the other
faithful
men of old. Wouldn’t you
like to see these promises fulfilled?
These three publications,
which you
may have on a contribution of $1.50,
are worth their weight in gold to
you in terms of encouragement and
hope." (See Theocratic Aid to Kingdom Publishers,
page 197; June 1,
1952, Watchtower, page 326.)

Public
Meeting
Handbills
In the past the Society has accepted handbill
orders from companies for the current series of public talks only. That is what we prefer, because it simplifies
the task
of printing
handbills in the large
quantities
required.
However, some
companies run a long series of talks
in their
Kingdom Hall and would
like to have a change of subject,
aside from the eight current talks,
for the benefit of good-will interest.
Henceforth the Society will accept
orders for handbill titles
for two
years preceding the current series
if ordered in lots of one thousand or
more. It will be permissible to order
handbills
now for any of the talks

in the 1950 and 195t series (listed
below). After the 1953 series starts
next spring,
handbills
may be ordered for any talks of the 1951 and
1952 series,
as well as the 1953
series. This will give a little
more
variety where desired.
"It Is High Time to Awake!"
Who Is Your God?
Religions
Have Christendom’s
Failed ?
Hell Used as a Scare
The Pathway to Peace
Preserving
Godliness
amid World
Delinquency
Surviving
Global War
"The Truth Shall Make You Free"
(Continued on page 3, col. 1)

YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

Do not fail to follow through on November-December
book placements.
A suggestion on how to do it appears in the first demonstration below.
Our service should be stimulated by Kingdomsongs we sing at meetings.
Do you give thought to the words?They are designedto keep heart and mind
fixed on progress to maturity, as illustrated in the seconddemonstration.
SCENEI (3 rain.) By demonstration
or pantomime the publisher is shown ments that most people have much
finishing presentation of three books, more respect for Almighty God after
and householder takes them. Publisher they find out why he has permitted
then explains that there are manyfine
But to know more about
features in this Bible library and per- wickedness.
publisher suggests they conhaps when he is in the area again a Jehovah,
chapter on Who Is Jehovah?"
few more minutes can be spent talking sider
Householder agrees. Pubabout them. He explains
that the next week
then says he gets more out of
purpose of the work is to aid in un- lisher
chapter
by
it and looking up
derstanding the Bible and his second scriptures reading
ahead of time. He encourcall will be to find out if the publi- ages householder
to
likewise. Comcations fulfill their purpose. Although mentator concludes do
pointing out
the back-call is well planned by the how study was started bywithout
formal
publisher, be makes it appear casual proposal of study, publisher being
preto keep the householder from feeling
pared
for
effective
back-call
and
tactobligated.
ful follow-up arrangements.

Plan Vacations
the
World

to Attend
Assembly

"Whatever a man is sowing, this
he will also reap." Can a farmer
plant seed a few days before harvesttime and reap fruitage?
No, he
certainly cannot. He must plant seed
at the proper time if a crop is to be
harvested.
Does not this principle
apply in planning vacations to theocratic
advantage?
If an effort
to
arrange
a vacation is first
made
shortly before the world assembly,
the results
may be as unfruitful
as
those
experienced
by the lateplanting farmer. Have you arranged
vacation
dates so you will be in
New York city July 19 to 26, 19537
Knowing the assembly dates and
the number of days required to travSCENEII (6 rain.) Commentator
points
out that two weeks have
el to and from New York, you can
elapsed, also that publisher calling
arrange your vacation accordingly.
back does not start out by asking if
Value of KingdomSongs
The Society announces conventions
books have been read. Rather, he asOPENING(2 rain.) Conductor dis- far in advance so as to give brothers
sumes that householder
has read cusses
whatever may be weaknesses
"Let God Be True". He is invited in of company,
such as house-to-housethis opportunity to plan their vacaby householder and after a few introwork,Biblestudies,
streetwork,etc. tions. Has your employer scheduled
ductory remarks asks if the scripture
mentionsvalue of Kingdom songs your
index was noticed. He then looks in He
vacation during July, 19537
in
this
connection.
We sing many
the index of his book and "shows the songs, based on scriptures.
I)o we Do not leave the matter to chance.
page references to 2 Corinthians 4:4. sing them with a real appreciation
of
He shows householder the text in Bible what we are singing? Are we actually
Why not let your employer know
that states
’the god of this world
for next year? We
of what we sing? Or is it a your preference
blinds the minds of the people’. This doers
believe
you will find him co-operaas with false religions? How
is puzzling, so he suggests looking up formalism
can
the
songs
help
us?
tive,
and
that
he
will appreciate
one of the page references to get more
information. Householder gets his book
your advising him at an early date
SCENE
I
(4
rain.)
Publisher
looks
and both look up page 56. Publisher at three-book
comments on so he can plan his work.
reads paragraphs 4 and 5 and para- merits of each offer,
hut because he
phrases the question to draw house- failed to place book;
Now is the time to plant the vaany books the last
holder out. Then householder is asked time he was out be
offer is cation seed if you want to reap a
to read paragraph 6. The question is not for him. So he decides
stays
at
home.
discussed
and point is thoroughly
he does chores about the house rich harvest at the world assembly.
proved that Satan is god of this sys- As
song No. 87 comes to his (However, please do not write to
tem of things. The questions in the Kingdom
mind.
(Here a hidden voice reads or the Society or anyone in New York
7th paragraph are discussed, but Pub- stags verse
two, accompanied by piano
lisher looks at his watch and states
possible.)
He pauses, goes over about rooms or trailer
camp until
he has another call to make. He sug- if
words
himself,
how well they
gests that question as to why a just fit or apply toexclaims
him. Hurries to meet the Society makes announcement on
and loving God permitted
Satan to group for field service,
taking two sets these. It will save us extra work at
live be put off till next week.
of three books.
New York. The Informant
and The
SCENE
III (6 rain.) One week later.
SCENEII (10 rain.) A. series of Watchtower will make proper anA few friendly remarks are made and scenes
(which
may
be
pantomimed)
publisher refers back to inquiry re- showing publishers doing things in- nouncement in due course.)
garding God’s permission of wicked- correctly,
with conductor commenting
hess. They open books to page 57 and thereon. Then
he Points out the
begin. Paragraph 8 is read and then right way to doassuch
as men- Literature
Credit
Requests
discussed through question. Commen- tioned in songs 28, 59, things,
49, 66, etc.
tator explains that some time has (words of song to be 34,
sung
with
acA good many companies that propassed and they are now at paragraph companiment if possible), light dawns
16. The question,
’Why has Jehovah
for pioneers do not
publisher and he changes to doing vide literature
permitted Satan to exist?" has been on
things correctly:
(1) From rude and forward the Literature
Credit Recompletely answered. Householder is tactless
house-to-house
presentation
to
satisfied
but wants to know what
and gentle (Song 28, verse 2); quest (SC-53) form regularly.
future holds for Satan Commentator kind
from fearful street presentation
then relates how study of chapter is (2)
and alert (Song 59, verse 1); will help matters greatly, both for
completed. On leaving, publisher corn- confident
the Society and for companies, if
(3) from arguing with or ignoring
one’s brother to showing him love the brothers will see to it that these
Public Meeting . . . (Cont’d)
(Song 34, verse 2); (4) from letting
credit
requests
are forwarded to
worldly cares overcome one to rising
Conquering
Fear in a Perplexed
above them (Song 49, verse 2);
the Society once each month, not
(5)
from
one-feature
publisher
to
wellWorld
balanced publisher engaging in all
later than the tenth of the month,
fields of service (Song 78 verse 3).
Religion--True
and False
on the form. Company
time permits, Song 66, verse 3 can be as stated
Will East Meet West in Peace?
inventories
and accounts will then
used as a finale.
The Peoples’ Greatest
Need
CLOSINGREMARKS
(2 rain.)
Con- be more accurate, and the Society’s
Critical
Times--Why
Are
They ductor clinches points by showing how records will be up to date. Be certain
profitable
it is to know words of
Here ?
Kingdom songs, think of words as we to fill out this form completely.
the names of pioneers
sing,
look
up
scriptures they are based Oftentimes
Evolution and the Bible
on, make them live, make them more who obtain literature
are omitted,
The Truth About the Trinity
a part of our everyday lives.
The making it necessary to return the
scriptures
on
which
they
are
based
How Long Would You Like
to
will be more easily remembered, will credit request. Careful co-operation
Live?
;strengthen us in time of need.
will save time and work.

Company Orders

Fearof theSovereign
Jehovah
Prepare for
15th Watchtower Campaign
1 "Let all the earth fear Jehovah,"
says the psalmist,
and rightly so.
(Ps. 33:8, AS) We must fear his
mighty power and majesty as Sovereign of the universe, and all persons of good will must learn
to
respect
and fear Jehovah. This is
the way of life!
How can they
learn about him? From The Watchtower, a foremost
proclaimer
of
Jehovah’s sovereignty.
For the fifteenth
consecutive
year it will be our great joy to present The Watchtower to the people
in a four-month campaign. The offer,
starting
January 1, J953, will be a
year’s subscription,
with a premium
of three booklets, for $1. Some may
wish to offer both The Watchtower
and Awake! on a subscription
basis
for $2 a year, with a six-booklet
premium.
s Will you be prepared this year
to effectively
present the subscription offer? All companies and each
individual minister should begin preUNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1953
139,289Publishers

The following
suggestions
will
help the companies in ordering litparing now. Service meetings should erature.
By checking
literature
highlight the subscription presentamovement on the progressive
invention; all should be encouraged to tory for previous months of corretake part in group witnessing; suffisponding offers it will aid you in
cient magazines should be on hand determining
how much literature
for work in the field; accounts serv- should be ordered.
Watch for anants will
be ready to receive
nouncements in the Informant
for
subscriptions
and forward them coming campaign offers so you can
promptly and correctly
(with remit- include this literature
in your next
tance of 90c for each new subscriporder. Check the supply of forms on
tion) ; each individual
publisher
hand so that any forms needed will
will make personal preparation
by be included with the campaign litstudy for effective service with the erature.
Pioneers and publishers
magazines.
Whether this is your who want some special
item that
first
Watchtower campaign or your the company does not have in stock
fifteenth,
you will want to look should place their order with the
ahead and prepare for it now. With stock servant so that it will be
this Informant
each company will
sent in with the regular
company
receive two copies of the Distribuorder. By following the above sugtors’ Magazine Order Blank for in- gestion frequent
and small orders
creasing your magazine supply, if can be avoided. Also. this will assist
necessary.
in making ]00-pound
shipments,
4 Have you not learned through
which is the most economical
way
study of The Watchtower to appreto ship literature.
(See Cost List
ciate
and fear Jehovah as Sovunder heading
"J00-Pound
Shipereign?
Then why not give thouments".) Please always supply all
sands of others the same opportunity? Present The Watchtower with the information requested at the top
enthusiasm !
of the S-5 Order Blank.

COMPANY

Monthly Field Service Report Aided by the District
October Report
Av. Av. AV.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
219 134.6 54.9
6.8
Pioneers
6,743 95.8 33.0
4.5
Co. Pubs.125,678
9.7 3.3
.5
Total Pubs.132,640
Public Meetings Held: 8,619

Correspondence Suggestions

ORGANIZATION
Servant

The district
servant assists individuals, companies and circuits to
advance Kingdom interests.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of
each week he serves at the circuit
assembly city or with a company
in the circuit requiring special attention.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday he serves the circuit assembly.
2Generally the district
servant
will be assigned by the Society to
serve the company where the circuit "assembly is to be held. Tuesday
night he will give a talk to the
company. He is to work in the field
with publishers
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
Assembly matters will require his attention,
too,
and he works with the circuit
servant on these.
Demonstrations
for
the Saturday night activity
g
meetin
sometimes require him to visit nearby companies for rehearsals
or to
enlist the aid of capable brothers.
a Should a company in the circuit need special attention,
the Society may assign the district
servant to visit that company Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
In such
cases the Society advises both company and district
servant of the

(Part 2)
Envelopes addressed
to the Society should always bear the coin-I
plete return address of the sender.
Pioneers are requested to use the l
pink envelopes
provided for their
use, as it will avoid additional
handling of their mail. If all the
correspondence is destined for one
particular
department,
this may be
noted in the lower left corner of
the envelope, such as: Legal Desk.
Convention Desk, Handbill Order,
etc. Should a number of items be sent
in one envelope, please do not clip,
glue, staple or otherwise fasten the
correspondence together. There is no
objection to including subscriptions,
literature
orders,
handbill orders,
remittances
and general correspondof each envelope are checked careence, etc., in the same envelope. Be fully" before mailing to assure that
certain,
however, that the contents
everything is enclosed.

dates.
At an appropriate
time he
will arrange
for a meeting with
servants and aPt)dinted
study conductors,
and with~ the company. At
other times he will be occupied in
field service with the company. If
necessary,
he may arrange an additional meeting with servants and/or
company and give further
counsel.
He fills out a report at the end of
his visit, discusses it with the servants, gives a copy to the company
servant and sends the original
to
the Society.
4 At the circuit assembly he takes
oversight of the program. In addition to serving on the program1 and
giving attention
to assembly matters, he will participate in field work
if time is available. He will be glad
to discuss company problems w
ith
circuit
servants,
company servants
or other individuals,
as circumstances may require. He will counsel
and aid the circuit
servant. Where
time permits he will discuss his circuit assembly report with the circuit servant, as well as leave him a
copy.
5District
servants are appointed
by the Society to serve others in
the theocratic
organization.
Company publishers,
pioneers, servants
in the company and circuit
servants
are encouraged to work closely with
the district servant.

